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Abstract

In this information age, Recommender Systems (RSs) have played an increasingly im-

portant role in providing users with tailored suggestions that match their preferences.

However, conventional offline RSs cannot well deal with the ubiquitous data streams

of user-item interactions. This is because offline RSs are periodically trained with

large-volume historical interaction data, and thus cannot well capture the latest prefer-

ences of users embedded in their recent interactions. To address this issue, Streaming

Recommender Systems (SRSs) have emerged in recent years, which commonly train

recommendation models with newly coming interaction data to capture the latest user

preferences for streaming recommendations. For further improving the accuracies of

streaming recommendations, this thesis proposes the following three approaches.

Firstly, training recommendation models with newly coming data only benefits

overcoming the preference drift problem, but overlooks the long-term user prefer-

ences embedded in the historical data. Moreover, the common heterogeneity of users

and items makes it more challenging to deliver accurate streaming recommendations,

as different types of users (or items) have different preferences (or characteristics). To

address these two issues, we propose a Variational and Reservoir-enhanced Sampling

based Double-Wing Mixture-of-Experts framework, called VRS-DWMoE. Specifi-

cally, in VRS-DWMoE, we first devise variational and reservoir-enhanced sampling

to wisely complement newly coming data with historical data for capturing long-term

user preferences while addressing the issue of preference drift. Then, we propose

a double-wing mixture-of-experts model to effectively learn the heterogeneous user

preferences and item characteristics with two mixture of experts, respectively, where

each individual expert model specialises in one type of users or items.

Secondly, the commonly existing underload (or overload) scenarios, where the
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data receiving speed is lower (or higher) than the data processing speed, should be well

dealt with for accurate streaming recommendations. Therefore, we propose a Stratified

and Time-aware Sampling based Adaptive Ensemble Learning framework, called STS-

AEL. Specifically, in STS-AEL, we first devise stratified and time-aware sampling to

extract training data from both newly coming data and historical data. This practice

not only benefits utilising the idle resources in underload scenarios more effectively,

but also helps capture long-term user preferences while addressing the preference drift

issue. After that, we propose adaptive ensemble learning to first leverage multiple in-

dividual recommendation models for concurrently learning from the prepared training

data, and then fuse the results of these individual models with a sequential adaptive

mechanism for accurate streaming recommendations.

Thirdly, all the existing SRSs have been devised for dealing with data streams

of user-item interactions w.r.t. a single behaviour type (e.g., purchases) and com-

monly suffer from the data sparsity issue caused by the limited number of such single-

behaviour interactions. Therefore, we propose the first Multi-behaviour Streaming

Recommender System, called MbSRS, to exploit more sufficient multi-behaviour in-

teractions (e.g., purhcases, add-to-carts and views) for further improving the accu-

racies of streaming recommendations. In MbSRS, confronting data streams of multi-

behaviour interactions, we first propose the Multi-behaviour Learning Module (MbLM)

to accurately learn the short-term user preferences and stable item characteristics.

Then, we propose the Attentive Memory Network (AMN) to effectively maintain the

long-term user preferences. After that, these learnt short-term user preferences and

long-term user preferences are merged by the elaborately devised User Preference

Merging Module (UPMM). Note that MbLM, AMN and UPMM all effectively lever-

age the multi-behaviour interactions to further improve the accuracies of streaming

recommendations.

The superiorities and the effectiveness of all the above three approaches proposed

in this thesis have been validated by both the theoretical analysis and extensive exper-

iments that are conducted on real-world datasets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Significance

Recommender Systems (RSs) [70] are a type of information filtering systems, which

assist users to select items more effectively and efficiently in the current big data era.

With the ever-growing data volume, RSs have played an increasingly important role

in both academia and industry to confront the information explosion. As data streams

of user-item interactions (e.g., continuous purchase records generated by online shop-

ping websites) are pervasive in this information age [6], delivering accurate streaming

recommendations is an essential task we need to accomplish. However, this task re-

mains a challenge [127] despite the fast development and wide applications of RSs.

This is because that conventional offline RSs periodically train recommendation mod-

els with large-volume historical interaction data, which impedes capturing the latest

preferences of users embedded in their recent interactions.

To deliver accurate streaming recommendations, recent years have seen an emerg-

ing trend where recommendation models are trained with newly coming interaction

data instantly. The RSs following this trend are commonly referred to as online [38] or

Streaming Recommender Systems (SRSs) [6]. Compared with the conventional offline

RSs, SRSs have the following three main advantages.

1) SRSs can capture the latest user preferences. As user preferences commonly

change over time, capturing the latest user preferences significantly contributes

to delivering accurate recommendations based on users’ current intentions for

1



§1.1 Background and Significance 2

interacting with items. However, offline RSs treat all the available interactions

equally, and thus can only learn the overall user preferences from all available

interaction data. In contrast, SRSs are commonly trained with newly coming

interaction data, and thus can well capture the latest user preferences embedded

in the recent interaction data for more accurate streaming recommendations.

2) SRSs can better deal with the cold start problem. By training recommenda-

tion models with newly coming interaction data in a timely manner, SRSs can

quickly learn the preferences of new users and characteristics of new items, and

thus make accurate recommendations in terms of new users and new items.

3) SRSs do not need to store large-volume interaction data. Offline RSs are periodi-

cally trained with large-volume historical data, and thus they require large-space

storage for performing the offline recommendations. In contrast, most SRSs do

not need to store any historical data, which benefits protecting user privacy and

also helps reduce the extra expenses for the storage.

The superiorities of SRSs over offline RSs are also illustrated by the following moti-

vating example.

Motivating Example 1. We present a motivating example in Fig. 1.1, which depicts an

online shopping scenario. Specifically, after Alice has purchased three pairs of sports

shoes last year and two pairs of dance shoes this year, she is recommended a pair of

sports shoes and a pair of dance shoes by the offline RS and SRS, respectively. This

is because the offline RS considers all Alice’s purchased items equally, and infers that

Alice prefers the sports shoes as she has purchased more sports shoes than the dance

shoes. In contrast, the SRS successfully captures Alice’s latest preferences towards

dance shoes embedded in her recent purchases, and thus recommends her a pair of

dance shoes. In the end, Alice purchases dance shoes that better match her latest

preference. This motivating example clearly illustrates the fact that SRSs are able to

deliver more accurate recommendations than offline RSs do by effectively capturing

users’ latest preferences.
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(a) Offline Recommender System

(b) Streaming Recommender System

Figure 1.1: Comparison between offline RS and streaming RS

The existing SRSs are mainly developed in two stages: 1) adaption-based SRSs

and 2) stream-oriented SRSs. As an earlier attempt, adaption-based SRSs aim to adapt

the conventional offline RSs to streaming scenarios by incrementally training their

recommendation models with newly coming data, such as Incremental Collaborative

Filtering (ICF) [86] and Element-wise Alternating Least Squares (eALS) [38]. Re-

cently, stream-oriented SRSs have been proposed, which are specifically devised for

the streaming scenarios, such as Stream-centered Probabilistic Matrix Factorisation

(SPMF) [127] and Neural Memory Recommender Networks (NMRN) [121].

These SRSs can all be referred to as single-behaviour SRSs, as they make recom-

mendations with data streams of interactions w.r.t. a single type of behaviour (e.g.,

purchases). Intuitively, in the cases where interactions w.r.t. multiple behaviour types

(e.g., purchases, add-to-carts and views) are available, multi-behaviour SRSs should

be proposed to incorporate such multi-behaviour interactions for accurate streaming

recommendations. This is because incorporating the more sufficient multi-behaviour
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(a) Single-behaviour Streaming Recommender System

(b) Multi-behaviour Streaming Recommender System

Figure 1.2: Comparison between the single-behaviour SRS and multi-behaviour SRS

interactions benefits addressing the long-standing data sparsity issue, and thus con-

tributes to more accurate streaming recommendations when confronting data streams

of multi-behaviour interactions. This is also illustrated in the following motivating

example.

Motivating Example 2. In the motivating example presented in Fig. 1.2, after Alice

has purchased a pair of pink shoes and viewed two dresses with different colours, the

single-behaviour SRS in Fig. 1.2a recommends her another pair of shoes based on her

single-behaviour (purchase) interactions while the multi-behaviour SRS in Fig. 1.2b

recommends her a pink dress based on her multi-behaviour (purchase and view) inter-

actions. As Alice has already purchased a pair of similar shoes recently, she prefers the

pink dress that is recommended based on her multi-behaviour interactions. This moti-

vating example clearly illustrates the fact that exploiting multi-behaviour interactions

significantly contributes to more accurate streaming recommendations.

This thesis aims to improve the accuracies of both single-behaviour recommenda-

tions (see Chapters 3 and 4) and the multi-behaviour recommendations (see Chapter 5).

The following subsection introduces the challenges we need to address for achieving

this goal.
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1.2 Challenges of Streaming Recommendations

In this subsection, we introduce the four main challenges that are targeted in this thesis.

Specifically, Challenges 1, 2 and 3 (CH1, CH2 and CH3) are from single-behaviour

streaming recommendations, while Challenge 4 (CH4) is from multi-behaviour stream-

ing recommendations.

1.2.1 Preference Drift and Long-term User Preferences

The first challenge CH1 in this thesis is ‘how to well deal with the preference drift

(i.e., user preferences towards items change over time) while capturing long-term user

preferences’.

The evolutional user preferences over time cause preference drift (also known as

concept drift) in streaming recommendations [127]. For example, the preferences of

Alice towards the styles of clothes change as she ages. Another problem is the loss of

long-term user preferences. For example, Bob likes to read history books; however,

the online book store recommends him math books only after he recently bought some

math books just for an examination. It is a challenging task for SRSs to simultaneously

deal with the above two problems.

Targeting this challenge, SPMF [127] and NMRN [121] have proposed reservoir-

based and neural memory network based approaches, respectively. However, SPMF

has difficulties in dealing with preference drift as it does not effectively utilise newly

coming data to capture the latest user preferences, while NMRN has a limited capabil-

ity to capture long-term user preferences as the memory recording preferences might

be updated frequently over the continuous data stream.

1.2.2 Heterogeneity of Users and Items

The second challenge CH2 in this thesis is ‘how to well deal with the heterogeneity of

both users and items (i.e., different types of users and items have different preferences

and characteristics, respectively)’.
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Different preferences (or characteristics) of different types of users (or items) com-

monly exist in the real world. For example, ballet dancers tend to purchase ballet shoes

while tennis players are more likely to purchase rackets. This heterogeneity makes ac-

curate streaming recommendations for all types of users and items a challenging task.

However, this issue has not been discussed in the literature of SRSs. Existing SRSs

commonly utilise a unified model to learn both user preferences and item character-

istics for all the users and items [32, 38]. Nevertheless, with a single unified model,

SRSs cannot well deal with the intrinsic differences between user preferences and item

characteristics or accurately learn the preferences (or characteristics) of different types

of users (or items).

1.2.3 Underload Problem and Overload Problem

The third challenge CH3 in this thesis is ‘how to tackle the underload problem (i.e.,

the scenarios where the data coming speed is lower than the data processing speed)

and the overload problem (i.e., the scenarios where the data coming speed is higher

than the data processing speed)’. This challenge can be further decomposed into the

following two sub-challenges.

CH3.1 how to tackle the underload problem? The low resource utilisation ratio caused

by the underload problem commonly exists in real-world applications [62,

51], as the systems are devised to be scalable and prepared for the peak de-

mand. Although resource management approaches [35, 75] have been studied

to address the underload problem for general stream processing, to the best of

our knowledge, no studies have been reported in the literature to particularly

address the underload problem in streaming recommendations. However, it is

an important issue, since the wasted computational resources in the widely-

existing underload scenarios should be effectively utilised for improving the

recommendation accuracies. Therefore, we argue that SRSs that can effec-

tively deal with the underload problem should be proposed.
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CH3.2 how to tackle the overload problem? The overload problem has attracted

more research interests in the stream processing areas [93, 49], including the

streaming recommendations [6, 127, 32]. As the generation velocity of data

streams keeps increasing, SRSs should be well prepared to handle the inten-

sive workload beyond their capacities. To address the overload problem in

streaming recommendations, sampling methods have been proposed in the

literature [32, 127] to reduce the training workload of monolithic SRSs (i.e.,

SRSs that employ single recommendation models for recommendations). How-

ever, monolithic SRSs cannot completely tackle the overload problem due to

their limited computational capabilities.

1.2.4 Multi-behaviour Interactions for Streaming Recommenda-

tions

The fourth challenge CH4 in this thesis is ‘how to wisely leverage multi-behaviour

interactions for improving the accuracies of streaming recommendations’. This chal-

lenge can be further decomposed into the following three sub-challenges.

CH4.1 how to wisely exploit multi-behaviour interactions to accurately learn the

short-term user preferences and stable item characteristics in the stream-

ing scenarios? Compared with the single-behaviour interactions, the multi-

behaviour ones are much more difficult to deal with. This is because multi-

behaviour interactions comprise the following two types of user preferences

(or item characteristics): 1) the shared user preferences (or item characteris-

tics) across multiple behaviour types, e.g., a user tends to purchase and view

the same brand of mobile phones; and 2) the behaviour-specific user prefer-

ences (or item characteristics), e.g., a user views expensive mobile phones for

curiosity but tends to purchase cheap ones for the financial issue. Therefore,

these two types of user preferences (or item characteristics) need to be both

accurately learnt from data streams of multi-behaviour interactions. More-
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over, different from the relative stable item characteristics, user preferences

vary over time. Thus, short-term preferences of users embedded in their re-

cent interactions need to be well captured for accurate streaming recommen-

dations.

Although some offline multi-behaviour RSs [28] attempt to utilise multi-

behaviour interactions for offline recommendations, they fail to explicitly

learn the shared user preferences (or item characteristics) and behaviour-

specific user preferences (or item characteristics) for further improving rec-

ommendation accuracies. Furthermore, they are not devised to deal with data

streams, and thus are not able to be employed for streaming recommenda-

tions.

CH4.2 how to wisely utilise the multi-behaviour interactions for effectively main-

taining the long-term user preferences in the streaming scenarios? Com-

pared with that in offline recommendation scenarios, maintaining long-term

user preferences in streaming scenarios is more challenging. This is because

recommendation models for streaming scenarios are commonly trained with

newly coming data only, and thus their learnt long-term user preferences em-

bedded in historical interactions are easily overwritten by the short-term ones.

For example, Bob prefers reading history books, however, he is only recom-

mended textbooks after he has purchased some textbooks for exams. More-

over, incorporating multi-behaviour interactions makes this problem more

challenging. This is because interactions w.r.t. different behaviour types

might comprise different long-term user preferences, and are difficult to be

exploited simultaneously for maintaining such preferences w.r.t. the primary

behaviour.

Although some single-behaviour SRSs [127, 32] have been proposed to main-

tain the long-term user preferences, they are not devised to exploit the multi-
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behaviour interactions for more accurately learning such long-term prefer-

ences.

CH4.3 how to effectively merge the short-term and long-term user preferences when

confronting data streams of multi-behaviour interactions? Merging short-

term user preferences and long-term user preferences benefits reflecting users’

overall intention for interacting with items, and thus leads to more accurate

recommendations. However, this merging process is challenging since the

contributions of short-term preferences (or long-term preferences) might be

different for different users, and even different for the same user towards dif-

ferent items. In addition, this problem becomes more challenging when incor-

porating multiple behaviour types, as we need to exploit the multi-behaviour

interactions to obtain the merged user preferences w.r.t. the primary be-

haviour. For example, Alice watched romantic movies for months while

searching several thriller movies this week, it is challenging to decide which

type of movies to be recommended for her to watch.

Although some SRSs [150] have taken both short-term preferences and long-

term preferences into consideration, they learn these two preferences simul-

taneously by a single module, and thus the merging process is not devised.

However, we argue that short-term preferences and long-term preferences

cannot be well learnt by a single module simultaneously, as these two types of

preferences are inconsistent and might affect the learning processes of each

other in some cases.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

Targeting the four challenges of streaming recommendations mentioned above, this

thesis has three major contributions.

1. Targeting CH1 and CH2, the first contribution is proposing a novel mixture of
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expert based streaming recommendation framework along with an elaborately

devised sampling method. The characteristics and contributions of this work are

summarised as follows:

• In this work, we propose a novel VRS-DWMoE framework, which consists

of Variational and Reservoir-enhanced Sampling (VRS) and Double-Wing

Mixture of Experts (DWMoE), for accurate streaming recommendations.

• To address CH1, we propose VRS to wisely complement newly coming

data with the sampled historical data while guaranteeing the proportion of

newly coming data. In this way, VRS not only benefits addressing the pref-

erence drift issue by highlighting the importance of newly coming data but

also helps learn the long-term user preferences from the sampled historical

data.

• To address CH2, we propose DWMoE to effectively learn heterogeneous

user preferences and item characteristics. Specifically, DWMoE not only

learns user preferences and item characteristics with two elaborately de-

vised MoEs, respectively, to deal with their intrinsic differences, but also

allows each expert to specialise in one underlying type of users (or items)

to more effectively learn the heterogeneous user preferences (or item char-

acteristics).

2. Targeting CH1 and CH3, the second contribution is proposing a novel ensem-

ble learning based framework that can well deal with the underload problem

and overload problem for delivering accurate streaming recommendations. The

relevant characteristics and contributions of this framework are summarised as

follows:

• In this work, we propose a novel STS-AEL framework for more accurate

streaming recommendations, which contains two main components: STS

and AEL.
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• To address CH1 and CH3.1, we propose STS to extract representative data

from both newly coming data and historical data while guaranteeing the

proportion of newly coming data. In this way, through elaborately incor-

porating both newly coming data and historical data, STS can not only

capture both short-term and long-term user preferences, but also effectively

utilise idle resources in underload scenarios for delivering accurate recom-

mendations in the streaming scenarios.

• To address CH3.1 and CH3.2, we propose AEL to increase recommenda-

tion accuracies in both underload scenarios and overload scenarios. AEL

first conducts concurrent training to address the excessive data in both un-

derload scenarios (complemented by the sampled historical data) and over-

load scenarios via multiple individual models, and then fuses the predic-

tion results of these models to achieve higher recommendation accuracies.

Moreover, for the fusion process, we propose a sequential adaptive fusion

method specifically for streaming scenarios to further improve the accura-

cies of streaming recommendations.

Extensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed STS-AEL framework sig-

nificantly outperforms the state-of-the-art SRSs in terms of recommendation ac-

curacies on all three widely-used datasets in both underload scenarios and over-

load scenarios.

3. Targeting CH4, the third contribution is proposing a novel multi-behaviour stream-

ing recommender system, which effectively exploits data streams of interactions

w.r.t. multiple behaviour types for improving the accuracies of streaming recom-

mendations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first SRS in the literature

that exploits the multi-behaviour interactions for streaming recommendations.

The characteristics and contributions of this work are summarised as follows:

• In this work, we propose the first Multi-behaviour Streaming Recommender
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System, called MbSRS. Specifically, MbSRS contains three main com-

ponents: Multi-behaviour Learning Module (MbLM), Attentive Memory

Network (AMN) and User Preference Merging Module (UPMM).

• To address CH4.1, we propose MbLM to accurately learn both the short-

term user preferences and the stable item characteristics in streaming sce-

narios by elaborately learning shared embeddings and behaviour-specific

embeddings for both users and items.

• To address CH4.2, we propose AMN to well maintain the long-term user

preferences by first memorising the items that interacted with the target

user in terms of all the behaviours, and then wisely utilising these items

to represent the long-term preferences of the target user w.r.t. the target

behaviour type via an attentive method.

• To address CH4.3, we propose UPMM to wisely merge the short-term

user preferences and long-term user preferences with a gate mechanism.

Through this way, the short-term user preferences and long-term user pref-

erences w.r.t. the primary behaviour can be well merged for collaboratively

contributing to the accurate streaming recommendations.

Extensive experiments on three real-world datasets demonstrate that our pro-

posed MbSRS significantly outperforms both the state-of-the-art SRSs and the

state-of-the-art offline multi-behaviour RSs that can be modified to adapt to the

streaming scenarios.

1.4 Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature on RSs related to the work in this thesis, including

the single-behaviour offline RSs, single-behaviour streaming RSs and multi-behaviour

offline RSs.
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Chapter 3 introduces our proposed VRS-DWMoE framework, which not only ad-

dresses the preference drift issue while maintaining the long-term user preferences, but

also well handles the heterogeneity of users and items for improving the accuracies of

streaming recommendations. This chapter covers our work that has been published in

WISE’2020 [150].

Chapter 4 introduces our proposed STS-AEL framework, which can well deal with

both underload scenarios and overload scenarios for accurate streaming recommenda-

tions. It covers our work that has been published in APIN’2020 [149].

Chapter 5 introduces our proposed MbSRS, which effectively exploits the multi-

behaviour interactions for further improving the accuracies of streaming recommen-

dations. This chapter covers our work that is prepared to be submitted to TKDE.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and provides an outlook for future research direc-

tions.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, the existing literature related to the work in this thesis are introduced.

Specifically, these related literature are reviewed based on the categories w.r.t. rec-

ommendation scenarios of their proposed RSs: (1) Single-behaviour Offline Recom-

mender Systems (SbORSs), (2) Single-behaviour Streaming Recommender Systems

(SbSRSs), and (3) Multi-behaviour Offline Recommender Systems (MbORSs). To the

best of our knowledge, no multi-behaviour SRSs have been reported in the literature,

thus they are not introduced in this chapter. In addition, as a detailed introduction

of the widely-explored SbORSs is beyond the scope of this thesis, this chapter only

reviews the SbORSs that have inspired our work, including representative SbORSs,

memory network enhanced SbORSs and ensemble learning based SbORSs.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows:

• Section 2.1 reviews the related SbORSs, including representative SbORSs, mem-

ory network enhanced SbORSs and ensemble learning based SbORSs.

• Section 2.2 reviews the existing SbSRSs, including adaption-based SbSRSs and

stream-oriented SbSRSs.

• Section 2.3 reviews the existing MbORSs, including 2-behaviour ORSs and n-

behaviour ORSs.

14
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2.1 Single-behaviour Offline Recommender Systems

Single-behaviour offline RSs is a well-explored research area, which has been studied

from a wide range of perspectives. So far, many surveys have been proposed to system-

atically introduce the SbORSs devised for different recommendation scenarios, includ-

ing group recommendations [13], conversational recommendations [46], explainable

recommendations [148], session-based recommendations [123, 124], review-based

recommendations [9] and social recommendations [135]; or with different recommen-

dation mechanisms, including deep learning based recommendations [147], knowl-

edge graph based recommendations [33], graph neural network based recommenda-

tions [125] and adversarial machine learning based recommendations [14]. According

to the focus of this thesis, this section only reviews the representative SbORSs (see

Subsection 2.1.1) and those are highly relevant to our work, including memory net-

work enhanced SbORSs (see Subsection 2.1.2) and ensemble learning based SbORSs

(see Subsection 2.1.3). Readers can refer to the corresponding surveys mentioned

above for the detailed introduction to other types of SbORSs.

2.1.1 Representative SbORSs

Based on recommendation mechanisms, SbORSs can be roughly categorised into three

types: 1) content-based SbORSs [69, 88, 4], 2) collaborative filtering based SbORSs

[94, 37, 138] and 3) hybrid SbORSs [10, 106, 50] which combine the first two types.

Content-based SbORSs make recommendations by analysing the profiles of users and

properties of items. Differently, collaborative filtering based SbORSs recommend

items to target users by analysing the interactions from both target users and other

users who have similar preferences. During the past decade, the collaborative filter-

ing based SbORSs attract the most research interests, and have achieved substantial

progress towards delivering accurate recommendations. The most prevailing collab-

orative filtering based SbORSs are based on the matrix factorisation models or deep

learning models. Generally, these SbORSs first learn the latent factors of users (a.k.a.
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Table 2.1: The comparison of representative matrix factorisation based SbORSs

Category Representative approach Technique adopted
or basic idea

Without side
information

FunkSVD – Funk [99] Singular value decomposition
PMF – Mnih et al. [94] Probability theory

Koren et al. [56] Personalized bias
WRMF – Hu et al. [41] Weighted factorisation
WMF – Pan et al. [84] Weighted factorisation

BPR – Rendle et al. [91]
Bayesian optimisation &

personalised ranking

With side
information

SR – Cheng et al. [72] Social constraints
sRui – Ma [71] Social constraints

BMFSI –
Porteous et al. [89]

Bayesian optimisation

user embeddings) and latent factors of items (a.k.a. item embeddings), and then lever-

age these latent factors to make recommendations. To be more specific, matrix fac-

torisation based SbORSs rely on the linear operation (i.e., dot product) for learning

users’ preferences towards items from user-item interactions, while the deep learning

based SbORSs employ multiple neural network layers to capture complex and non-

linear user-item relations between users and items. In the following, we introduce rep-

resentative Matrix Factorisation based SbORSs (MF-SbORSs) in Subsection 2.1.1.1

with a brief summary in Table 2.1, and introduce representative Deep Learning based

SbORSs (DL-SbORSs) in Subsection 2.1.1.2 with a brief summary in Table 2.2.

2.1.1.1 Matrix Factorisation based SbORSs

In this subsection, we introduce MF-SbORSs with two parts, i.e., 1) MF-SbORSs with-

out side information and 2) MF-SbORSs with side information.

MF-SbORSs without side information

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [104] is a well known mathematical approach

for factorising a matrix. Inspired by SVD, Simon Funk proposed FunkSVD [99] to
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perform recommendations. Specifically, FunkSVD first factorises a rating matrix into

two low-rank matrixes, which incorporate the latent factors of users and latent factors

of items, respectively. Compared with the original SVD approach, FunkSVD does not

only have a lower time complexity but can also apply to the matrixes with missing

values, which are common for user-item interaction matrixes. Later on, many recom-

mendation models have been proposed based on the matrix factorisation methods.

For example, Probabilistic Matrix Factorisation (PMF) [94] was proposed to im-

prove recommendation accuracies with the probability theory. Specifically, PMF first

initialises the latent factors of users and the latent factors of items with the Gaus-

sian distribution, then learns user preferences and item characteristics based on these

well initialised latent factors, and finally makes recommendations with these learnt

user preferences and item characteristics. Moreover, the work in [94] extended PMF

to constrained PMF, which assumes that users with similar rated items possibly have

similar preferences. Their experimental results show that this constraint PMF is more

effective and performs well on the Netflix dataset.

In addition, Koren et al. [56] added biases to the original matrix factorisation

model. In this way, the personalised features of the target users and target items are

also considered for recommendations. First, they calculated the overall average rating

of the dataset, and the biases of the ratings for the target users and target items. Then,

they summed up these three values to serve as regularisation terms for the matrix

factorisation process. In this way, the predicted ratings are tuned for target users and

the target items, and thus are possibly more accurate.

Later on, Hu et al. [41] and Pan et al. [84] improved the matrix factorisation

models for performing recommendations w.r.t. implicit behaviours, such as purchases,

views and clicks. Compared with the explicit behaviours such as ratings, implicit be-

haviours are generally more common and easier to collect. Thus, recommendations

w.r.t. implicit behaviours should be well studied. However, this is a challenging task

because implicit behaviours do not explicitly reflect user preferences. For example,

users might find that they are not interested in a video after viewing it. To address this
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issue, Hu et al. [41] and Pan et al. [84] both proposed the weighted matrix factori-

sation models, which assign each interaction with a weight indicating the preferences

of the target user on the target item. Moreover, the work in [84] also employs a nega-

tive sampling method to leverage the user-item pairs without observed interactions for

effectively training the matrix factorisation models. This negative sampling method

benefits improving the accuracies of recommendations w.r.t. implicit behaviours, and

has been widely employed in recently proposed SbORSs [37, 38].

The above mentioned SbORSs are all element-wise SbORSs, which trains recom-

mendation models by minimising the differences between real labels (or values) and

the corresponding predicted ones. Different from these element-wise SbORSs, Rendle

et al. [91] proposed Bayesian Personalised Ranking (BPR) to learn user preferences

via a pair-wise method for accurate recommendations. Specifically, they assumed that

users have more preferences for their interacted items than those of their missed items.

Based on this assumption, they first sampled tuples of <target user, interacted item,

missed item>, and trained the matrix factorisation model with these tuples via the

Bayesian optimisation method [101]. The training objective is that the learnt prefer-

ences of users for their interacted items are more than those for their missed items.

BPR has been proved to be effective for training recommendation models, but it intro-

duces more time complexities into the training process.

MF-SbORSs with side information

Although the matrix factorisation model has been enhanced by the above work, the

inherent data sparsity issue in recommendations has not been well solved. Recently,

some researchers have proposed to employ side information to address this data spar-

sity issue. For example, Hao et al. [72] proposed a RS with social constraints, which

leverages the social network information among users to improve the recommendation

accuracies. Specifically, they assumed that friends in a social network with similar

historical ratings would have similar preferences for items. Based on this assumption,
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the work in [72] utilises the L2 norm of the differences between the latent factors of

users and their friends as regularisation terms to more effectively train matrix factori-

sation models. Moreover, Hao et al. [72] multiplied these regularisation terms with

the similarities of target users and their corresponding friends. In this way, the friends

with more similar preferences to target users will contribute more to the regularisation

terms.

Further to the work in [72], along with leveraging the latent factors of friends with

similar preferences as regularisation terms, Ma [71] also leveraged the latent factors

of friends with dissimilar preferences and the item social relations to further improve

the recommendation accuracies. Specifically, Ma assumed that the learnt latent factors

for target users and latent factors for dissimilar friends should be diversified, and thus

the differences between them should be maximised. Moreover, Ma leveraged the sim-

ilarities of ratings among items to represent the implicit social relations among items.

Then, similar to the user social relations, such implicit item social relations were also

served as regularisation terms to more effectively train the matrix factorisation models.

Apart from the social constraints, other side information such as user profiles and

item properties have also been incorporated by some MF-SbORSs. For example, Por-

teous et al. [89] proposed a Bayesian optimisation based matrix factorisation model

to well leverage such side information. Specifically, they first represented the given

side information with vectors, and then incorporated these vectors into the priors of

latent factors of corresponding users or items. After that, they employed the Gibbs

sampler to conduct the inference process for final predictions based on these side in-

formation enhanced latent factors. Later on, this method has been further improved by

Park et al. [87] with a hierarchical structure, which can more sufficiently exploit the

side information to better assist the recommendations.

Despite continued efforts, the MF-SbORSs are commonly restricted by their linear

operations and shallow structure, and thus have difficulty accurately learning non-

linear and complex user-item relations to further improve the recommendation accu-

racies.
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Table 2.2: The comparison of representative deep learning based SbORSs

Category Representative approach Technique adopted
or basic idea

Without side
information

AutoRec – Sedhain et al. [97] Autoencoder
Cheng et al. [11] Wide & deep learning

DMF – Xue et al. [41] Double-wing MLP
NeuMF – He et al. [37] Wide & deep learning

With side
information

ConvMF – Kim et al. [52] Convolutional Neural Network
DeepCoNN – Zheng et al. [151] Convolutional Neural Network

SR-RNN – Hidasi et al. [40] Recurrent Neural Network
SR-GNN – Wu et al. [131] Graph Neural Network

2.1.1.2 Deep Learning based SbORSs

Compared with the MF-SbORSs, DL-SbORSs are generally more effective. This ef-

fectiveness partially comes from their non-linear operations, deep structure, and high

flexibilities to adapt to different recommendation scenarios. In this subsection, we in-

troduce DL-SbORSs with two parts: 1) DL-SbORSs without side information and 2)

DL-SbORSs with side information.

DL-SbORSs without side information

The AUTOencoder based RECommender system (AutoRec) was proposed by Sedhain

et al. [97] to make recommendations with an unsupervised autoencoder. Specifically,

given a rating matrix, AutoRec takes rows (or columns) as the input of the user-based

(or item-based) autoencoder to learn the hidden states, and then reconstructs these rows

(or columns). In this way, the missing ratings are filled by the reconstructed rows (or

columns). Moreover, [97] proved that the deep structure benefits AutoRec to achieve

higher recommendation accuracies. Further, AutoRec has been enhanced in [132] and

[34] to be more robust and effective.

Later on, the Multiple-Layer Perceptron (MLP) based SbORSs have been proposed

and achieve satisfactory recommendation accuracies. For example, Cheng et al. [11]

proposed a wide and deep learning based RS that employs MLP to learn the complex
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and non-linear features of users and items. Moreover, besides this deep MLP com-

ponent, a wide and shallow component has also been employed to memorise the raw

input features and transformed input features. Then, the deep component and the wide

component are fused to reinforce each other for accurate recommendations.

Besides, Deep Matrix Factorisation (DMF) was proposed by Xue et al. [138] to

employ a double-wing MLP structure for accurate recommendations. First, they em-

ployed two MLPs to accurately learn user preferences and item characteristics, respec-

tively. Then, these learnt user preferences and item characteristics were fused with the

function of cosine similarity for the predictions. In this way, with the more accurately

learnt user preferences and item characteristics, DMF is expected to achieve higher

recommendation accuracies.

Moreover, Neural Matrix Factorisation (NeuMF) was proposed by He et al. [37]

to further improve the recommendation accuracies. Specifically, they first enhance

the original matrix factorisation model with non-linearities by replacing the linear dot

production with one fully connected neural network layer. Further, the output vector

of this enhanced matrix factorisation model is fused with that of an MLP model to

complement each other for better modelling the complex user-item relations, and thus

deliver accurate recommendations.

DL-SbORSs with side information

Similar to MF-SbORSs, the side information has also been employed by DL-SbORSs

to improve the recomemndation accuracies. Moreover, DL-SbORSs are flexibly con-

structed with multiple types of neural network structures, such as Covolutional Neu-

ral Network (CNN) [48, 59], Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [81, 144] and Graph

Neural Network (GNN) [95, 152], for effectively exploiting different types of side

information.

For example, in the recommendation scenarios where user reviews for items are

available, ConvMF [52] addresses the data sparsity issue by leveraging such review

information via CNN, and thus improves the recommendation accuracies. Specifi-
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cally, ConvMF first embeds user reviews for items into latent factors with CNN, then

leverages these latent factors of reviews to well initialise the latent factors of the corre-

sponding items. Finally, the PMF [94] model is employed to make recommendations

based on these well-initialised item latent factors and randomly initialised user latent

factors.

Further to ConvMF [52], which leverages the review information to initialise the

latent factors of items only, DeepCoNN [151] also employs the review information to

initialise the latent factors of the corresponding users as well. Then, these initialised

latent factors for users and items are first concatenated, and then fed to a fully con-

nected layer for predictions. Compared with ConvMF, DeepCoNN better exploits the

review information to learn user preferences, and thus can achieve higher recommen-

dation accuracies. Recently, some other CNN based SbORSs have been proposed to

well leverage the review information for delivering more accurate recommendations,

such as ReGS [134], HSACN [145] and WCN-MF [120].

Moreover, RNN has been widely leveraged by SbORSs to perform accurate se-

quential recommendations. For example, Hidasi et al. [40] proposed a session-based

RS, which employs RNN to capture the sequential dependencies among the items in

a session. RNN was originally proposed for learning the features embedded in se-

quential data, and thus suitable for learning the dependencies from the item sequences

in a session for accurate session-based recommendations. Later, many other RNN en-

hanced RSs for session-based recommendations have been proposed, such as DREAM

[141], iGRU4Rec [39], NARM [65], HRNN [90] and MCPRN [126].

Furthermore, GNN has been employed to more effectively exploit the transitions

among items to further improve the accuracies of session-based recommendations

[131, 95, 152, 119]. For example, SR-GNN [131] models each session as a directed

subgraph, and all these subgraphs composite the complete session graph that incorpo-

rates the information of all the sessions. Then, the transitions and dependencies among

items are well captured by the gated graph neural networks for accurate session-based

recommendations.
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2.1.2 Memory network enhanced SbORSs

The memory network [130] is an effective machine learning model, which contains a

readable and writable storage. It was originally proposed in [130] and is further en-

hanced to an end-to-end model in [108]. The effectiveness of the memory network has

been widely proved in various areas where objects or information need to be stored

for further usage, such as natural language processing [58, 111], image processing

[110, 136] and pattern recognization [82, 57]. Recently, researchers have also ex-

ploited the potential of the memory network for achieving accurate recommendations

[153, 42, 74, 73].

For example, Huang et al. [42] devised a double-wing memory network along with

a hierarchical attention mechanism to perform mention1 recommendations in Twitter-

like applications. First, they employed two memories for storing the Twitter histories

of authors and candidate users, respectively. Then, they utilised a word-level encoder

and a sentence-level encoder, both of which rely on the attention mechanism, to collab-

oratively embed the interests of authors and candidate users from their corresponding

Twitter histories, respectively. Finally, they leveraged the learnt interests for men-

tion recommendations by judging which candidate users match the authors. Later, the

memory-based mention recommendations have been further improved by the work in

[74]. Besides, the hashtag recommendations [73] for Twitter-like applications have

also benefited from the memory network for improving recommendation accuracies.

Recently, the memory network has also been leveraged by Dong et al. [22] to

effectively address the long-standing cold-start problem in recommendations. Specif-

ically, they employed a feature-specific memory and a task-specific memory to assist

initialise the latent factors of users in a personalised manner and guide more effective

predictions, respectively. By leveraging the feature-specific memory, which memo-

rises the profiles and latent factors of existing users, the latent factors of new users

can be initialised based on their profiles while referring to the latent factors of existing

1The action of @username is called a mention in Twitter-like applications.
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Table 2.3: The comparison of representative ensemble learning based SbORSs

Category Representative approach Technique adopted
or basic idea

Ensemble learning
based SbORSs

Ke et al. [47] Bagging
Su et al. [60] Mixture of Experts (MoE)

Heater – Zhu et al. [154] MoE
MMoE SAC – Li et al. [64] Multi-gate MoE

users, and thus can more accurately reflect the preferences of these new users. As for

the task-specific memory that memorises the fast gradients of users, it is employed for

well initialising the parameters for predictions by learning from the interactions from

all users, and thus perform more accurate predictions for new users.

In addition, the memory network has also been widely employed by sequence-

based SbORSs [67, 103, 29, 43] to exploit the long-term item dependencies embedded

in the historical interactions. For example, Gligorijevic et al. [29] proposed to first

memorise the historical sessions in a memory, and then leverage an end-to-end mem-

ory network structure to exploit users’ preferences towards items from these historical

sessions for accurate recommendations w.r.t. the ongoing session.

2.1.3 Ensemble Learning based SbORSs

Ensemble learning [23] combines multiple individual machine learning models for

achiving better learning performance.

Based on the ensemble strategies, ensemble learning can be categorised into four

main groups: Bagging [2, 3], Boosting [26, 25], Stacking [24, 114] and Mixture of

Experts (MoE) [78, 142]. As the work in this thesis is highly related to Bagging and

MoE, we introduce these two types of ensemble learning methods and the SbORSs

devised based on them in this subsection. In addition, for a clear comparison, these

ensemble learning based SbORSs and their features are summarised in Table 2.3.
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2.1.3.1 Bagging based SbORSs

Bagging [2, 3] aims to achieve better learning performance by averaging the results

of multiple individual models, which are trained independently with the bootstrapped

samples from the complete training data. In this way, the ensembled model generated

by Bagging could have a lower bias than each individual model, and thus improve the

learning performance.

The effectiveness of Bagging for recommendations has been verified in [47], where

Ji et al. proposed a Bagging-based matrix factorisation framework to increase the rec-

ommendation accuracies. Specifically, they first resampled multiple subsets of training

data from the dataset, then leveraged these subsets to train multiple matrix factorisa-

tion models, respectively, and finally averaged the predicted values of these models for

recommendations.

2.1.3.2 MoE based SbORSs

Besides, MoE [142, 78] is another effective ensemble learning method that wisely

fuses multiple expert models to achieve better learning performance. Generally, MoE

contains 1) multiple experts where each expert is an atomic model specialising in learn-

ing from a particular type of input data, 2) a gating network to calculate the gating

weights that reflect the expertise of each expert regarding the input and 3) a fusion

module to fuse the outputs of multiple experts with the gating weights.

Because of its effectiveness, MoE has been employed by SbORSs for achieving

higher recommendation accuracies. Among the first attempts, Su et al. [60] proposed

a sequential strategy and a joint strategy for leveraging MoE to ensemble different

types of collaborative filtering methods. Specifically, in the sequential strategy, the

predictions of the prior collaborative filtering method are fed to the posterior one for

more accurate predictions. Differently, in the joint strategy, all the collaborative fil-

tering methods take the original interaction matrix as input and then obtain the final

predictions by voting. As an early attempt, Su et al. [60] did not effectively leveraged
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MoE for accurate recommendations, as they only employed different types of collabo-

rative filtering methods as expert models but did not allow them to specialise in certain

types of interactions.

More recently, some RSs [154, 64] have better exploited the potential of MoEs

to further improve the recommendation accuracies. Specifically, they employ the gat-

ing network to dynamically assign different weights for different expert models when

confronting different types of interactions. In this way, each expert model is trained

to specialise in a certain type of interactions, and then the specialised experts are as-

signed higher weights for predictions w.r.t. the corresponding types of interactions.

In this way, through recommending items to users by specialised expert models, the

recommendation accuracies are expected to be improved.

2.1.4 Single-behaviour Offline Recommender Systems: A Sum-

mary

The research area of SbORSs is well explored from various perspectives for delivering

recommendations w.r.t. a single behaviour type in the offline scenarios. Among the

existing SbORSs, the most representative ones are mainly based on the matrix fac-

torisation models or deep learning models. The MF-SbORSs tend to learn the linear

relations between users and items from interactions, and later leverage these learnt

relations for recommendations. Compared with the MF-SbORSs, DL-SbORSs are

able to capture the complex and non-linear relations, and thus are commonly more ex-

pressive and benefit delivering more accurate recommendations. Moreover, some ad-

vanced machine learning techniques, such as ensemble learning and memory network,

have been employed by some existing SbORSs to further improve the recommendation

accuracies.

However, all these SbORSs are devised for single-behaviour recommendations in

the offline scenarios, and thus have following two main limitations.

• SbORSs can only deal with interactions w.r.t. the primary behaviour (e.g.,
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purchases) but ignore the widely-existing and informative auxiliary behaviours

(e.g., views and add-to-carts), and thus have difficulty well dealing with the data

sparsity problem.

• SbORSs are all devised for delivering recommendations in the offline scenarios

only, and thus cannot deal with the pervasive data stream of user-item interac-

tions for accurate streaming recommendations.

2.2 Single-behaviour Streaming Recommender Systems

As discussed above, conventional SbORSs are all devised for offline scenarios and

cannot well deal with the continuous data stream. Therefore, SbSRSs are proposed

to deliver accurate recommendations in streaming scenarios. Based on their develop-

ment stages, SbSRSs can be roughly categorised into two groups: 1) adaption-based

SbSRSs and 2)stream-oriented SbSRSs. Specifically, adaptation-based SbSRSs aim

to adapt the existing offline RSs to streaming scenarios by enhancing recommenda-

tion models with incremental update mechanisms, while stream-oriented SbSRSs are

specifically devised for delivering accurate recommendations in the streaming scenar-

ios. For a more detailed introduction, the adaptation-based SbSRSs are reviewed in

Subsection 2.2.1 with a brief summary in Table 2.4, while the stream-oriented SbSRSs

are reviewed in Subsection 2.2.2 with a brief summary in Table 2.5.

2.2.1 Adaptation-based SbSRSs

In the early stage, researchers tended to adapt the conventional offline RSs to streaming

scenarios for streaming recommendations. These adaptation-based SRSs can be cate-

gorised into two groups: 1) adaptation of neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering

models and 2) adaptation of matrix factorisation models.
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Table 2.4: The comparison of adaptation-based SbSRSs

Category Representative approach Technique adopted
or basic idea

Adaptation of
neighbourhood-based
collaborative filtering

models

ICF – Papagelis et al. [86]
Incremental updates of
user-to-user similarities

VBMF – Silva et al. [98]
Bayesian optimisation &
approximation algorithm

STREAMREC –
Subbian et al. [107]

Approximation algorithm

OCF-DR – Li et al. [66] Dynamic regularisation
StreamRec –

Chandramouli et al. [5]
Stream processing system

TecnetRec –
Huang et al. [44]

Stream processing system

Adaptation of
matrix factorisation

models

RKMF – Rendle et al. [92] Regularised kernel
RMFK –

Diaz-Aviles et al. [16]
Reservoir technique

ISGD – Vinagre et al. [116] Stochastic gradient descent

Devooght et al. [15]
Randomised block
coordinate descent

eAls – He et al. [38]
Alternative least square &

popularity weight

2.2.1.1 Adaptation of neighbourhood-based Collaborative Filtering Models

Among the first attempts in the streaming recommendations, Papagelis et al. [86] pro-

posed an Incremental Collaborative Filtering (ICF) method to conduct efficient stream-

ing recommendations based on neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering. Specifi-

cally, ICF updates the user-to-user matrix with an incremental strategy, which avoids

repetitive computations in the training process, and thus achieves efficient recommen-

dations w.r.t. continuous data stream of user-item interactions. Moreover, this incre-

mental update process does not rely on any approximation method, and thus does not

lead to any degradation of recommendation accuracies.

Later on, the approximation method has been employed by Silva et al. [98] to

increase the efficiency of streaming recommendations. Specifically, Silva et al. first
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leveraged a statistical model to sample a subset of informative user-item interactions as

the training data. Then, they integrated the Bayesian inference method into the matrix

factorisation model to increase the recommendation accuracies in the streaming sce-

narios. Finally, they trained this Bayesian inference based matrix factorisation model

with the earlier sampled data via a fast and near-optimal method. Due to the approx-

imation strategy, this SRS is computationally efficient, but this efficiency comes at a

price of degradation of recommendation accuracy.

Further to [98], the approximation strategy has been further leveraged by Subbian

et al. [107] for improving the recommendation efficiency of adapted neighbourhood-

based collaborative filtering in the streaming scenarios. Specifically, Subbian et al.

dynamically calculated the similarities between items with an approximate algorithm,

and thus the computational complexity can be significantly reduced. Moreover, they

deduced the theoretical bounds of the approximation error, which indicates the degra-

dation of recommendation accuracy is controllable and acceptable.

Besides, neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering has also been enhanced by Li

et al. [66] with dynamic regularisation for streaming recommendations. Specifically,

they dynamically calculated the statistics about the users and items (e.g., the average

rating of each user) and then utilised these statistics to regularise the predictions for

more personalised recommendations. For example, the predicted rating will be ad-

justed to be lower for a user with a lower average rating for consistency with his/her

usual practice.

For higher computational efficiency, Chandramouli et al. proposed StreamRec [5]

to conduct neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering with a stream processing sys-

tem [105] (e.g., Storm [115]) and thus delivering more effective streaming recommen-

dations with efficient stream processing. Specifically, StreamRec first decomposes

collaborative filtering into several native incremental streaming operators, and then

deploys these operators in the stream processing system for delivering efficient recom-

mendations in the streaming scenarios.

Further to [5], Huang et al. [44] proposed a general framework, named Tecen-
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tRec, built on the stream processing system. To be more specific, TecentRec aims

to conveniently integrate the offline RSs for streaming recommendations with high

computational efficiency. Some representative recommendation models have already

been deployed in TecentRec (e.g., neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering and

demographic-based models). Moreover, this framework has been deployed in real-

world applications and well served 10 billion user requests per day. Stream processing

systems are highly computationally efficient for dealing with data stream, and thus are

promising to be leveraged for streaming recommendations.

2.2.1.2 Adaptation of Matrix Factorisation Models

Apart from these neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering approaches, the matrix

factorisation models, which are commonly more effective, have also been adapted to

streaming scenarios for streaming recommendations. For example, Regularised Ker-

nel Matrix Factorisation (RKMF) was proposed by Rendle et al. [92] to endow the

matrix factorisation model the ability of dynamical updates in the streaming scenarios.

Specifically, in RKMF, a regularised kernel is devised, which can not only dynami-

cally update the matrix factorisation model without retraining this model from scratch,

but also benefits capturing the non-linear relations between users and items with its

non-linear structure.

In order to further improve the recommendation accuracies in streaming scenarios,

Streaming Ranking Matrix Factorisation [16] was proposed to train the matrix factori-

sation model with newly receiving data along with the sampled historical data from the

reservoir. Here, the reservoir is a set of representative samples of the historical data,

which is partially used for training the matrix factorisation model. Note that this reser-

voir technique is useful and inspiring, and is later employed and enhanced by some

more advanced SRSs [127, 32].

Later on, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [1] was employed by Vinagre et

al. [116] to train the matrix factorisation model in the streaming scenarios. Through

stochastic gradient descent, the matrix factorisation model can be updated once a user-
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item interaction is received, and thus can make accurate real-time recommendations.

Note that, SGD is a generalised training technique for machine learning methods, and

is leveraged by some recently proposed SRSs [140].

In addition, missing interactions (i.e., user-item pairs without any observed inter-

action) have been employed by Devooght et al. [15] to train the matrix factorisation

model in the streaming scenarios. Specifically, they first assigned missing interactions

a fixed and small value (e.g. 0), and then employed Randomised Block Coordinate

(RCD) to effectively train the matrix factorisation model with these missing interac-

tions and observed interactions for streaming recommendations. Actually, the practise

of employing missing interactions for training streaming recommendation models sig-

nificantly benefits improving the recommendation accuracies, and is widely employed

in the SbSRSs [38, 32, 140] proposed recently.

Different from the work in [15], where missing interactions are all assigned to

the same weight for training recommendation models, He et al. [38] weighted these

missing interactions based on the popularities of their incorporated items to more ef-

fectively train the recommendation models. For example, a popular item that is pur-

chased by many users might not match Alice’s special preferences if Alice has not

purchased this popular item, and thus this unobserved interaction should be assigned

larger weights to more accurately learn the special preferences of Alice. Then, He

et al. [38] proposed an element-wise Alternating Least Squares (eAls) algorithm to

efficiently and effectively train recommendation models while accounting for these

weighted missing interactions.

2.2.2 Stream-oriented SbSRSs

Recently, Stream-oriented SbSRSs (So-SbSRSs) have been specifically proposed for

addressing the challenges of streaming recommendations. Based on the recommenda-

tion scenarios, So-SbSRSs can be roughly categorised into three groups: 1) interactio-

based So-SbSRSs, 2) session-based So-SbSRSs and 3) other So-SbSRSs.
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Table 2.5: The comparison of stream-oriented SbSRSs

Category Representative approach Technique adopted
or basic idea

interaction-based

sRec – Chang et al. [6]
Random process &
Brownian motion

streamGBMF –
Chen et al. [8]

Forgetting mechanism

SPMF – et al. [127]
Ranking-based sampling &

reservoir technique

NMRN – Wang et al. [121]
Key-value memory

network

OCFIF – Yin et al. [140]
Ensembling multiple

matrix factorisation models
Vinagre et al. [117] Online bagging

Session-based
SSRM – Guo et al. [32]

Attention mechanism &
reservoir technique

SANSR –
Sun et al. [109]

Self-attention network

MAN –
Mi et al. [80]

Memory network

Other
TRM – Yin et al. [139]

POI recommendation &
topic model

SIMF – Jakomin et al. [45]
Side information &
relational learning

2.2.2.1 Interaction-based So-SbSRSs

Among various types of So-SbSRSs, the interaction-based ones are the most common

and relatively well explored. These So-SbSRSs make recommendations based on data

streams of user-item interactions only. For example, Targeting the preference drift

issue, Change et al. [6] proposed a random process to track the evolution of user

preferences. Specifically, they first assumed that preferences of new users followed

the general preferences of the existing users, and then utilised the Brownian motion to

track the evolution of such preferences. It should be noted that using a random process

to capture user preferences and address the preference drift issue might be a promising

research direction, as it is explainable and computationally efficient.
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Then, this preference drift issue has also been addressed by Chen et al. [8] with

two forgetting mechanisms. Specifically, the first forgetting mechanism discards the

historical user-item interactions that do not match the users’ latest preferences embed-

ded in the recent interactions. However, this consistency is measured by the difference

between the predicted rating and the real rating, which might not be accurate as such

differences might also come from the low prediction accuracy of the recommendation

model. As for the second forgetting mechanism, it is devised based on the time-decay

confidence, which assumes that more recent interactions should be assigned larger

weights for training the recommendation models. This time-decay method is reason-

able, as more recent interactions commonly better reflect users’ latest preferences, and

thus contribute more to accurate streaming recommendations.

Later on, the reservoir technique leveraged in [16] was employed by Stream-

centered Probabilistic Matrix Factorisation (SPMF) [127] to capture long-term user

preferences embedded in the historical interactions. Moreover, a ranking-based sam-

pling method was proposed to deal with overload scenarios, where the data receiving

speed is higher than the data processing speed. Furthermore, SPMF also deals with

the preference drift problem with a probabilistic Gaussian classification model. How-

ever, the proposed ranking-based sampling method needs to first make predictions for

all the historical interactions, and then sample the ones with the largest prediction er-

rors. Although this sampling method can provide informative interactions to more

effectively train the recommendation models, it is highly computationally expensive,

and thus might not be suitable for the streaming scenarios. Moreover, the proposed

SPMF relies on a linear operation (i.e., the dot product) to learn from the interactions,

and thus might have difficulty well capturing the non-linear user preferences and item

characteristics.

Additionally, the memory network has also been employed to learn both short-

term user preferences and long-term user preferences. Specifically, Wang et al. [121]

devised a key-value memory network, where the key memory slot memorises the user-

specific weights of the latent factors memorised in the value memory. The weights
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remain unchanged for each user, while the memorised latent factors evolve to track

both short-term user preferences and long-term user preferences. This memory-based

streaming recommendation model has low computational complexity; however, the

short-term user preferences and long-term user preferences can be hardly well learnt

simultaneously within this single memory network structure. This is because, in some

cases, these two types of preferences are inconsistent and might affect the learning

processes of each other.

Moreover, ensemble learning has also been employed by the stream-oriented Sb-

SRSs to further improve the recommendation accuracies in the streaming scenarios.

For example, Yin et al. [140] proposed to leverage ensemble learning to address the

limitations of a single SRS. Specifically, they first trained multiple matrix factorisa-

tion models of different parameters with the same training data, and then selected one

model only for the final recommendations. Ensemble learning is an effective machine

learning method and should be well studied for streaming recommendations. How-

ever, this approach in [140] feeds the same input to all the individual models while

selects only one recommendation model for the final prediction. Therefore, it might

not sufficiently exploit the potential of ensemble learning to effectively leverage all

recommendation models for accurate streaming recommendations.

Further to [140], Vinagre et al. [117] proposed to leverage online bagging to more

effectively ensemble multiple individual factorisation models for accurate streaming

recommendations. Specifically, they first trained each individual factorisation model

incrementally with the same input, and then averaged their predictions for the final

prediction. In this way, all the individual models contribute to the final prediction,

and thus can reduce the bias of each individual model for improving recommendation

accuracies. However, as this model feeds all the individual models with the same input,

it does not fully exploit the potential of ensemble learning to confront the high-speed

and continuous data stream.
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2.2.2.2 Session-based So-SbSRSs

Recently, session-based So-SbSRSs have been proposed. Compared with the interaction-

based So-SbSRSs, these session-based ones additionally take the session information

to improve the recommendation accuracies. For example, Guo et al. [32] proposed an

attention-based matrix factorisation model along with the reservoir technique to de-

liver accurate session-based recommendations in the streaming scenarios. First, they

employed the reservoir technique to keep a set of representative historical sessions,

which are later sampled with an elaborately devised sampler for training the recom-

mendation model along with the newly receiving sessions. Then, they enhanced the

matrix factorisation model with an attention technique to capture both long-term and

short-term user preferences for more accurate session-based streaming recommenda-

tions.

Later on, Sun et al. [109] employed the self-attention network for more accurate

session-based recommendations in the streaming scenarios. Specifically, this proposed

self-attention network predicts the next item by first calculating the similarities be-

tween the target item and the existing items in the ongoing session, then embedding

the ongoing session into a unified vector with these similarities, and finally comparing

this unified vector with the embedding of the target item for the prediction. Although

the importance of each item within the ongoing session is measured by the calculated

similarities, the sequential dependencies among items have not been well considered

for higher session-based recommendations in the streaming scenarios.

Further to the work in [32, 109], Mi et al. [80] explored the potential of mem-

ory networks in session-based streaming recommendations. Specifically, in [80], they

proposed a Memory Augmented Neural model (MAN) for accurate session-based rec-

ommendations in the streaming scenarios. The effectiveness of MAN mainly lies in

its memory network component, which can effectively and efficiently capture long-

term user preferences embedded in historical sessions stored in this memory, and thus

benefits delivering accurate session-based recommendations in streaming scenarios.
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2.2.2.3 Other So-SbSRSs

Besides, Point-of-Interest (POI) recommendations in streaming scenarios are studied

by Yin et al. [139]. Specifically, they first proposed a topic-region model based on the

probabilistic theory to learn from the users’ check-in activities, and then leveraged the

learnt knowledge for POI recommendations. Moreover, this topic-region model was

further enhanced with the online learning method to track the evolution of user pref-

erences and accelerate the training process. The POI recommendations in streaming

scenarios remain largely unexplored, and might be a potential research topic.

Moreover, targeting the inherent data sparsity issue in streaming recommendations,

Jakomin et al. [45] proposed to leverage side information, such as user profiles and

item properties, via relational learning to better learn user preferences and item char-

acteristics. Specifically, in addition to data streams of user-item interactions, they also

analysed the user profiles and item properties, and thus could better learn user prefer-

ences and item characteristics with such side information. This practice of considering

side information to improve the recommendation accuracies in streaming scenarios is

promising and less explored, and thus should attract more research attention.

2.2.3 Single-behaviour Streaming Recommender Systems: A Sum-

mary

As discussed above, the conventional offline RSs cannot deal with the ubiquitous data

stream, and SbSRSs have been proposed to address this issue by training recommen-

dation models incrementally with continuous user-item interactions w.r.t. a single be-

haviour type. Based on their development stages, the SbSRSs can be roughly cate-

gorised into two groups: adaptation-based SbSRSs and stream-oriented SbSRSs.

Adaptation-based SbSRSs aim to adapt existing SbORSs to streaming scenarios

for streaming recommendations. Specifically, they commonly enhance SbORSs with

the incremental update mechanisms for well dealing with the continuous data stream.

However, these adaptation-based SbSRSs mainly focus on dealing with the continu-
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ous user-item interactions for streaming recommendations, but pay less attention to

improving the accuracies of streaming recommendations.

By contrast, stream-oriented SbSRSs have been proposed specifically for deliver-

ing accurate streaming recommendations. Compared with the adaptation-based Sb-

SRSs, stream-oriented SbSRSs focus more on addressing the challenges of streaming

recommendations to improve recommendation accuracies in the streaming scenarios.

Although efforts have been made, the challenge of well learning both short-term

and long-term user preferences still needs to be well addressed. Moreover, the existing

SbSRSs are all devised for dealing with data streams of single-behaviour interactions,

and thus might have difficulty well dealing with the data sparsity issue.

2.3 Multi-behaviour Offline Recommender Systems

The above reviewed SbORSs and SbSRSs are both devised to deal with interactions

w.r.t. a single behaviour type, and suffer from the data sparsity issue caused by the lim-

ited number of such single-behaviour interactions. Therefore, MbORSs [18, 77] have

been proposed recently to improve recommendation accuracies by leveraging multiple

types of user behaviours (e.g., purchases, add-to-carts and views) in the offline scenar-

ios. Based on the maximal number of behaviours could be incorporated, the MbORSs

can be categorised into two groups: 2-behaviour ORSs [85, 18, 20] and n-behaviour

(n > 2) ORSs [21, 113, 7]. Specifically, 2-behaviour ORSs are devised to deal with

the interactions w.r.t. two behaviour types, i.e., the primary behaviour and one type of

auxiliary behaviour, while n-behaviour ORSs are more generalised and able to incor-

porate an arbitrary number types of auxiliary behaviours. For a clear introduction, the

2-behaviour ORSs are reviewed in Subsection 2.3.1 with a brief summary in Table 2.6,

while the n-behaviour ORSs are reviewed in Subsection 2.3.2 with a brief summary in

Table 2.7.
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Table 2.6: The comparison of 2-behaviour ORSs

Category Representative approach Technique adopted
or basic idea

Pair-wise

Ding et al. [17]
Bayesian optimisation &

personalised ranking

BPR+view – Ding et al. [18]
Bayesian optimisation &

personalised ranking

ABPR – Pan et al. [85]
Bayesian optimisation &

personalised ranking

VALS – Ding et al. [20]
Alternative least square &

max-margin learning

Element-wise
SVD++ – Koren et al. [54] Regularised matrix factorisation

TimeSVD++ –
Koren et al. [55]

Regularised matrix factorisation &
temporal pattern capture

MGNN-SPred –
Wang et al. [128]

Gated graph neural network

2.3.1 2-behaviour Offline Recommender Systems

2-behaviour ORSs [85, 17, 18, 20, 128] focus on improving the recommendations

w.r.t. the primary behaviour with the additional interactions w.r.t. one type of auxiliary

behaviour. In this subsection, the 2-behaviour ORSs are introduced with two parts: 1)

pair-wise 2-behaviour ORSs and 2) element-wise 2-behaviour ORSs.

2.3.1.1 Pair-wise 2-behaviour ORSs

Most 2-behaviour ORSs [17, 18, 85, 20] have adopted the pair-wise ranking strategy to

endow the primary behaviour higher priority over the auxiliary one. Here, the priority

of a certain behaviour type indicates how much it reflects the user preferences for

items (e.g., the primary behaviour usually has the highest priorities). Note that, the

unobserved behaviour, which serves as a virtual behaviour between a user and a missed

item by this user, has also been considered with lowest priority by most pair-wise 2-

behaviour ORSs [85, 17, 21, 68] to help more effectively train the recommendation

models.
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For example, to leverage the view behaviour to assist purchase recommendations,

Ding et al. [17] proposed an improved sampler for BPR by leveraging the interac-

tions w.r.t. both the purchase behaviour and the view behaviour. Specifically, this

view-enhanced sampler samples three types of tuples: <target user, purchased item,

viewed item>, <target user, purchased item, missed item> and <target user, viewed

item, missed item>. After that, each of these three types of tuples is trained with the

BPR method [91] independently for learning the relations between users and items.

However, this work might not well learn the overall semantics of the view behaviour,

as it trains the tuples of <target user, purchased item, viewed item> and <target user,

viewed item, missed item> independently.

Later on, Ding et al. extends the work in [17] to view-enhanced BPR [18] for ad-

dressing the limitation mentioned above. Specifically, this view-enhanced BPR adopts

a joint training method to better learn from both purchase behaviours and view be-

haviours. This joint training method incorporates the partial priority order among

behaviours, i.e., purchase > view > the unobserved, with a unified loss function, and

thus benefits effectively learn user preferences from both the purchase behaviour and

view behaviour. Although efforts have been made, this approach relies on linear oper-

ations to model the relations between users and items, and thus might not well capture

the complex and non-linear user-item relations from the interactions.

Different from the above two studies, Adaptive Bayesian Personalized Ranking

(ABPR) [85] focuses more on the uncertainty of the auxiliary behaviour. That is, com-

pared with the primary behaviour, the auxiliary behaviour does not explicitly reflect

the preferences of a user for an item, and thus is more difficult to be interpreted. To

address this issue, ABPR adopts a margin-based method to adaptively calculate the

confidence of auxiliary behaviours for reflecting the user preferences. Then, this con-

fidence is integrated into the loss function for more effectively training the recommen-

dation model along with the BPR method. Although this confidence benefits more

accurately interpreting the auxiliary behaviours, it might not be precise in the cases

when prediction accuracy is low. This is because the confidence is simply calculated
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based on the difference between the predicted probability of an interaction and its real

label.

In addition to the above mentioned BPR-based methods, the pair-wise strategy

was adopted along with the ALS method [41]. For example, View-enhanced Alter-

native Least Square (VALS) [20] improves eALS [38] to conduct recommendations

w.r.t. both the primary behaviour and the auxiliary behaviour. Specifically, VALS

first devises a view-enhanced objective function, which leverages a margin-based for-

mulation to incorporate all the interactions w.r.t. the purchase behaviour, the view

behaviour, and the unobserved behaviour. Different from the BPR-based 2-behaviour

ORSs, which sample limited unobserved behaviours for training the recommendation

models, VALS assumes that all the user-item pairs without interactions are with the

unobserved behaviours. Although this practice utilises all possible user-item pairs for

learning the relations between users and items, it introduces substantial computational

cost. To address this issue, VALS adopts a fast learning algorithm, which accelerates

its training process by avoiding repetitive calculations when updating the parameters

of the recommendation model. However, in essence, VALS is a regression method, and

thus might not be well suited to delivering purchase recommendations, which need to

accurately identify the users’ purchase behaviour from view behaviour and the unob-

served one. Moreover, similar to the limitations of BPR-based MbORSs, VALS also

relies on linear operations to learn from the multi-behaviour interactions, and thus has

limited abilities to model complex and non-linear user-item relations.

2.3.1.2 Element-wise 2-behaviour ORSs

Apart from these pair-wise approaches, element-wise 2-behaviour ORSs have also

been proposed. For example, Koren et al. [54] incorporated both explicit behaviour

and implicit behaviour for recommendations via an element-wise manner. Specifically,

they improved the traditional matrix factorisation model by leveraging the interactions

w.r.t. implicit behaviour as a regularisation term to assist the prediction of the explicit

rating. Later, this method was further extended in [55], where the temporal patterns of
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user preferences were considered and captured for more accurate recommendations.

Although these two recommendation models are computationally efficient, they might

not well explore the user preferences and item characteristics embedded in the implicit

behaviour, as these two models both treat the implicit behaviour as a regularisation

term only.

Besides, GNN has also been employed by MGNN-SPred [128] to well learn the

user-item relations from 2-behaviour interactions. Specifically, in this graph neural

network, two types of edges are devised for representing the primary behaviour and

one type of auxiliary behaviour, respectively. Then, the sequence representation w.r.t.

a certain behaviour type is achieved by sum-pooling over all the items within this

sequence. After that, a gating mechanism is devised to merge the sequence represen-

tations of the primary behaviour and the auxiliary behaviour for reflecting user prefer-

ences. Although the item-item relations have been learnt by MGNN-SPred, the impor-

tance of the last item for sequence representation might not be sufficiently highlighted

with the sum-pooling operation, which might affect the recommendation accuracies.

2.3.2 n-behaviour Offline Recommender Systems

Different from the 2-behaviour ORSs, n-behaviour (n > 2) ORSs have been devised to

deal with an arbitrary number of types of auxiliary behaviours in the offline scenarios,

and thus are more flexible. In this subsection, we introduce n-behaviour ORSs with

two parts, i.e., 1) pair-wise n-behaviour ORSs and 2) element-wise n-behaviour ORSs.

2.3.2.1 Pair-wise n-behaviour ORSs

Some techniques in 2-behaviour ORSs have been enhanced by n-behaviour ORSs to

well deal with more types of auxiliary behaviours. For example, the BPR method

was enhanced by MFPR [68] to incorporate one type of explicit behaviour (primary

behaviour), such as ratings, and multiple types of implicit behaviours (auxiliary be-

haviours), such as purchases and clicks. Specifically, similar to the work in [85, 18],
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Table 2.7: The comparison of n-behaviour ORSs

Category Representative
approach

Technique adopted
or basic idea

Pair-wise
MFPR –

Liu et al. [68]
Bayesian optimisation &

personalised ranking
AALS –

Ding et al. [21]
Alternative least square &

joint training

Element-wise

Non-sequential
recommendation

Liang et al. [112] Ensemble learning
CMF –

Singh et al. [100]
Collective matrix factorisaion

DCMF –
Mariappan et al. [77]

Collective matrix factorisaion &
deep learning

MATN –
Xia et al. [133]

Memory network &
transformer

M-MLP –
Wen et al. [129]

Fusing MLP and
matrix factorisation

NMTR –
Gao et al. [28]

Multi-task learning
cascaded prediction

EHCF –
Chen et al. [7]

Transfer-learning

Sequential
recommendation

ASLI –
Mehrab et al. [113]

Ensemble learning

DPIN –
Guo et al. [31]

Bi-directional RNN &
multi-task learning &

edge computing

a generation algorithm was first proposed to generate tuples of <target user, item1,

item2 > with an accurate priority order between item1 and item2. Then, a BPR-based

approach was proposed to learn user preferences from these generated tuples. Nev-

ertheless, similar to the BPR-based 2-behaviour MbORSs [85, 18], MFPR relies on

linear operations to learn from the multi-behaviour interactions, and might have lim-

ited ability to capture the complex and non-linear user-item relations.

Apart from BPR-based approaches, the 2-behaviour ORS VALS [20] has also been

improved into AALS [21] for conducting recommendations w.r.t. an arbitrary number

of types of auxiliary behaviours. The main improvement of AALS over the VALS lies

in its loss function, which is able to incorporate more behaviour types. Specifically,
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the multiple behaviour types are first sorted by their priorities, where the purchase

is usually with the highest and the unobserved is with the lowest. Then, the differ-

ences between the predicted values of all adjacent behaviour types are summed up to

composite the loss function for learning the user-item relations from multi-behaviour

interactions. However, this loss function can only reflect the local partial priorities of

the adjacent behaviour types only, which might not be able to well learn the global

partial priorities of all behaviour types.

2.3.2.2 Element-wise n-behaviour ORSs

Besides the above pair-wise n-behaviour ORSs, element-wise n-behaviour ORSs have

also been proposed. In this subsection, we introduce n-behaviour ORSs with two parts:

1) non-sequential recommendations and 2) sequential recommendations.

Non-sequential recommendations

Liang et al. [112] provided an empirical study where three training strategies, includ-

ing Model Combination (MC), Prior Combination (PC) and Constrained Regression

(CR), are devised to simultaneously exploit interactions w.r.t. multi-behaviour inter-

actions. Specifically, 1) MC trains multiple individual recommendation models in-

dependently with each model focusing on a specific behaviour type, and makes final

predictions based on a weighted sum of the predictions of all these individual mod-

els; 2) PC trains multiple individual recommendation models sequentially where the

parameters of a prior model are utilised to regularise the parameters of the posterior

one, and the recommendations are made based on the last recommendation model;

and 3) the CR utilises only one recommendation model, where the training loss con-

siders the interactions w.r.t. all behaviour types. Although three strategies have been

proposed, they are still in the early stage of multi-behaviour recommendations, which

rely on the simple combination of individual models or naive joint training loss to ex-

ploit multi-behaviour interactions, and could be further improved with more advanced

techniques.
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Besides, Collective Matrix Factorisation (CMF) originally proposed in [100] at-

tempts to factorise multiple user-item interaction matrixes simultaneously, e.g., the

interaction matrix w.r.t. the primary behaviour and interaction matrixes w.r.t. auxiliary

behaviours. Thus, CMF is able to incorporate multiple behaviour types for recom-

mendations. Moreover, CMF allows the user embeddings (or item embeddings) to

be different w.r.t. different behaviour types, and thus achieve more flexibilities when

learning from the multi-behaviour interactions. However, it has difficulties in learn-

ing the complex and non-linear relations between users and items, as it relies on the

shadow structure to learn from the multi-behaviour interactions..

Later on, Deep Collective Matrix Factorisation (DCMF) [77] enhances CMF [100]

with a deep neural network structure, and thus have stronger abilities to capture the

complex and non-linear user-item relations. Moreover, it employs the Bayesian opti-

misation method to address the optimisation challenges caused by the dependencies of

different behaviour types. However, this work mainly leverages the shared user em-

beddings and shared item embeddings to complement the modelling of the behaviours

with one another, but might not sufficiently highlight the distinctions of user prefer-

ences and item characteristics w.r.t. different behaviour types.

To better leverage multi-behaviour interactions, Memory-Augmented Transformer

Network (MATN) [133] models the dependencies among behaviours with a transformer-

based multi-behaviour relation encoder. Moreover, it also learns the contextual infor-

mation (e.g., view behaviour appear more frequently than purchase behaviour does)

for each behaviour type. Furthermore, a cross-behaviour aggregation component is de-

vised to collaborate these behaviours for assisting recommendations. Although MATN

models dependencies among different behaviour types well and considers the contex-

tual information, it might pay insufficient attention to explicitly learning user prefer-

ences and item characteristics w.r.t. each behaviour, which might affect the recom-

mendation accuracies.

Inspired by NeuMF [37], Wen et al. [129] proposed Multi-branch Multi-Layer Per-

ceptron (M-MLP) to capture the non-linearity from the multi-behaviour interactions,
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and then made recommendations by collaborating M-MLP with a matrix factorisation

module. Similar to NeuMF [37], with both M-MLP and the matrix factorisation, this

recommendation model can capture both complex non-linear relations and shallow lin-

ear relations, respectively, for accurate recommendations. However, its fusion process

for M-MLP is not personalised for the target user and the target item, which might

affect the fusion effectiveness.

Moreover, the multi-task learning method has also been employed by Neural Multi-

Task Recommendation (NMTR) [28] to exploit multi-behaviour interactions. Specifi-

cally, NMTR first leverages multiple individual recommendation models to learn from

the interactions from interactions w.r.t. multiple behaviours, respectively. Then, cas-

caded predictions are made across these individual recommendation models, where

the prediction w.r.t. the precedent behaviour is used to help make predictions w.r.t. the

posterior behaviour. In this way, NMTR can capture the dependencies among different

behaviour types. However, for making these cascaded predictions, the training data for

NMTR must be interactions w.r.t. behaviours with strict priority order (e.g., <view,

click, add-to-cart, purchase>). Nevertheless, the generating process of interactions

w.r.t. such ordered behaviour types is not clearly stated in this paper, and the quality

of the generated interactions might greatly affect the recommendation accuracies.

Further, Chen et al. [7] proposed a transfer-learning based approach to effectively

leverage multi-behaviour interactions. Specifically, they devised a transfer-based pre-

diction layer, where the parameters w.r.t. a behaviour type are regularised by those

of other behaviour types. Transfer-learning based techniques are promising in utilis-

ing the knowledge learnt for one behaviour type to help the recommendations w.r.t.

another behaviour type. Thus, researchers should conduct more research on transfer-

learning based multi-behaviour RSs.

Sequential recommendations

Recently, the multi-behaviour interactions have also been employed for next-item rec-

ommendations by Attentive Sequential model of Latent Intent (ASLI) [113]. Specif-
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ically, it first employs a self-attention layer to learn the item similarities from users’

interaction histories. Then, a temporal convolutional layer is leveraged to learn the be-

haviour representation on a particular category. Finally, the above self-attention layer

and the temporal convolutional layer are fused by a fully connected layer to recom-

mend an item to a user w.r.t. a specific behaviour type. However, ASLI learns from

behaviour sequences and item sequences independently, and thus might not well model

the overall relations between behaviours and items.

Besides, Deep Intent Prediction Network (DIPN) [31] incorporates both browse-

interactive behaviours (e.g., purchases and views) and touch-interactive behaviours

(e.g., swipes and taps) to deliver more accurate session-based recommendations. Specif-

ically, it first learns the dependencies among items by bi-directional RNN layers from

sequences w.r.t. different behaviour types, respectively. Then, a hierarchical attention

layer fuses the hidden outputs of different sequences w.r.t. all behaviours. Finally, this

recommendation model is trained on the server side with multi-task learning, and is

then deployed on the client side for recommendations. DIPN is elaborately devised;

however, it can achieve the best performance only with an edge computing platform

where the RS is trained on the server side and deployed on the client side. This fea-

ture restricts its generalisation. Moreover, as this model utilises touch-interactive be-

haviours, it might not be suitable for performing recommendations when only browse-

interactive behaviours are available (e.g., online shopping with browsers on PC).

2.3.3 Multi-behaviour Offline Recommender Systems: A Summary

Targeting the data sparsity issue caused by the limited interactions w.r.t. the single

behaviour type, MbORSs are proposed to incorporate multiple behaviour types for

improving the recommendation accuracies in offline scenarios. Based on the maximal

number of behaviours that could be incorporated, MbORSs can be categorised into two

groups: 2-behaviour ORSs that are devised for leveraging only one type of auxiliary

behaviour, and n-behaviour ORSs that could incorporate an arbitrary number of types
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of auxiliary behaviours.

Most 2-behaviour ORSs adopt the pair-wise strategy to distinguish the priority of

the primary behaviour and that of the auxiliary behaviour. Specifically, they commonly

first generate tuples containing the target user and two items with an accurate priority

order w.r.t. behaviour types, and then employ BPR based or ALS based approaches to

train these generated tuples.

In contrast, n-behaviour ORSs can incorporate an arbitrary number of behaviour

types, and thus are more flexible and promising. To achieve this goal, n-behaviour

ORSs employ advanced machine learning methods, such as multi-task learning, trans-

fer learning, deep learning, temporal convolutional network, and memory network.

Although efforts have been made, it is still a challenging task to accurately learn

both the shared user preferences (or item characteristics) and behaviour-specific user

preferences (or item characteristics) to further improve the recommendation accura-

cies. More importantly, the existing MbSRSs are all devised for the offline scenarios,

and thus have difficulty dealing with the widely-existing data stream of interactions

w.r.t. multiple behaviour types.

2.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we review the related literature on SbORSs, SbSRSs and MbORSs.

The SbORSs are well studied and aim to deliver recommendations w.r.t. a single

behaviour type in the offline scenarios. However, they cannot either well deal with the

pervasive data stream of user-item interactions for streaming recommendations or well

leverage the multiple behaviour types to address data sparsity issue for improving the

recommendation accuracies. Later on, SbSRSs and MbORSs are proposed to well deal

with the widely-existing data stream and exploit interactions w.r.t. multiple behaviour

types, respectively.

In regard to existing SbSRSs, their main categories, characteristics, advantags and

disadvantages, are summarised as follows:
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• Categories and characteristics.

– Adaptation-based SbSRSs. Adaptation-based SbSRSs adapt the existing

offline RSs to streaming scenarios for streaming recommendations. How-

ever, they mainly focus on how to perform recommendations in streaming

scenarios but pay less attention to addressing the challenges of streaming

recommendations for higher recommendation accuracies.

– Stream-oriented SbSRSs. Stream-oriented SbSRSs target the challenges

of streaming recommendations to further improve the recommendation ac-

curacies in streaming scenarios. However, they are devised to deal with a

single behaviour type, and thus suffer from the data sparsity issue.

• Advantages. These SbSRSs are able to well deal with the pervasive data stream

of single-behaviour interactions by updating recommendation models in a timely

manner. Thus, they are able to make recommendations in streaming scenarios

based on users’ latest preferences.

• Disadvantages. These SbSRSs cannot well exploit the widely-existing multi-

behaviour interactions to address the data sparsity issue in the streaming scenar-

ios, and thus have difficulty delivering accurate streaming recommendations.

Besides, in regard to existing MbORSs, their main categories, characteristics, ad-

vantages and disadvantages, are summarised as follows:

• Categories and characteristics.

– 2-behaviour ORSs. 2-behaviour ORSs aim to incorporate one type of

auxiliary behaviour to assist the recommendations w.r.t. the primary be-

haviour. However, their inabilities of dealing with more types of auxiliary

behaviours restrict their generalisations and performance.

– n-behaviour ORSs. n-beahvior RSs are able to incorporate an arbitrary

number of types of auxiliary behaviours, and thus are more flexible. In
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addition, existing n-behaviour ORSs are all devised for delivering recom-

mendations in offline scenarios only.

• Advantages. These MbORSs are able to address the long-standing data sparsity

issue by well incorporating interactions w.r.t. auxiliary behaviours.

• Disadvantages. These MbORSs are all devised for the recommendations in the

offline scenarios, and thus cannot deal with the pervasive data stream of user-

item interactions for streaming recommendations.



Chapter 3

Double-Wing Mixture of Experts for

Streaming Recommendations

To well deal with data streams of user-item interactions for delivering accurate stream-

ing recommendations, recent years have seen an emerging trend where the newly com-

ing interaction data are leveraged to train recommendation models in a timely manner.

The RSs falling in this new trend are commonly referred to as Streaming Recom-

mender Systems (SRSs). These SRSs train recommendation models with newly com-

ing interaction data, and thus can capture the latest preferences of users embedded in

their recent interactions for delivering accurate streaming recommendations. Note that

the SRSs in this chapter all refer to the Single-behaviour SRSs, as multi-behaviour

SRSs have not been reported in the literature and are either not considered by the work

reported in this chapter.

Although various SRSs have been proposed, the two challenges introduced in Sub-

section 1.2.1 and Subsection 1.2.2, respectively, still need to be well dealt with for de-

livering accurate streaming recommendations. Specifically, these two challenges are

expressed by CH1: ‘how to address preference drift while capturing long-term user

preferences’, and CH2: ‘how to handle the heterogeneity of both users and items’,

respectively.

To address the above two challenges, this chapter proposes a novel Variational

and Reservoir-enhanced Sampling based Double-Wing Mixture of Experts framework,

called VRS-DWMoE, for improving the accuracies of streaming recommendations.

50
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Specifically, VRS-DWMoE contains two key components, i.e, 1) Variational and Reservoir-

enhanced Sampling (VRS), which wisely samples historical data from the reservoir

(i.e., a set of representative historical data) with an adjustable sampling size to comple-

ment newly coming data, and 2) Double-Wing Mixture of Experts (DWMoE), which

first learns heterogeneous user preferences and item characteristics with the training

data prepared by VRS, and then utilises these learnt preferences and characteristics to

perform streaming recommendations. Specifically, DWMoE contains two elaborately

devised Mixture of Experts (MoEs) for learning user preferences and item character-

istics, respectively. Note that MoE is an effective ensemble learning model that wisely

fuses the results of multiple experts (i.e., atomic models specialising in different types

of input) for better learning performance [79]. Moreover, the multiple experts in each

of the aforementioned two MoEs learn the preferences (or characteristics) of different

types of users (or items) where each expert specialises in one underlying type.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first formulate our re-

search problem of streaming recommendations. Then, we propose our VRS-DWMoE

framework. After that, we present the results of the experiments that are conducted to

verify the effectiveness of VRS-DWMoE. Finally, we summarise this chapter.

3.1 Problem Statement

In this section, we formulate the research problem of streaming recommendations with

implicit interactions, such as the users’ purchase records of items. Given the user set

U and item set V, we use yu,v to denote an interaction between user u ∈ U and

item v ∈ V. Then, the list of currently received interactions is denoted by Y =

{y1u1,v1 , y
2
u2,v2 , . . . , y

k
uk,vk

, . . . }. Note that the interactions in Y are sorted based on their

coming time, for example, yk
uk,vk

indicates the kth received interaction. In addition, as

in the real-world data stream, adjacent interactions (e.g., yk
uk,vk

and yk+1
uk+1,vk+1) may

involve different users (e.g., user uk is different from user uk+1). With the above

notations, given the target user u′ and target item v′, the task of SRSs can be formulated
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as ŷu′,v′ = P (yu′,v′ |Y); that is predicting the probability of an interaction between

the target user and target item conditionally on the currently received interactions.

Compared with conventional offline recommendations, streaming recommendations

take continuous and infinite data streams (e.g., streaming clicks) as input, thus they are

more challenging.

3.2 Our Proposed VRS-DWMoE Framework

In this chapter, we first formulate our research problem. After that, we propose Vari-

ational and Reservoir-enhanced Sampling based Double-Wing Mixture of Experts

(VRS-DWMoE), and then introduce its two key components: VRS and DWMoE.

3.2.1 Overall Structure

To simultaneously address preference drift while capturing long-term user preferences

and handle the heterogeneity of users and items, we propose VRS-DWMoE, which

contains two key components: 1) Variational and Reservoir-enhanced Sampling (VRS)

and 2) Double-Wing Mixture of Experts (DWMoE). Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3.1,

VRS first complements the newly coming data with sampled historical data while

guaranteeing the proportion of newly coming data in preparation for training. Then,

with the training data prepared by VRS, DWMoE better learns heterogeneous user

preferences and item characteristics with two elaborately devised Mixture of Experts

(MoEs), i.e., Mixture of User Experts (MoUE) and Mixture of Item Experts (MoIE),

respectively. After that, the recommendations are made by learning the similarities

between the learnt user preferences and item characteristics.

3.2.2 Variational and Reservoir-enhanced Sampling

The continuous and infinite data stream makes it impractical for SRSs to train recom-

mendation models with all the interaction data. Therefore, we propose VRS to prepare
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Figure 3.1: The structure of the VRS-DWMoE Framework

the training data by wisely complementing newly coming data with sampled historical

data while guaranteeing the proportion of newly coming data.

Specifically, following [63, 127], we first maintain a reservoir to store a set of rep-

resentative historical data. As newer data commonly reflect more recent user prefer-

ences, we put newly coming data into the reservoir and discard the oldest data when the

reservoir runs out of space. With this reservoir and newly coming data, VRS generates

the training data with two different strategies in two typical scenarios for streaming

recommendations: 1) the underload scenarios where the data receiving speed is lower
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than the data processing speed, and 2) the overload scenarios where the data receiv-

ing speed is higher than the data processing speed. Note that the contribution of VRS

mainly lies in underload scenarios, which are more common in the real world [51].

More details are presented below.

Underload Scenario. In underload scenarios, VRS generates training data by first

sampling representative historical data Shis from the reservoir with a variational sam-

pling size, and then merging Shis with all the newly coming data N. Specifically, the

sampling size |Shis| of the reservoir can be calculated as below,

|Shis| = min(snew ∗ δ, bs− snew). (3.1)

where bs denotes the training batch size and δ (δ ≥ 0) is a predetermined parameter

measuring the ratio of the sampling size |Shis| of the reservoir against the size snew

of newly coming data. In this way, the sampling size of the reservoir can be adjusted

by δ based on the characteristics of data streams. For example, δ should be set to

a small value (e.g., 0.1) for data stream where user preferences frequently change to

focus more on newly coming data. Then, Shis is sampled from the reservoir based

on their coming time for assigning higher sampling probabilities to more recently re-

ceived interactions. Specifically, taking the sampling probability pk of the kth received

interaction as an example,

pk = pk−1 ∗ λres, (3.2)

where λres (λres > 1) denotes the decay ratio for assigning higher sampling probabil-

ities to newer data. Assuming that the sampling probability of the earliest received in-

teraction in the reservoir is p1, we can calculate pk by iteratively performing Eq. (3.2),

pk = p1 ∗ (λres)
k−1. (3.3)

Then, with Eq. (3.3), we can obtain the normalised sampling probabilities, taking the

probability of the kth received interaction as an example,
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P (k|λres, sres) =
pk∑sres
i=1 pi

=
(λres)

k−1 ∗ (1− λres)
1− (λres)sres

, (3.4)

where sres denotes the size of the reservoir.

With the normalised sampling probabilities and the sampling size calculated in Eq. (3.1),

VRS samples representative historical data Shis from the reservoir. Finally, the training

data T is obtained by merging Shis with the newly coming data N.

Overload Scenario. In overload scenarios, VRS only samples Snew from newly com-

ing data to form the training data for effectively capturing the latest user preferences.

The sampling probability of the newly coming data can be calculated in a similar way

to that described by Eqs. (3.2) to (3.4),

P (k|λnew, snew) =
pk∑snew

i=1 pi
=

(λnew)k−1 ∗ (1− λnew)

1− (λnew)snew
, (3.5)

where λnew and snew denote the decay ratio and size, respectively, of newly coming

data. With this sampling probability and setting the sampling size to the batch size bs,

VRS samples Snew from the newly coming data as the training data T. Note that in the

cases where the data receiving speed exactly equals to the data processing speed, VRS

utilises the entire newly coming data to form the training data T.

3.2.3 Double-Wing Mixture of Experts

With the training data T prepared by VRS, DWMoE first utilises MoUE and MoIE

to learn user preferences and item characteristics, respectively, for dealing with their

intrinsic differences [122]. Moreover, each expert in MoUE (or MoIE) specialises in

one underlying type of users (or items) to more effectively learn heterogeneous user

preferences (or item characteristics). Then, DWMoE makes recommendations with

the learnt user preferences and item characteristics.

Specifically, MoUE and MoIE share the same structure with different parameters.

This structure has three key parts: 1) multiple experts, 2) a gating network and 3) a
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fusion module. Taking MoUE as an example, multiple experts first learn user pref-

erences in parallel. Then, the gating network calculates the gate weights to measure

the expertise of each expert regarding each input user. After that, the fusion module

calculates the unified preferences for each user by fusing the preferences learnt by

all experts with the gating weights. Note that we set the numbers (ne) of experts in

MoUE and MoIE the same in this work, and will study the effect of different numbers

of experts in MoUE and MoIE in the future work. More details are presented below.

Expert. The experts in MoUE and MoIE learn the user preferences and item char-

acteristics, respectively. Taking MoUE as an example, each expert first utilises an

embedding layer to learn the user embedding pi
u, where i denotes the index of the

expert. Then, the user preferences are learnt by the experts with x (x ≥ 1) fully con-

nected layers, taking the user preferences Pi
u for user u learnt by the ith expert model

as an example,

Pi
u = aMoUE

i,x (· · · aMoUE
i,2 (WMoUE

i,2 aMoUE
i,1 (WMoUE

i,1 pi
u + bMoUE

i,1 ) + bMoUE
i,2 ) · · ·+ bMoUE

i,x ),

(3.6)

where a∗∗, W∗
∗, and b∗∗ denote the activation function, weight matrix, and bias vector,

respectively. For example, aMoUE
i,x , WMoUE

i,x , and bMoUE
i,x denote the activation function,

weight matrix and bias vector, respectively, in the xth layer for the ith expert in MoUE.

Note that the symbols a∗∗, W∗
∗ and b∗∗ are used in the rest of this chapter with different

superscripts and subscripts to introduce the fully connected layers. In a similar way to

that described by Eq. (3.6), item characteristics Qj
v can be learnt by the jth expert in

MoIE with the item embedding qj
v as input,

Qj
v = aMoIE

j,x (· · · aMoIE
j,2 (WMoIE

j,2 aMoIE
j,1 (WMoIE

j,1 qj
v + bMoIE

j,1 ) + bMoIE
j,2 ) · · ·+ bMoIE

j,x ).

(3.7)

Gating Network. The gating networks in MoUE and MoIE calculate the gating

weights measuring the expertise scales of each expert in learning the preferences of

input users and characteristics of input items, respectively. To achieve this goal, tak-

ing the gating network in MoUE as an example, we first employ an embedding layer
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and a fully connected layer to calculate user embedding pMoUE
u and item interference

IMoUE , respectively. Note that the item interference is employed to more accurately

calculate the gating weights in MoUE by considering the items interacted with the cor-

responding users. Specifically, the item interference can be calculated with the item

embedding qMoIE
v in MoIE,

IMoUE = aMoUE
gate (WMoUE

inter qMoIE
v + bMoUE

inter ). (3.8)

Then, the user embedding and item interference are concatenated as follows,

cMoUE =
[
pMoUE
u ; IMoUE

]
. (3.9)

After that, cMoUE is fed into a softmax layer to get the gating weights gMoUE by the

following equation,

gMoUE = softmax(WMoUE
soft cMoUE + bMoUE

soft ). (3.10)

Likewise, the gating weights gMoIE for the experts in MoIE can be calculated in a

similar way to that described by Eqs. (3.8) to (3.10).

Fusion Module. The user preferences (or item characteristics) learnt by multiple ex-

perts in MoUE (or MoIE) are fused to the unified ones to fully utilise the expertise of

all the experts. Specifically, with the above calculated user preferences, item charac-

teristics and their corresponding gating weights, the unified user preferences Puni
u and

unified item characteristics Quni
v can be calculated with the dot production, respec-

tively,

Puni
u = [P1

u; · · · ; Pne
u ]TgMoUE, (3.11)

Quni
v = [Q1

v; · · · ; Qne
v ]TgMoIE, (3.12)

where ne denotes the number of experts.

Interaction Module. To make recommendations based on unified user preferences
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and unified item characteristics, we first utilise cosine similarity for measuring to what

degree the unified preferences match the corresponding unified characteristics,

cos sim<Puni
u ,Quni

v > = cosine(Puni
u ,Quni

v ) =
(Puni

u )TQuni
v

‖Puni
u ‖2‖Quni

v ‖2
, (3.13)

and then we obtain the predicted probability ŷu,v of the interaction between user u and

item v by performing a nonlinear transformation of this cosine similarity,

ŷu,v = apredictout (Wpredict
out cos sim<Puni

u ,Quni
v > + bpredict

out ). (3.14)

Optimisation. To learn the parameters of our proposed DWMoE, we train the model

by minimising the following loss `osstotal with stochastic gradient descent,

`osstotal = `ossacc + γ(`ossgate), (3.15)

where `ossacc is the loss for the recommendation accuracies, `ossgate is used as the

regularisation term for gating weights to avoid local optimisations, and γ is the coeffi-

cient to adjust the importance of `ossgate.

Specifically, to measure the difference between the ground truth and the prediction,

we employ the cross-entropy loss as below,

`ossacc(yu,v, ŷu,v) = −(yu,vlog(ŷu,v) + (1− yu,v)log(1− ŷu,v)), (3.16)

where yu,v is the label of the interaction between user u and item v; that is, it is 1

if this interaction exists and 0 otherwise, and ŷu,v denotes the predicted probability

for this interaction. Moreover, we introduce `ossgate to avoid the local optimisation

caused by the imbalanced utilisation of experts; for example, some experts receive

large gating weights for most interactions while others always receive small gating

weights. Specifically, we employ the standard derivations of gating weights in both
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MoUE and MoIE to form `ossgate as follows,

`ossgate = `ossgateMoUE + `ossgateMoIE

=

√
1

ne

∑ne

i=1
(gMoUE

i − ḡMoUE)2 +

√
1

ne

∑ne

j=1
(gMoIE

j − ḡMoIE)2,
(3.17)

where gMoUE
i and gMoIE

j denote the gating weight for the ith expert in MoUE and the

gating weight for the jth expert in MoIE, respectively, and ḡMoUE and ḡMoIE denote

the average of gating weights for MoUE and MoIE, respectively. Through minimising

`ossgate, DWMoE encourages MoUE and MoIE to more effectively utilise all their ex-

perts to learn the heterogeneous user preferences and item characteristics, respectively,

and thus to increase the accuracies of streaming recommendations.

3.3 Experiments

In this section, we present the results of the extensive experiments that are conducted

to answer the following four Research Questions (RQs).

RQ1: How does our proposed VRS-DWMoE perform when compared with the state-

of-the-art approaches?

RQ2: How does our proposed DWMoE perform when compared with the existing

recommendation models?

RQ3: How does our proposed VRS perform when compared with the existing sam-

pling methods?

RQ4: How does the number of experts in VRS-DWMoE affect the recommendation

accuracies?
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Table 3.1: Statistics of the tunned datasets for VRS-DWMoE

Dataset #User #Item #Interaction Sparsity
MovieLens 6,400 3,703 994,169 95.81%

Netflix 5,000 16,073 1,010,588 98.74%
Yelp 25,677 25,815 731,671 99.89%

The symbol # in this table denotes the number (#User represents the number of users).

3.3.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets. In the experiments, we employ three widely-used real-world datasets [127,

38] in the literature of streaming recommendations, including MovieLens (1M)1, Net-

flix2 and Yelp3, to verify the effectiveness of our proposed VRS-DWMoE. Note that

these three datasets all contain timestamps and thus can be utilized to simulate data

stream for evaluating our proposed approach and baselines. We extract the interac-

tions of 5000 randomly selected users from the Netflix dataset for the experiments,

as processing the original Netflix dataset, which contains more than 100 million in-

teractions, is beyond our computational capacity. In addition, following the common

practice [38, 91], for each dataset, we retain the interactions from users who have more

than 10 interactions to reduce data sparsity. The statistics of the tuned datasets are sum-

marised in Table 3.1. Moreover, following [140, 121], we transform the explicit ratings

in all three datasets into the implicit ones, where it is 1 if an explicit rating exists and

0 otherwise, as this work focuses on the recommendations with implicit interactions.

Evaluation Policy. Following [38], we first sort the data in each of the three datasets

by their coming time, and then divide them into two parts: 1) a training set to simu-

late the historical data and 2) a test set to simulate the upcoming data in the streaming

scenarios. Specifically, the data in the training set are used to incrementally train rec-

ommendation models while the data in the test set are first used for the test and then

used to incrementally train the recommendation models. Then, we select the first 85%,

90% and 95% of interactions from each dataset as training sets, while the remainder

1https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m
2https://www.kaggle.com/netflix-inc/netflix-prize-data
3https://www.yelp.com/dataset
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serves as the corresponding test sets. Note that the k-fold cross validation is infeasible

in streaming scenarios, as only the latest interactions (i.e., the interactions with the

largest timestamps) can be utilised for the test to be consistent with the data coming

order. In addition, following [38], we report the results in the cases where the propor-

tion of the training set is 90% while the results in other two cases are similar to the

reported ones. Moreover, to verify the effectiveness of our proposed VRS-DWMoE in

both underload scenarios and overload scenarios, we train the recommendation model

with a fixed number np (np = 256 in this chapter) of interactions each time and ad-

just the number nr of interactions received in this training period to indicate different

workload intensities. For the sake of simplicity, we use np and nr to simulate the data

processing speed sp and data receiving speed sr, respectively. In this way, underload

scenarios and overload scenarios can be simulated by the cases where sp > sr and

sp < sr, respectively, via adjusting the amount of data received during the training

process in the last iteration. Note that this work is among the first attempt in the liter-

ature to evaluate streaming recommender systems in both the underload and overload

scenarios, and the evaluation policies will be improved in the future work.

Evaluation Metrics. Following the common practice [127, 38], we adopt the ranking-

based evaluation strategy. Specifically, for each interaction between a target user and

a target item, we first randomly sample 99 items that are not interacted with by the

target user as negative items, and then rank the target item among these 100 items (i.e.,

the target one plus the 99 negative ones). Finally, the recommendation accuracies are

measured by two widely-used metrics: Hit Ratio (HR) and Normalised Discounted

Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [38, 127]. To be more specific, HR@k judges if the target

item is among the top-k recommended items, while NDCG@k also considers the spe-

cific ranking position of the target item in the top-k recommendation list. Normally,

larger HR and NDCG indicates higher recommendation accuracies. In this Chapter,

we utilize HR@10 and NDCG@10 as the evaluation metrics.

Baselines. The following eight baselines are used for comparisons, including iBPR,

iGMF, iMLP, iNeuMF, RCD, eAls, SPMF and OCFIF.
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• Bayesian Personalised Ranking (BPR) [91] is a representative personalised rank-

ing method to optimise the matrix factorisation. We adapt BPR to the streaming

scenarios, named as iBPR, by training it with newly coming data continuously

via stochastic gradient descent.

• Neural Matrix Factorisation (NeuMF) [37] is an advanced matrix factorisation

model, which combines two other recommendation models: Generalized Ma-

trix Factorisation (GMF) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), to achieve higher

recommendation accuracies. We adapt NeuMF, GMF and MLP, to streaming

scenarios by training recommendation models with newly coming data continu-

ously via stochastic gradient descent. The adapted streaming versions of these

three recommendation models are named as iNeuMF, iGMF and iMLP, respec-

tively.

• Randomised block Coordinate Descent (RCD) [15] and Element-wise Alternat-

ing Least Squares (eAls) [38] are two representative approaches for optimising

the matrix factorisation models in streaming scenarios. We enhance RCD and

eAls with abilities of batch processing to increase their throughput for fair com-

parisons.

• Stream-centered Probabilistic Matrix Factorisation (SPMF) [127] is a state-

of-the-art SRS. SPMF was originally performed along with a time-consuming

sampling method and does not perform well w.r.t. our evaluation policy where

sampling needs to be frequently performed. For a fair comparison, we employ

our proposed VRS to prepare training data for SPMF.

• Online Collaborative Filtering with Implicit Feedback (OCFIF) [140] is the

only SRS reported in the literature that employs multiple models (i.e., matrix

factorisation) to avoid the limitations of a single model for higher recommenda-

tion accuracies.

In addition, we equip our proposed VRS-DWMoE with different numbers of experts
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(i.e., 2, 4, 6 and 8) for comparisons. For example, VRS-DWMoE 8 indicates the VRS-

DWMoE that is equipped with 8 experts for both MoUE and MoIE.

Parameter Setting. For a fair comparison, we initialise the baselines with parameters

reported in their papers and optimise them for our experimental settings. For our VRS-

DWMoE, we empirically set the learning rate to 0.001, the batch size bs to 256, the loss

coefficient γ to 0.01, and the volume of the reservoir to 10,000 interactions. Besides,

we employ the widely-used negative sampling technique [140, 126, 137], where the

reservoir is used to check if an interaction exists, to improve the learning performance

with the negative sampling size set to four. We also adopt L2 regularisation and Adam

optimiser to avoid overfitting and for the optimisation purpose, respectively. Other

parameters including δ, λres and λnew are adjusted via cross validation to achieve the

best performance in different cases.

3.3.2 Performance Comparison and Analysis

Experiment 1: Comparison with Baselines (for RQ1 and RQ2)

Setting. To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we compare our proposed VRS-DWMoE (the

number ne of experts is set to eight) with all eight baselines with a fixed data process-

ing speed sp = 256 and different data receiving speeds, where sr = 128 and sr = 512

indicate underload scenarios and overload scenarios, respectively.

Result 1 (for RQ1). Table 3.2 shows the results of our proposed approach and eight

baselines on all three datasets. In all the cases, VRS-DWMoE 8 delivers the highest

recommendation accuracies (marked with bold font), and the improvement percent-

ages of VRS-DWMoE 8 over the best-performing baselines (with the results marked

by underline) are introduced in the last row for each dataset, ranging from 2.0% to

37.4% with an average of 8.5% in terms of HR@10, and ranging from 1.9% to 42.9%

with an average of 10.4% in terms of NDCG@10.

The superiority of VRS-DWMoE can be explained in two aspects: 1) VRS ad-

4Improvement percentages over the best-performing baseline(s)
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Table 3.2: Performance comparison for VRS-DWMoE

Datasets Metrics HR@10 NDCG@10
Data Receiving Speeds (sr) 128 256 512 128 256 512

MovieLens Baselines

eAls 0.231 0.231 0.234 0.106 0.106 0.108
RCD 0.287 0.297 0.278 0.139 0.145 0.138
iBPR 0.303 0.303 0.279 0.147 0.147 0.134
SPMF 0.460 0.453 0.440 0.251 0.246 0.238
iGMF 0.525 0.529 0.477 0.295 0.297 0.265
iMLP 0.538 0.539 0.488 0.304 0.303 0.272

iNeuMF 0.551 0.546 0.496 0.311 0.307 0.275
OCFIF 0.532 0.508 0.467 0.291 0.279 0.256

Ours VRS-DWMoE 8 0.563 0.558 0.535 0.317 0.313 0.299
Improvement percentages4 2.20% 2.20% 7.90% 1.90% 2.00% 8.70%

Netflix Baselines

eAls 0.395 0.389 0.362 0.211 0.207 0.192
RCD 0.447 0.436 0.435 0.226 0.226 0.219
iBPR 0.685 0.686 0.627 0.396 0.395 0.360
SPMF 0.701 0.669 0.640 0.425 0.397 0.378
iGMF 0.747 0.748 0.577 0.482 0.482 0.352
iMLP 0.787 0.782 0.624 0.519 0.510 0.369

iNeuMF 0.801 0.798 0.711 0.531 0.529 0.430
OCFIF 0.745 0.734 0.606 0.457 0.453 0.357

Ours VRS-DWMoE 8 0.821 0.814 0.790 0.553 0.548 0.515
Improvement percentages5 2.50% 2.00% 11.1% 4.10% 3.60% 19.8%

Yelp Baselines

eAls 0.287 0.289 0.290 0.167 0.167 0.169
RCD 0.454 0.452 0.447 0.260 0.257 0.259
iBPR 0.307 0.295 0.188 0.180 0.172 0.108
SPMF 0.197 0.192 0.184 0.104 0.100 0.097
iGMF 0.499 0.470 0.396 0.294 0.276 0.228
iMLP 0.573 0.574 0.438 0.338 0.338 0.246

iNeuMF 0.566 0.570 0.435 0.331 0.334 0.247
OCFIF 0.260 0.249 0.203 0.135 0.129 0.107

Ours VRS-DWMoE 8 0.608 0.603 0.602 0.354 0.358 0.353
Improvement percentages5 6.10% 5.10% 37.4% 4.70% 5.90% 42.9%

dresses preference drift while capturing long-term user preferences by wisely com-

plementing newly coming data with sampled historical data, and 2) DWMoE better

learns the heterogeneous user preferences and item characteristics with two MoEs,

where each expert specialises in one underlying type of users or items.

Result 2 (for RQ2). The superiority of our DWMoE is verified by the cases where

sr = sp (i.e., sr = 256) in Table 3.2. In these cases, both our approach and baselines

utilise all the newly coming data to train recommendation models, thus their recom-

mendation accuracies only depend on their recommendation models. Therefore, the

superiority of DWMoE is confirmed by the highest recommendation accuracies deliv-

ered by VRS-DWMoE in these cases. The reason for this superiority is that DWMoE

not only learns heterogeneous user preferences and item characteristics with two ded-

icated MoEs, respectively, but also allows each of their experts to specialise in one
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Figure 3.2: Performance comparison for VRS

underlying type of users or items.

Experiment 2: Performance of VRS (for RQ3)

Setting. To answer RQ3, we replace our proposed VRS with existing sampling meth-

ods, including Newly coming Data Only (NDO) [140], Reservoir-enhanced Random

sampling (RR) [16] and Sliding Window (SW) [102], for comparisons. In this exper-

iment, we report the results in the underload scenarios only to save space while the

results in the overload scenarios are similar to the reported ones.

Result 3 (for RQ3). As Fig. 3.2 illustrates, our proposed VRS outperforms all the

other sampling methods. The improvements of VRS over the best-performing base-

line — NDO, range from 1.2% (on Netflix) to 2.0% (on Yelp) with an average of

1.9% in terms of HR@10, and range from 3.2% (on Netflix) to 4.3% (on Yelp) with

an average of 3.4% in terms of NCDG@10. The effectiveness of VRS comes from

wisely complementing newly coming data with sampled historical data while guaran-

teeing the proportion of newly coming data, and thus addressing preference drift while

capturing long-term user preferences.

Experiment 3: Effect of Number of Experts (for RQ4)

Setting. To answer RQ4, we compare the performance of VRS-DWMoE when equipped

with different numbers (i.e., 2, 4, 6 and 8) of experts. In this experiment, we report the

results in the overload scenarios only to save space while the results in the underload

are similar to the reported ones.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of the number (ne) of experts for VRS-DWMoE

Result 4 (for RQ4). As Fig. 3.3 illustrates, our proposed VRS-DWMoE delivers

higher recommendation accuracies when equipped with more experts. The improve-

ments of VRS-DWMoE equipped with eight experts over that equipped with two ex-

perts range from 2.7% (on Netflix) to 6.5% (on Yelp) with an average of 4.4% in terms

of HR@10, and range from 4.0% (on Netflix) to 8.4% (on Yelp) with an average of

6.3% in terms of NCDG@10. The reason for the superiority of more experts is that

more experts better complement one another with their expertise to more effectively

learn the user preferences and item characteristics. Specifically, each expert model is

specified in learning the preferences of one underlying type of users or the character-

istics of one underlying type of items. Therefore, more experts improve the learning

processes as each of them can focus more on learning the preferences of fewer users

or the characteristics of fewer items, and thus contribute to increasing the recommen-

dation accuracies.

3.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a Variational and Reservoir-enhanced Sampling

based Double-Wing Mixture of Experts framework (VRS-DWMoE) for delivering

accurate streaming recommendations. We first propose VRS to wisely complement

newly coming data with sampled historical data to address preference drift while cap-
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turing long-term user preferences. After that, with these sampled data, DWMoE learns

heterogeneous user preferences and item characteristics with two MoEs: MoUE and

MoIE, respectively, and then makes recommendations with learnt preferences and

characteristics. The superiority of VRS-DWMoE has been verified by extensive ex-

periments.



Chapter 4

Stratified and Time-aware Sampling

based Adaptive Ensemble Learning

for Streaming Recommendations

Various SRSs1 have been proposed to deliver recommendations w.r.t. data streams of

user-item interactions. These SRSs commonly assume that their data processing speed

equals the data receiving speed from the applications. However, in practice, the data

receiving speed varies over time and might not equal the data processing speed. This

leads to a new challenge that has been introduced in Subsection 1.2.3 and expressed by

CH3: ‘how to well deal with the underload scenarios where the data receiving speed

is lower than the data processing speed, and the overload scenarios where the data

receiving speed is higher than the data processing speed’.

Targeting CH3 mentioned above and CH1 introduced in Subsection 1.2.1, this

chapter proposes a novel Stratified and Time-aware Sampling based Adaptive Ensem-

ble Learning framework, called STS-AEL, for higher accuracies of streaming recom-

mendations. STS-AEL contains two main components: 1) Stratified and Time-aware

Sampling (STS) and 2) Adaptive Ensemble Learning (AEL). Specifically, STS sam-

ples training data from both newly coming data and historical data both by assigning

higher sampling probabilities to newer data in the sample space. In addition, the sam-

1The SRSs in this chapter all refer to the Single-behaviour SRSs as multi-behaviour SRSs have not
been reported in the literature and are either not considered in the work reported in this chapter.

68
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ple sizes of the newly coming data and reservoir are both determined based on the

characteristics and receiving speed of the streaming data. As for AEL, it first trains

multiple individual models in parallel with the sampled data and then fuses the results

of these trained models with a novel sequential adaptive mechanism. Note that AEL

is specifically devised for the streaming scenarios, where training processes and test

processes are iteratively conducted over each data stream. To be more specific, AEL

dynamically calculates the fusion weights with a sequential adaptive mechanism based

on the test accuracy achieved by each individual model in the last iteration to conduct

more effective fusions in the current iteration.

Although the target problem of this chapter is similar to the one of Chapter 3, the

works in these two chapters aim to address different challenges. Specifically, the work

in Chapter 3 focuses more on effectively learning the heterogeneous user preferences

and item characteristics by mixture-of-expert models, especially in the underload sce-

narios; while the work in this chapter focuses more on effectively dealing with the

overload scenarios concurrently with multiple individual recommendation models via

an ensemble learning method.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first formulate our re-

search problem of streaming recommendations. Then, we introduce our proposed

STS-AEL framework and its two components (i.e., STS and AEL). After that, we

present the results of the experiments that are conducted to verify the effectiveness of

STS-AEL. Finally, we summarise this chapter.

4.1 Problem Statement

In this chapter, we focus on streaming recommendations with implicit user-item inter-

actions, e.g., users’ clicks on items. As the problem studied in this chapter is similar to

the one in Chapter 3, we briefly introduce this problem in this section, and readers can

refer to Section 3.1 for more details. Specifically, with the interaction set Y, user set U

and item set V, let Y = {y1u1,v1 , y
2
u2,v2 , . . . , y

k
uk,vk

, . . . } be the list of currently received
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Algorithm 1: STS-AEL Framework
Input : New Data N, Reservoir R, Set of Individual Models IM
Output: Recommendations

1 if N is for training then
/* Stratified and Time-aware Sampling */

2 Sample |IM| sets of training data from N and R by Eqs. (4.1) to (4.4)
/* Concurrent Training */

3 do in parallel for each model im in IM
4 Update im with sampled training data by optimising the loss

in Eq. (4.12)

5 else
/* Sequential Adaptive Fusing */

6 do in parallel for each model im in IM
7 Get the prediction results of im, taking NeuMF as an example,

by Eqs. (4.5) to (4.11)
8 Get the fusion weights fw for the models in IM by Eqs. (4.13) to (4.18)
9 Get the final predictions ŷfinal by fusing the prediction results by Eq. (4.19)

10 Store the prediction accuracies
11 return ŷfinal

interactions, the task of the SRS is to predict the probability of a future interaction

between the given user u′ and item v′ based on the currently received interactions Y ,

i.e., ŷ = P (yu′,v′|Y).

4.2 Our Proposed STS-AEL Framework

In this section, we first propose a novel Stratified and Time-aware Sampling based

Adaptive Ensemble Learning framework, called STS-AEL, and then introduce its two

key components: Stratified and Time-aware Sampling (STS) and Adaptive Ensemble

Learning (AEL).

4.2.1 Overall Structure

To perform accurate streaming recommendations, we propose Stratified and Time-

aware Sampling based Adaptive Ensemble Learning framework, called STS-AEL. As
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Figure 4.1: The structure of the STS-AEL Framework

Fig. 4.1 shows, the proposed STS-AEL mainly contains two components, i.e., STS

and AEL, which are introduced in detail in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, respectively.
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Specifically, STS first samples representative data from both newly coming data and

the reservoir. After that, with the sampled data, AEL efficiently performs the concur-

rent training process for all individual recommendation models, and then effectively

fuses the results of all these models with a sequential adaptive fusion method to obtain

the final recommendation results.

To better introduce the workflow of STS-AEL, we have presented its high-level

procedure in Algorithm 1. Specifically, as Algorithm 1 illustrates, the training data are

first prepared by STS (line 2), with which the multiple individual models are trained

in parallel (lines 3 and 4). Then, when conducting the predictions, the trained in-

dividual models generate prediction results in parallel (lines 6 and 7). After that,

these prediction results from multiple individual models are fused into the final one

with the sequential adaptive fusion method, which elaborately calculates the fusion

weights based on the recommendation accuracies of the last batch of received interac-

tions (lines 8 and 9). Finally, the prediction accuracies are stored for calculating the

fusion weights regarding the next batch of received interactions (line 10). More details

about STS-AEL are presented in the following.

4.2.2 Stratified and Time-aware Sampling

Training the recommendation model with the entire dataset is impractical for SRSs,

as streaming data is continuous and infinite. Therefore, we propose STS to sample

representative data to reduce the training workload effectively.

To capture both short-term and long-term user preferences, STS elaborately incor-

porates both newly coming data and historical data while guaranteeing the proportion

of newly coming data. Specifically, STS contains five key steps: 1) maintain a reservoir

containing representative historical data, which is a widely-used technology [63, 127]

in the streaming processing area; 2) calculate the sample sizes of both this reservoir

and newly coming data; 3) calculate the probabilities to sample user-item interactions

from both the reservoir and newly coming data; 4) obtain sample sets SShis and SSnew
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Figure 4.2: Stratified and Time-aware Sampling (STS) approach

from the reservoir R and newly coming data N, respectively, with the sampling sizes

and sampling probabilities calculated in the preceded steps; and 5) merge SShis and

SSnew to form the final sample set SS as the input of the subsequent concurrent train-

ing process.

To better illustrate our proposed STS approach, we present its sample process

in Fig. 4.2, where the darker color indicates the newer data (i.e., the data received more

recently). As shown in Fig. 4.2, the whole data can be partitioned into three parts: the

newly coming data, reservoir, and discarded data, based on their coming time. During

reservoir maintenance, STS incorporates newly coming data and discards the oldest

data, as newer data contains more timely user preferences towards items.

To guarantee the proportion of the sampled newly coming data in the entire training

data, STS adopts a stratified sampling strategy and utilises parameter α to adjust the

proportion of the sampled newly coming data. With this proportion α and the training

batch size bs, STS first calculates the sample size of newly coming data: |SSnew| =

bs∗α and the sample size of the historical data from the reservoir: |SShis| = bs∗(1−α).

And then, SSnew and SShis are sampled from newly coming data and reservoir, respec-

tively, both in a time-aware manner. Specifically, to assign newer data in the sample

space higher sampling probabilities, we employ decay ratios λnew (λnew ≥ 1) and λres
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(λres ≥ 1) for the newly coming data N and the reservoir R, respectively. Next, we

present the sampling process for SSnew in detail, while the sampling process for SShis

is similar. Given the sampling probability pk−1 of the (k − 1)th user-item interaction,

the sampling probability pk of the kth user-item interaction can be calculated as below,

pk = pk−1 ∗ λnew. (4.1)

In this way, we can adjust the ratio (i.e., λnew for new interactions and λres for in-

teractions in the reservoir) of the sampling probability of the kth received interaction

against that of the (k − 1)th received interaction, and thus adjust the emphasis of our

approach on newer interactions with more flexibilities. After that, by iteratively per-

forming Eq. (4.1) and assuming the sampling probability of the earliest user-item in-

teraction is p1, we can get pk as follows,

pk = p1 ∗
k−1︷ ︸︸ ︷

λnew ∗ λnew ∗ · · · ∗ λnew = p1 ∗ (λnew)k−1. (4.2)

Based on Eq. (4.2), with the size |N| of newly coming data, we can infer the nor-

malised sampling probability of the kth user-item interaction by the following equa-

tion,

P (k|λnew, |N|) =
pk∑|N|
i=1 pi

=
λk−1new ∗ (1− λnew)

1− λ|N|new

. (4.3)

Then, with P (k|λnew, |N|), STS samples SSnew from the newly coming data. Note

that the sampling process is with replacement among the individual models, which

means that one user-item interaction can be possibly sampled by multiple individual

models. Using the similar method, STS samples SShis from the reservoir. Then, the

final sampled training data set SS can be obtained by merging SSnew and SShis as

follows,

SS = SSnew ∪ SShis. (4.4)

The aforementioned parameters α, λnew and λres provide STS with flexibilities
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to effectively handle data streams with various characteristics and receiving speeds.

For example, in the scenarios where the preference drift happens frequently, we can

increase the values of α, λnew and λres to increase the proportion of sampled newly

coming data and the sampling probabilities of newer data in the sample space. In this

way, we can emphasize more on the newly coming data, and thus more accurately

capture the short-term user preferences for better handling the preference drift. Fur-

thermore, STS has a strong generalisation capability and can be easily derived to the

existing sampling approaches. For example, STS can be derived to the sliding window

based sampling [143] by setting α to |N|
bs

and setting both λnew and λres to large val-

ues, e.g., 1.5, and it has a similar effect to random sampling when randomly selecting

α from [0, 1] and setting both λnew and λres to 1.

With the representative data sampled by STS from both newly coming data and

reservoir, the individual recommendation models can be trained by AEL, which will

be introduced in the following subsection.

Time Cost Analysis. The time cost of STS is acceptable, as the time complexities

of Eqs. (4.1) to (4.4) are O(bs) for sampling a training batch of user-item interactions.

4.2.3 Adaptive Ensemble Learning

With the data sampled by STS, our proposed AEL first concurrently trains multiple

individual models, and then fuses the results of these trained models via an effec-

tive sequential adaptive fusion method to obtain the final recommendation results with

higher accuracies. More details about AEL are presented below.

Concurrent Training. AEL trains multiple individual recommendation models con-

currently for higher computational efficiency. This concurrent training process is pos-

sible, as the individual models are independent from one another during the training

process. Moreover, this feature of concurrency contributes to more effectively han-
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dling the streaming data, especially when confronting the excessive amount of data in

overload scenarios. Furthermore, AEL performs negative sampling, a technique that

has been widely used in the literature [76, 38], to overcome the natural absence of neg-

ative feedback in recommendations with implicit user-item interactions. In addition,

AEL utilises the aforementioned reservoir to check if a sampled interaction exists for

guaranteeing the effectiveness of negative sampling.

For individual recommendation models, AEL can employ existing monolithic SRSs

directly or adapt offline RSs to streaming scenarios by incrementally updating recom-

mendation models with an online update mechanism; for example, training recom-

mendation models with stochastic gradient descent [1]. In this work, AEL delivers the

best performance by adapting Neural Matrix Factorisation (NeuMF) proposed in [37]

to the streaming scenarios. Specifically, NeuMF is a neural network based RS, which

combines other two basic RSs, i.e., Generalized Matrix Factorisation (GMF) and Mul-

tiple Layer Perceptron (MLP), to achieve more accurate recommendations. As our

proposed STS-AEL achieves high recommendation accuracies when ensembling these

three monolithic models, i.e., GMF, MLP and NeuMF, we briefly introduce them in

the following.

As its name indicates, GMF is a generalised matrix factorisation model that en-

hances the original matrix factorisation model with non-linear transformation to achieve

stronger modelling capabilities. Specifically, GMF improves matrix factorisation with

a nonlinear activation function aGMF
out as follows,

φGMF = pGMF
u ⊗ qGMF

v , (4.5)

ŷGMF
u,v = aGMF

out (WT
GMFφ

GMF + bGMF ), (4.6)

where pu and qv represent the embedding of user u and the embedding of item v,

respectively, ⊗ denotes the element-wise multiplication, WGMF denotes the weight

matrix, bGMF denotes the bias vector, and ŷGMF
u,v indicates the predicted probability

for an interaction between user u and item v. In such a way, through enhancing the
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conventional matrix factorisation with nonlinearity, GMF can achieve stronger fitting

ability, and thus make more accurate predictions.

Different from GMF that learns user preferences from the interactions based on

a fixed dot product between the user embedding and the item embedding, MLP aims

to improve modelling flexibilities with a multiple-layer-perception structure, and thus

achieve higher recommendation accuracies. Specifically, MLP first concatenates the

user embedding and item embedding as follows,

φMLP
0 =

[
pMLP
u ; qMLP

v

]
, (4.7)

and then feeds the concatenated embedding to a L-layer perceptron for training with

interactions between users and items with the following equations,

φMLP
1 = aMLP

1 (WT
1φ

MLP
0 + b1), (4.8)

...

φMLP
k = aMLP

k (WT
kφ

MLP
k−1 + bk), (4.9)

...

ŷMLP
u,v = aMLP

L (WT
Lφ

MLP
L−1 + bL), (4.10)

where Wk, bk and ak denote the weight matrix, bias vector and activation function

for the kth (1 ≤ k ≤ L) layer, respectively. MLP obtains much flexibility from

the concatenated embedding and nonlinear perceptrons, and thus can capture the user

preferences more effectively.

To further improve recommendation accuracies, NeuMF fuses these two recom-

mendation models (i.e, GMF and MLP) for complementing each other to better learn

the user preferences towards items. Specifically, NeuMF first concatenates the features

learned by GMF and MLP, and then transforms the concatenated feature by a nonlinear
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function aNeuMF
out as below,

ŷNeuMF
u,v = aNeuMF

out (WT
NeuMF

[
φGMF;φMLP

L−1

]
+ bNeuMF ), (4.11)

where WNeuMF and bNeuMF denote the weight matrix and the bias vector, respec-

tively. Through such a process, NeuMF is expected to combine the advantages of both

GMF and MLP, and thus delivers more accurate recommendations.

For the training process, following the work in [37, 32, 126], we employ the binary

cross-entropy loss as the loss function,

`oss<u,v> = −(y<u,v>logŷ<u,v> + (1− y<u,v>)log(1− ŷ<u,v>)), (4.12)

where yu,v indicates if an interaction between user u and item v exists, and ŷu,v is the

predicted probability for this interaction. Specifically, this loss function encourages

larger ŷu,v if the interaction between user u and item v exists (i.e., y = 1), and en-

courages smaller ŷu,v otherwise. With this binary cross-entropy loss function defined

in Eq. (4.12), the individual recommendation models can be trained via stochastic gra-

dient descent.

Sequential Adaptive Fusing. The proposed sequential adaptive fusion approach im-

proves fusion performance by assigning elaborately calculated weights to multiple

individual models in the streaming scenarios, where training processes and test pro-

cesses are iteratively conducted with data streams. Specifically, AEL contains four

key steps: 1) calculate and store the prediction accuracy for each interaction and the

corresponding user-item pair (i.e., the user and item related to this interaction) for each

individual model in the current iteration, 2) with the prediction accuracies and the cor-

responding user-item pairs stored in the last iteration, estimate the confidence of each

individual model to predict the interaction for the target user-item pair, 3) based on

the calculated confidence, use an AdaBoost-like method [102, 118] to calculate the
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fusion weights for all the individual models, and 4) fuse the predictions made by these

models with the fusion weights to obtain the ensembled prediction. More details are

presented below.

AEL maintains a set P containing tuples of prediction accuracies and the corre-

sponding user-item pairs in the last iteration for each individual model, taking the kth

individual model as an example,

Pk = {〈acck1, u1k, v1k〉, · · · , 〈acckj , ujk, vjk〉, · · · , 〈acckg , ugk, vgk〉}, (4.13)

where acckj (1 ≤ j ≤ g) represents the accuracy of the kth individual model regarding

user-item pair 〈ukj , vkj 〉 and g is the size of Pk. To predict the interaction between

user u and item v by the kth individual model, AEL first calculates the similarity (we

employ cosine similarity in this work to achieve the best performance) between the

target user-item pair 〈u, v〉 and each of the user-item pairs 〈u′, v′〉 in Pk based on their

embeddings,

cos simk
〈u,v〉,〈u′,v′〉 =

([pk
u; qk

v ])T · [pk
u′ ; qk

v′ ]

‖[pk
u; qk

v ]‖2‖[pk
u′ ; qk

v′ ]‖2
, (4.14)

where [pu; qv] indicates the concatenation of embeddings pu and qv, and ‖ ∗ ‖2 rep-

resents the L2 norm. Then, based on these similarities, AEL creates subset Sk ⊆ Pk

(taking the kth individual model as an example) for each individual model by extract-

ing the top e (a predetermined parameter representing the size of Sk) tuples that have

the most similar user-item pairs to the target 〈u, v〉 from Pk. Then, we can estimate the

confidence of each model for the prediction of the interaction for 〈u, v〉. Specifically,

with Sk, AEL calculates the confidence cku,v of the kth individual model to predict the

interaction for the target 〈u, v〉 as follows,

cku,v =
1

|Sk
u,v|

∑
〈pk

u′ ,q
k
i′ ,a

k
u′,i′ 〉∈S

k
u,v

aku′,v′ . (4.15)

For the sake of simplicity, we use cu,v to represent the vector containing the confidence
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of all the individual models, i.e.,

cu,v = [c1u,v, · · · , cou,v]T , (4.16)

where o is the number of individual models. With this estimated confidence cu,v, the

fusion weights for the prediction of the interaction between user u and item v can be

calculated and normalised with an AdaBoost-like [12] method as below,

fw′u,v =
cu,v

1− cu,v
, (4.17)

fwu,v =
fw′u,v
‖fw′u,v‖1

, (4.18)

where ‖ ∗ ‖1 represents the L1 norm and fwu,v represents the fusion weights of the

individual models for 〈u, v〉. As shown in Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18), AEL assigns higher

fusion weights to the models those with more confidence (i.e., larger cu,v), for better

fusion effectiveness. Finally, AEL fuses the predictions ŷ from the multiple individual

recommendation models with fwu,v to get the final prediction as follows,

ŷfinalu,v = fwT
u,vŷu,v. (4.19)

Time Cost Analysis. The time cost of AEL mainly contains two parts: 1) the time cost

of the concurrent training process and 2) the time cost of the sequential adaptive fusion

method. As multiple individual models are trained in parallel in the concurrent training

process, the time complexity for the concurrent training is roughly equal to that of

the corresponding monolithic recommendation model. As for the sequential adaptive

fusion, the prediction processes of the individual models can also be parallel. Thus,

compared with the monolithic recommendation models, the extra time cost introduced

by AEL mainly comes from the calculation of fusion weights, which is described by

Eqs. (4.14) to (4.18). The time complexities of Eqs. (4.14) to (4.18) can be easily
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calculated; they are O(|pu| ∗ |qv| ∗ |Sk|), O(|Sk|), O(1), O(o) and O(o), respectively.

Obviously, the extra time cost mainly depends on Eq. (4.14), which is O(|pu| ∗ |qv| ∗

|Sk|), since it is the highest one. This time complexity is acceptable for the following

two reasons: 1) it remains constant once the the sizes of latent factors |pu| and |qv|)

and the size of Sk (i.e., a set of the interactions and corresponding recommendation

accuracies from the kth individual model), are determined, and 2) it is not affected

by the number of users or the number of items. Although AEL has a higher time

complexity than the classic Bagging [2] based ensemble learning, which commonly

averages the results of multiple individual models for the fusion purpose with a time

complexity of O(1), our proposed AEL greatly improves the fusion performance by

fusing the results of multiple individual models with elaborately calculated weights.

As for the Boosting [27] based ensemble learning methods, they typically train the

individual models one by one, and thus need much more training time compared with

our proposed AEL that trains the individual models in parallel.

4.3 Experiments

In this section, we present the results of the extensive experiments that are conducted

to answer the following four Research Questions (RQs).

RQ1: How does our proposed STS-AEL perform when compared with the state-of-

the-art approaches?

RQ2: How does the number of individual models ensembled by STS-AEL affect the

recommendation accuracies?

RQ3: How does our proposed STS perform when compared with the existing sam-

pling methods?

RQ4: How does our proposed AEL perform when compared with the existing ensem-

ble methods?
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4.3.1 Experimental Settings

Before presenting the results and analysis of the experiments, we first introduce the

experimental settings, including the datasets, evaluation policy, evaluation metrics and

comparison approaches, for better readability.

Datasets. In the experiments, we employ three real-world datasets, including Movie-

Lens (1M)2, Netflix3 and Yelp4, all of which are widely used in the literature [127, 38].

Note that these three datasets all contain timestamps and thus can be utilized to simu-

late data stream for evaluating our proposed approach and baselines. Since the original

Netflix dataset contains over 100 million interactions, which is beyond our computa-

tion capacity, we extract the interactions of 5000 randomly selected users for the ex-

periments. In addition, we follow the common practice [38, 91] to retain the users who

have more than ten interactions on all three datasets to reduce the data sparsity. The

statistics of the tuned datasets are summarised in Table 3.1. Since this work focuses

on the recommendations with implicit user-item interactions, following the common

practice [140, 121, 38], we transform the explicit data (i.e., users’ ratings on items) in

all three datasets into the implicit ones, where it is 1 if an explicit interaction exists

and 0 otherwise.

Evaluation Policy. Similar to [38, 127], we first sort the data by their coming time,

and then divide them into a training set (where the data are used for incrementally

training the recommendation models) and a test set (where the data are first used for

testing and then used for incrementally training the recommendation models) to sim-

ulate the historical data and upcoming data, respectively, in the streaming scenarios.

After that, we select the first 85%, 90% and 95% of interactions from each dataset as

training sets, while the remainder serves as the corresponding test sets. Note that the

k-fold cross validation is infeasible in streaming scenarios, as only the latest interac-

tions (i.e., the interactions with the largest timestamps) can be utilised for the test to

2https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m
3https://www.kaggle.com/netflix-inc/netflix-prize-data
4https://www.yelp.com/dataset
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be consistent with the data coming order. In addition, following [38], we report the

results in the cases where the proportion of the training set is 90% while the results in

other two cases are similar to the reported ones. Moreover, to observe the performance

of our proposed STS-AEL and that of the baselines w.r.t. different workload intensi-

ties, we train all the models with a fixed number np (we set np = 256 in this chapter)

of user-item interactions in each iteration and adjust the number nr of user-item inter-

actions received in this training period to simulate the cases with different workload

intensities. For the sake of simplicity, we use np and nr to simulate the data processing

speed spp and data receiving speed spr, respectively, where spp > spr and spp < spr

indicate the underload scenarios and overload scenarios, respectively, via adjusting the

amount of data received during the training process in the last iteration. Note that this

work is among the first attempt in the literature to evaluate streaming recommender

systems in both the underload and overload scenarios, and the evaluation policies will

be improved in the future work.

Evaluation Metrics. We adopt the ranking-based evaluation strategy, which is widely

used for the evaluation of streaming recommendations with implicit data [127, 38].

Specifically, for each given interaction between a target user and a target item, we

randomly sample 99 items that are not interacted with this user as negative items, and

rank the target item among the 100 items (i.e., the target one plus the 99 negative ones).

Then, the recommendation accuracies are evaluated by two widely-used metrics: Hit

Ratio (HR) and Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [36, 38, 127]. In

this Chapter, we utilize HR@10 and NDCG@10 to evaluate the recommendation ac-

curacies. More details about HR and NDCG can be found in Subsection 3.3.1

Baselines. We compare the performance of our proposed STS-AEL framework with

that of nine baseline models, including one ensemble model (i.e., OCFIF) and eight

monolithic models (i.e., iBPR, iGMF, iMLP, iNeuMF, iTPMF-CF, RCD, eAls and

SPMF). The brief introduction of these baselines are as follows.

• Bayesian Personalised Ranking (BPR) is a representative pair-wise ranking ap-

proach proposed by Rendle et al. [91] to optimise the matrix factorisation. We
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adapt this work to the streaming scenarios, named as iBPR, by incrementally

training the recommendation model with newly coming data.

• Neural Matrix Factorisation (NeuMF) [37] is an advanced matrix factorisa-

tion model, which combines two recommendation models: Generalized Matrix

Factorisation (GMF) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) for higher recommen-

dation accuracies. We adapt these three offline recommendation models (i.e.,

NeuMF, GMF and MLP) to the streaming scenario, named as iNeuMF, iGMF

and iMLP, respectively, by feeding them with newly coming data continuously.

• Time-window based probabilistic Matrix Factorisation for Collaborative Filter-

ing (TPMF-CF) [146] is a representative probabilistic matrix factorisation based

approach that adopts the time window technique to construct a 3D user-item-

time model. As the TPMF-CF was originally devised for the offline scenarios,

we adapt TPMF-CF to the streaming scenarios, named as iTPMF-CF, by incre-

mentally training the recommendation model with newly coming data. Further-

more, to keep the features of the TPMF-CF, we also employ a sliding window

based sampling approach to improve its recommendation accuracies.

• Randomised block Coordinate Descent (RCD) and Element-wise Alternating

Least Squares (eAls) are two representative approaches employed by Devooght

et al. [15] and He et al. [38], respectively, to optimise the streaming matrix

factorisation. To be consistent with the proposed STS-AEL and other baselines,

we enhance eAls and RCD with abilities of batch processing to increase their

throughput.

• Stream-centered Probabilistic Matrix Factorisation (SPMF) [127] is a state-of-

the-art monolithic SRS based on the probabilistic matrix factorisation, which im-

proves the work in [116]. SPMF was originally performed along with a ranking-

based sampling method. However, this ranking-based sampling method has ex-

cessive computation complexity since it evaluates all the user-item interactions
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in the reservoir and rank them by the test accuracies for each sampling process,

and thus is not suitable for our evaluation policy where sampling needs to be

performed frequently. Therefore, we sample data for SPMF with our proposed

STS for fair comparisons.

• Online Collaborative Filtering with Implicit Feedback (OCFIF) [140] is the

only ensemble SRS, which combines multiple matrix factorisation models to

deliver more accurate streaming recommendations. It is specifically devised to

ensemble matrix factorisation models, and thus cannot ensemble other models

for the evaluation.

• Stratified and Time-aware Sampling based Adaptive Ensemble Learning (STS-

AEL) is our proposed SRS. For the evaluation, we take each of the top three

best-performing monolithic baselines — iNeuMF, iMLP and iGMF in Exper-

iment 1 as its individual model and set different numbers (i.e., 2, 4, 6 and 8)

of individual models to compose different forms of STS-AELs. For example,

STS-AEL 8-iNeuMF indicates an STS-AEL framework ensembling 8 iNeuMF

models.

Parameter Setting. For baselines, we initialise them with the parameters reported in

their papers and tune them based on our experimental scenarios to achieve the best

performance for fair comparisons. For our proposed STS-AEL, we empirically set

the learning rate to 0.001, and initialise the parameters in embedding layers with the

Gaussian distribution X ∼ N(0, 0.25), inner layers with Glorot initialisation [30] and

the output layer with LeCun initialisation [61]. Besides, we adopt L2 regularisation

to avoid overfitting and Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [53] for the regularisa-

tion. In addition, we manually adjust the parameters α, λnew and λres based on the

data receiving speed and the characteristics of the dataset to achieve the best perfor-

mance. Without loss of generality, following the common practice in [127, 32], all

the baselines and the proposed STS-AEL process data stream in batch to increase the

throughput.
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Table 4.1: Performance comparison for STS-AEL (results on MovieLens)

Dataset MovieLens
Metric HR@10 NDCG@10

Data Receiving Speed 128 256 512 128 256 512

Baseline
Monolithic

eAls 0.231 0.231 0.234 0.106 0.106 0.108
RCD 0.287 0.297 0.278 0.139 0.145 0.138
iBPR 0.303 0.303 0.279 0.147 0.147 0.134

iTPMF-CF 0.408 0.401 0.426 0.222 0.216 0.229
SPMF 0.472 0.466 0.434 0.262 0.259 0.234
iGMF 0.525 0.529 0.477 0.295 0.297 0.265
iMLP 0.538 0.539 0.488 0.304 0.303 0.272

iNeuMF 0.551 0.546 0.496 0.311 0.307 0.275
Ensemble OCFIF 0.532 0.508 0.467 0.291 0.279 0.256

Our STS-AEL
framework

STS-AEL 8-iGMF 0.592 0.584 0.590 0.344 0.340 0.344
STS-AEL 8-iMLP 0.591 0.586 0.583 0.341 0.340 0.338

STS-AEL 8-iNeuMF 0.608 0.607 0.598 0.351 0.353 0.346
Improvement percentage

over the best-performing baseline
10.3% 11.2% 20.6% 12.9% 15.0% 25.8%

4.3.2 Performance Comparison and Analysis

Experiment 1: Performance Comparison with Baselines (for RQ1)

Setting. In this experiment, we take each of iGMF, iMLP and iNeuMF as the indi-

vidual model of STS-AEL and set the number of individual models to eight for the

evaluation. In addition, the proposed STS-AEL and nine baselines are evaluated on all

three datasets with a fixed data processing speed, i.e., spp = 256, and three different

data receiving speed, i.e., spr = 128 (simulating the underload scenario), spr = 256

(simulating the ideal case where the data processing speed is equal to the data receiv-

ing speed) and spr = 512 (simulating the overload scenario) to make comparisons in

different cases.

Result. As Tables 4.1 to 4.3 show, in all the cases, STS-AEL 8-iNeuMF delivers the

highest recommendation accuracies (marked with bold font), and the improvement

percentages of STS-AEL 8-iNeuMF over the best-performing baseline (with the re-

sults marked by underline) in each case are introduced in the last rows, ranging from

4.0% (compared with iNeuMF on Netflix w.r.t. spr = 256) to 51.8% (compared with

iMLP on Yelp w.r.t. spr = 512) with an average of 17.1% in terms of HR@10, and
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Table 4.2: Performance comparison for STS-AEL (results on Netflix)

Dataset Netflix
Metric HR@10 NDCG@10

Data Receiving Speed 128 256 512 128 256 512

Baseline
Monolithic

eAls 0.395 0.389 0.362 0.211 0.207 0.192
RCD 0.447 0.436 0.435 0.226 0.226 0.219
iBPR 0.685 0.686 0.627 0.396 0.395 0.360

iTPMF-CF 0.514 0.5231 0.540 0.290 0.298 0.309
SPMF 0.699 0.676 0.636 0.425 0.410 0.374
iGMF 0.747 0.748 0.577 0.482 0.482 0.352
iMLP 0.787 0.782 0.624 0.519 0.510 0.369

iNeuMF 0.801 0.798 0.711 0.531 0.529 0.443
Ensemble OCFIF 0.745 0.734 0.606 0.457 0.453 0.357

Our STS-AEL
framework

STS-AEL 8-iGMF 0.789 0.783 0.785 0.524 0.517 0.518
STS-AEL 8-iMLP 0.813 0.805 0.798 0.546 0.535 0.525

STS-AEL 8-iNeuMF 0.840 0.830 0.821 0.576 0.562 0.552
Improvement percentage

over the best-performing baseline
4.80% 4.00% 15.5% 8.40% 6.20% 24.6%

ranging from 6.2% (compared with iNeuMF on Netflix w.r.t. spr = 256) to 64.0%

(compared with iMLP on Yelp w.r.t. spr = 512) with an average of 22.9% in terms of

NDCG@10.

Analysis. The superiority of our proposed STS-AEL can be explained in the following

three aspects: 1) the proposed STS addresses preference drift while capturing long-

term user preferences by wisely incorporating both newly coming data and historical

data through a stratified and time-aware strategy, 2) ensembling multiple individual

models can not only avoid the limitations of monolithic models by complementing

one another, but also contributes to mining user preferences more effectively by the

concurrent training process, especially in overload scenarios, and 3) the proposed AEL

improves fusion effectiveness by assigning elaborately calculated fusion weights to

multiple individual models for effective fusion.

As Tables 4.1 to 4.3 show, OCFIF, which is the only existing ensemble SRS, de-

livers lower recommendation accuracies even than some monolithic baseline models,

e.g., iGMF, iMLP and iNeuMF. This can be explained by the following three reasons:

1) OCFIF trains multiple individual models with the same data. This practice not
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Table 4.3: Performance comparison for STS-AEL (results on Yelp)

Dataset Yelp
Metric HR@10 NDCG@10

Data Receiving Speed 128 256 512 128 256 512

Baseline
Monolithic

eAls 0.287 0.289 0.290 0.167 0.167 0.169
RCD 0.454 0.452 0.447 0.260 0.257 0.259
iBPR 0.307 0.295 0.188 0.180 0.172 0.108

iTPMF-CF 0.172 0.174 0.186 0.089 0.090 0.098
SPMF 0.203 0.203 0.177 0.107 0.106 0.091
iGMF 0.499 0.470 0.396 0.294 0.276 0.228
iMLP 0.573 0.574 0.438 0.338 0.338 0.246

iNeuMF 0.566 0.570 0.435 0.331 0.334 0.247
Ensemble OCFIF 0.260 0.249 0.203 0.135 0.129 0.107

Our STS-AEL
framework

STS-AEL 8-iGMF 0.647 0.614 0.600 0.399 0.371 0.362
STS-AEL 8-iMLP 0.676 0.671 0.639 0.414 0.402 0.378

STS-AEL 8-iNeuMF 0.717 0.677 0.665 0.456 0.415 0.405
Improvement percentage

over the best-performing baseline
25.1% 17.9% 51.8% 34.9% 22.8% 64.0%

only reduces the data processing speed, which affects the sufficient training of mod-

els, but also harms the diversities of individual models, which is essential for effective

ensemble learning, 2) OCFIF selects only one individual model for the final predic-

tion, which does not fully utilise all the individual models to obtain more accurate

recommendations and 3) OCFIF is specifically devised to ensemble matrix factorisa-

tion models, which only capture the linear relations with the dot product between the

user embedding and the item embedding, while the aforementioned three models (i.e.,

iGMF, iMLP and iNeuMF) all capture the more complex nonlinear relations with non-

linear operations (e.g., sigmoid function), and thus they can more accurately learn the

user preferences towards items.

Another observation from Tables 4.1 to 4.3 is that higher data receiving speed

commonly leads to the degradation of the recommendation accuracies. Taking STS-

AEL 8-iNeuMF on MovieLens as an example, the recommendation accuracies de-

crease 1.6% w.r.t. HR@10 and decrease 1.4% w.r.t. NDCG@10 when the data re-

ceiving speed increases from 128 to 512. The reason is that high data receiving speed

impedes the recommendation models from sufficiently learning the user preferences
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towards the items from the data stream. Especially, the long-term user preferences

cannot be well learned from the historical data, as the new data arrives at a high speed.

Thus, this insufficient training process leads to the degradation of recommendation

accuracies when the data receiving speed is high.

Summary. Our proposed STS-AEL significantly outperforms all the baseline models

in all the cases, including the underload scenarios (spr = 128) and overload scenarios

(spr = 512).

Experiment 2: Effect of the Number of Individual Models (for RQ2)

Setting. To answer RQ2, we allow our proposed STS-AEL ensembling different num-

bers (i.e., 2, 4, 6 and 8) of individual models for comparison. In this experiment, we

report the results on all three datasets in both underload scenarios (i.e., the cases where

spr = 128) and overload scenarios (i.e., the cases where spr = 512).

Result. As shown in Fig. 4.3, on all three datasets in both underload scenarios and

overload scenarios, our proposed STS-AEL delivers higher recommendation accu-

racies when ensembling more individual models w.r.t. all three types of individual

models, i.e., iNeuMF, iMLP and iGMF.

Analysis. The improvements when ensembling more individual models can be ex-

plained in two aspects: 1) more individual models can better complement one another

through the fusion process when making recommendations, and 2) with the concur-

rent training process, the streaming data can be better exploited with more individual

models, both when complemented by the historical data in the underload scenarios

and when confronting the excessive amount of data in overload scenarios. In addition,

It can be observed that the improvement ratios generally decrease as the number of

individual models increases. This is because after having enough individual models to

effectively complement one another and to sufficiently mine streaming data in parallel,

getting more individual models will no longer increase the recommendation accuracies

much.

Since STS-AEL performs the best when ensembling eight individual models, as

shown in Fig. 4.3, we set the number of individual models to eight in the following
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(e) NDCG@10 on Netflix
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(f) NDCG@10 on Yelp
w.r.t. spr = 128
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(g) HR@10 on MovieLens
w.r.t. spr = 512
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(h) HR@10 on Netflix
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(i) HR@10 on Yelp
w.r.t. spr = 512
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(j) NDCG@10 on MovieLens
w.r.t. spr = 512
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(k) NDCG@10 on Netflix
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(l) NDCG@10 on Yelp
w.r.t. spr = 512

Figure 4.3: Effect of the number of individual models.
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(f) NDCG@10 on Yelp

Figure 4.4: The superiority of STS

experiments to answer RQ3 and RQ4.

Experiment 3: Superiority of STS (for RQ3)

Setting. To answer RQ3, we replace the proposed STS with three representative sam-

pling methods for comparisons: Newly coming Data Only (NDO) [140] which only

uses the newly coming data for the training purpose, Reservoir-enhanced Random

sampling (RR) [16] which conducts random sampling with a reservoir and Sliding

Window (SW) [102] which uses the latest k (a predetermined parameter) user-item in-

teractions received for the training purpose. Similar to the naming scheme in the pre-

ceding experiments, we use *-AEL (e.g., NDO-AEL) to indicate which fusion method

(e.g., NDO) is employed for the sampling purpose. In this experiment, we report the

results on all three datasets in the underload scenarios (i.e., spr = 128) to show the

superiority of STS while the results in the overload scenarios (i.e., spr = 512) are

similar to the reported ones.

Result. As Fig. 4.4 indicates, our proposed STS consistently outperforms all the other

sampling methods on all three datasets. Taking the individual model of iNeuMF as
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an example, with which our proposed approach achieves the best overall performance,

the improvements of our proposed STS over the best-performing baseline — NDO,

range from 1.7% (on Netflix) to 4.3% (on Yelp) with an average of 2.8% in terms of

HR@10, and range from 2.6% (on Netflix) to 7.1% (on Yelp) with an average of 4.3%

in terms of NDCG@10.

Analysis. The superiority of STS can be explained by elaborately incorporating both

newly coming data and historical data in a time-aware manner while guaranteeing the

proportion of newly coming data. Thus, STS can well address preference drift while

capturing long-term user preferences. Besides, it can be observed that NDO, which

takes newly coming data only to train the recommendation models, outperforms two

other baselines: RR and SW, which both take the historical data into consideration.

This indicates that improperly incorporating historical data may reduce the recommen-

dation accuracies with our experimental settings. It is possibly caused by an insuffi-

cient emphasis on newly coming data, which hinders effectively addressing preference

drift, and ineffectual sampling for historical data, which impedes effectively capturing

long-term user preferences.

Experiment 4: Superiority of AEL (for RQ4)

Setting. To answer RQ4, we replace the sequential adaptive fusion in AEL with

three representative fusion methods for comparisons; they are 1) Attentive Weight-

ing (AttW) [96] which adopts an attention mechanism for the fusion, 2) AVeraG-

ing (AVG) [83] which simply averages the results of the individual models and 3)

AdaBoost-like Weighting (AdaW) [12] which considers the previous recommendation

accuracies of individual models when conducting the fusion process. Similar to the

naming scheme in the preceding experiments, we use STS-* (e.g., STS-AVG) to indi-

cate which sampling method (e.g., AVG) is employed for the fusion purpose. In this

experiment, we report the results on all three datasets in the overload scenarios (i.e.

spr = 512) while the results in the underload scenarios (i.e. spr = 128) are similar to

the reported ones.
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Figure 4.5: The superiority of AEL

Result. As Fig. 4.5 indicates, our proposed AEL significantly outperforms all the

baselines on all three datasets. Taking the individual model of iNeuMF as an example,

with which the ensembling approach achieves the best overall performance, the im-

provements over the best-performing baseline — AdaW, range from 1.7% (on Netflix)

to 6.6% (on Yelp) with an average of 4.2% in terms of HR@10, and range from 2.2%

(on Netflix) to 6.6% (on Yelp) with an average of 4.7% in terms of NDCG@10.

Analysis. The superiority of AEL mainly comes from the elaborately calculated fu-

sion weights, which leads to effective fusion for higher recommendation accuracies.

Specifically, when calculating the fusion weights, AEL not only considers the previous

recommendation accuracies of individual models but also takes the specific character-

istic of the target user-item pair into account. Besides, it can be observed that AttW

does not deliver good performance in this experiment, and the possible reason is that

AttW was originally devised for the mixture of expert model [96] and is not suitable

for our proposed framework.
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4.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a Stratified and Time-aware Sampling based Adap-

tive Ensemble Learning framework, called STS-AEL, for delivering accurate stream-

ing recommendations. Our proposed STS-AEL addresses preference drift while cap-

turing long-term user preferences through wisely sampling the newly coming data and

historical data through a stratified and time-aware manner. Moreover, the incorpo-

ration of the sampled historical data also benefits addressing the underload problem.

Furthermore, STS-AEL addresses the overload problem by first training the multiple

individual models concurrently and then fusing the results of these trained models with

a sequential adaptive fusion method. The extensive experiments show that the pro-

posed STS-AEL significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches. In addition,

the effectiveness of the two main components: Stratified and Time-aware Sampling

(STS) and Adaptive Ensemble Learning (AEL), have also been explicitly verified by

the experiments.



Chapter 5

MbSRS: a Multi-behaviour Streaming

Recommender System

Various SRSs have been proposed to deliver recommendations in the streaming sce-

narios. However, all the existing SRSs are devised to deal with a single behaviour type

(e.g., purchases). These single-behaviour SRSs are restricted by the limited number of

such single-behaviour interactions, and thus commonly suffer from the data sparsity

problem. Therefore, the more sufficient multi-behaviour interactions (e.g., purchases,

add-to-carts and views) might be utilised for more accurate streaming recommenda-

tions. However, delivering streaming recommendations with multi-behaviour interac-

tions leads to another new challenge without any solution reported in the literature.

This has been introduced in Subsection 1.2.4 and expressed by CH4: ‘how to wisely

leverage multi-behaviour interactions for improving the accuracies of streaming rec-

ommendations’.

Targeting CH4, this chapter proposes the first Multi-behaviour Streaming Recom-

mender System, called MbSRS, for delivering more accurate streaming recommenda-

tions by utilising data streams of multi-behaviour interactions. Specifically, MbSRS

contains the following three key components.

1) Multi-behaviour Learning Module (MbLM), which not only leverages shared

embeddings to accurately learn shared user preferences and shared item char-

acteristics across multiple behaviour types, but also employs behaviour-specific

embeddings to learn behaviour-specific user preferences and behaviour-specific

95
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item characteristics. Moreover, this module is trained with the newly coming

interaction data, and thus is able to capture the latest user preferences.

2) Attentive Memory Network (AMN), which effectively maintains the long-term

user preferences w.r.t. the primary behaviour. Specifically, AMN first mem-

orises the items interacted (w.r.t. all behaviour types) by users in a memory.

Then, AMN elaborately represents the long-term user preferences with these

memorised items using an attentive method to emphasize those items more rele-

vant to the target item. Specifically, this attentive method first learns the weights

of memorised items to indicate their relevance scales with the target item. After

that, with these calculated weights, the memorised items are elaborately com-

bined to represent the long-term preferences of the target user for the target item

3) User Preference Merging Module (UPMM), which wisely merges the short-term

user preferences and long-term user preferences with a gate mechanism. Specif-

ically, our proposed UPMM employs two gates to adaptively calculate the gate

weights of short-term user preferences and long-term user preferences, respec-

tively, based on the embeddings of the target user and target item. Then, the

short-term user preferences and long-term user preferences are merged based

on these gate weights. Through this way, UPMM not only considers the dif-

ferent contributions of short-term and long-term user preferences via these gate

weights, but also is more specialised in the target user and the target item during

the preference merging process.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first formulate the re-

search problem studied in this chapter. Then, we introduce our proposed MbSRS and

its three key components (i.e., MbLM, AMN and UPMM). After that, we present the

results of the experiments that are conducted to verify the effectiveness of MbSRS.

Finally, we summarise this chapter.
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5.1 Problem Statement

In this section, we formulate our research problem of streaming recommendations

w.r.t. multi-behaviour interactions as follows. First, we utilise U = {u1, u2, ..., u|U |},

V = {v1, v2, ..., v|V |}, and B = {b1, b2, ..., bn} (n = |B|) to represent the user set, the

item set and the set of behaviour types, respectively. Note that, for bi ∈ B, we use the

subscript 1 to (n− 1) for denoting the first type of auxiliary behaviour to the (n− 1)th

type of the auxiliary behaviour, respectively, and use the subscript n for denoting the

primary behaviour. Moreover, these subscripts also indicate the priority levels of the

corresponding behaviour types among the total behaviour types in terms of to what

degree these behaviour types reflect user preferences towards to an item. Taking the

behaviour types in online shopping as an example, purchase behaviour can best reflect

user preferences and thus is always assigned to the largest subscript (i.e., n). Similarly,

the view behaviour is usually with the smallest subscript (i.e., 1) and the add-to-cart

behaviour is usually with a subscript between 1 and n.

With the notations presented above, an interaction between user u and item v

w.r.t. behaviour type b is denoted as t = {u, v, b}, where u ∈ U , v ∈ V and

b ∈ B. Consequently, a data stream of multi-behaviour interactions is denoted as

s = {t1, t2, ..., tk, ...}, where tk = {uk, vk, bk}. Note that the order of these interac-

tions in each data stream is determined by their receiving timestamps and marked by

their superscripts (e.g., tk indicates the kth received interaction). Moreover, similar to

the real-world cases, adjacent interactions are not necessarily from the same user (e.g.,

user uk is possibly different from user uk+1). In this work, without loss of generality,

we consider the implicit behaviours (e.g., purchases and views) only, which are more

common and more difficult to deal with than the explicit ones (e.g., ratings).

Then, given the currently received data stream s′ of multi-behaviour interactions,

the task of a multi-behaviour SRS is to predict the probability ŷ of a future interaction

t′ w.r.t. the primary behaviour; that is, ŷ = P (t′|s′). Similar to the single-behaviour

SRSs, multi-behaviour SRSs should learn both short-term user preferences and long-
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term user preferences to deliver accurate streaming recommendations. Moreover, the

multi-behaviour SRSs are also expected to well exploit the interactions w.r.t. auxil-

iary behaviours while eliminating their negative interference for further increasing the

accuracies of streaming recommendations. Thus, our research problem of streaming

recommendations w.r.t. data streams of multi-behaviour interactions is challenging.

5.2 Our Proposed Multi-behaviour Recommender Sys-

tem

In this section, we propose the first Multi-behaviour Streaming Recommender Sys-

tem, called MbSRS. Specifically, we first present its overall structure. Then, we intro-

duce its three key components: Multi-behaviour Learning Module (MbLM), Attentive

Memory Network (AMN) and User Preference Merging Module (UPMM). Finally,

we introduce its prediction process and training process.

5.2.1 Overall Structure

Aiming at delivering accurate streaming recommendations w.r.t. data streams of multi-

behaviour interactions, we propose the first Multi-behaviour Streaming Recommender

System, called MbSRS. As Fig. 5.1 illustrates, our proposed MbSRS contains three

key components: MbLM, AMN and UPMM, along with the prediction process and the

training process. The details about these three components are presented in Subsec-

tions 5.2.2 to 5.2.4, respectively, while the prediction process and the training process

are introduced in Subsection 5.2.5. Here, we provide a brief introduction for each of

them as follows.

Firstly, MbLM accurately learns short-term user preferences and stable item char-

acteristics via both the shared embeddings across multiple behaviour types and behaviour-

specific embeddings of users and items, respectively. Secondly, AMN effectively

maintains the long-term user preferences w.r.t. the primary behaviour by first mem-
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orising the items that interacted by users in the memory, and then representing the

long-term preferences of the target user with these memorised items via an attentive

method. After that, UPMM elaborately merges the short-term user preferences learnt

by MbLM and the long-term user preferences learnt by AMN into the unified user

preferences w.r.t. the primary behaviour. Finally, the predictions are conducted based

on the user preferences and item characteristics learnt by the above three components.

As for the training process, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is employed to train

MbSRS with newly coming interaction data in a timely manner.

5.2.2 Multi-behaviour Learning Module

We propose MbLM to accurately learn the short-term user preferences and stable item

characteristics. To achieve this purpose, MbLM first learns the shared embeddings

across multiple behaviour types and behaviour-specific embeddings for both users and

items. After that, these shared embeddings and behaviour-specific embeddings for

users (or items) are concatenated and then transformed with fully connected layers to

obtain both the shared user preferences (or item characteristics) and the behaviour-

specific user preferences (or item characteristics). Note that, in MbLM, we not only

devise the shared layers to enhance the learning process for user preferences (or item

characteristics) w.r.t. the primary behaviour by that w.r.t the auxiliary behaviours, but

also devise the behaviour-specific layers to highlight the unique user preferences (or

item characteristics) w.r.t. each behaviour type.

Input Layer. MbLM takes data streams of multi-behaviour interactions as the input.

For each interaction, the target user and target item serve as the direct input to learn

user preferences and item characteristics for streaming recommendations, while the

target behaviour type is utilised to activate the corresponding behaviour-specific layers

for learning such preferences and characteristics w.r.t. this target behaviour type. For

better readability, we utilise the subscripts in the names to indicate which behaviour-

specific layers are activated by the target behaviour type. Taking an embedding layer
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with the name of ELi as an example, it will be activated when an interaction w.r.t. the

ith behaviour type is received.

Embedding Layer. We not only devise shared user (or item) embedding layers to

learn the shared user (or item) embeddings for reinforcing the learning process of user

prferences (or item characteristics) among multiple behaviour types, but also deivse

behaviour-specific user (or item) embedding layers to learn the behaviour-specific user

(or item) embeddings to reflect the unique latent features of users (or items) w.r.t. each

behaviour type. Specifically, taking the user embeddings w.r.t. the ith behaviour type

as an example, shared user embedding eushared and behaviour-specific user embedding

eui for user u are learnt by the shared user embedding layer ELu
shared and the behaviour-

specific user embedding layer ELu
i , respectively. Similarly, the shared item embedding

evshared and the behaviour-specific item embedding evj for item v w.r.t. the jth behaviour

type are learnt by the shared item embedding layer ELv
shared and the behaviour-specific

item embedding layer ELv
i , respectively.

Concatenation Layer. This layer concatenates the shared user embedding (or item

embedding) and the corresponding behaviour-specific user embedding (or item em-

bedding) to incorporate both shared latent features and behaviour-specific latent fea-

tures of users (or items). For example, the concatenated user embedding ceui of user u

w.r.t. the ith behaviour type is obtained as follows,

ceui =
[
eushared; eui

]
. (5.1)

With a similar calculation process to the one presented in Eq. (5.1), the concatenated

item embedding cevj of item v w.r.t. the jth behaviour type can be obtained as follows,

cevj =
[
evshared; evj

]
. (5.2)

Fully Connected Layer. In this layer, the concatenated user embeddings ceu (or item
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embeddings cei) are taken as the input to learn both the shared preferences (or char-

acteristics) and the behaviour-specific preferences (or characteristics) via a fully con-

nected layer. Taking the user preference pu
i of user u w.r.t. the ith behaviour type as an

example, this fully connected layer can be experssed as follows,

pu
i = aprefi (Wpref

i ceui + bpref
i ), (5.3)

where aprefi , Wpref
i and bpref

i denote the activation function, weight matrix and the

bias vector, respectively. With similar notations, the item characteristic qv
j w.r.t. the

jth behaviour type is calculated as follows,

qv
j = achari (Wchar

i cevj + bchar
i ). (5.4)

Note that we have tried different numbers of fully connected layers for learning these

user preferences and item characteristics in this step, but found that more layers can

hardly improve the overall recommendation accuracies and introduce more compu-

tational complexities. Therefore, we employ a single fully connected layer here to

perform this transformation process.

In addition, notations a, W and b are also utilised in the remainder of this chapter

for the similar meaning with different subscripts and superscripts to represent fully

connected layers. Besides, MbLM is trained by SGD with the newly coming inter-

action data to ensure that the cpatured user preferences are the latest. As for the item

characteristics, they are relatively stable in essential, and thus can be well learend from

the newly coming interaction data.

5.2.3 Attentive Memory Network

Besides the short-term user preferences captured by MbLM, the long-term user prefer-

ences w.r.t. the primary behaviour should also be effectively maintained for delivering

accurate streaming recommendations. Therefore, we propose AMN to first memorise

the items that are interacted by users in a key-value memory, where the users serve as

the keys and the corresponding items serve as the values of the corresponding users.
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After that, the long-term preferences w.r.t. the primary behaviour of the target users

are represented by their interacted items memorised in the memory via an attentive

method. Specifically, AMN utilises the following eight steps to maintain the long-

term user preferences.

Step 1. The AMN module is activated when an interaction w.r.t. the primary behaviour

is received. Specifically, the memorised items are read with the key of the target user

u in this received interaction. Note that, in this step, the memorised items interacted

by the target user w.r.t. all the behaviour types are read to more effectively represent

the long-term user preferences.

Step 2. Then, these read items are transformed into their concatenated embeddings

(which contain both the shared embeddings and behaviour-specific embeddings, see

Subsection 5.2.2 for more details) w.r.t. the primary behaviour to serve as the input for

the following steps.

Step 3. After that, we assign higher weights to the read items that are more similar to

the target item for emphasizing more on these similar items. Specifically, we measure

such similarities with the cosine similarities between the embeddings (the embeddings

all refer to the concatenated embeddings w.r.t. the primary behaviour in this step) of

these read items and the embedding of the target item. Taking the similarity si between

the embedding cei of the ith read item and the embedding ce′ of the target item as an

example,

si = cosine similarity(cei, ce′) =
(cei)T ce′

‖cei‖2‖ce′‖2
, (5.5)

where (∗)T and ‖ ∗ ‖2 denote the transposition and L2 norm, respectively, of a vector.

Step 4. These calculatd similarities are then fed to a softmax layer to obtain normalized

similarities, taking the normalised similarity nsi in terms of the ith memorised item as

an example,

nsi =
e(s

i)∑ms
j=1 e

(sj)
(5.6)

where ms denotes the memory size and e is the natural logarithm.

Step 5. After that, these normalised similarities are leveraged for calculating the
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weighted item embeddings. For example, the weighted item embedding wei of the

ith read item is calculated as follows,

wei = nsi ⊗ cei, (5.7)

where ⊗ denotes the scalar multiplication.

Step 6. These weighted item embeddings are then summed up to obtain the unified

item embedding ue as follows,

ue =
h∑

i=1

wei. (5.8)

Through this way, this unified embedding contains the overall latent features of the

memorised items for the target user.

Step 7. Finally, this unified item embedding ue is passed to a fully connected layer

for obtaining the long-term user preference lpu of the target user u w.r.t. the primary

behaviour,

lpu = along(Wlongue + blong). (5.9)

Step 8. The last step of AMN is to write the target item to the memory with the

target user as the key for future usage. The memory size — the maximal number of

items w.r.t. each user can be memorised — is dynamically set based on the features of

data streams for achieving the best performance. For maintaining this memory, AMN

adopts a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) strategy where the earliest memorised item will be

discarded when the number of the memorised items exceeds the memory size. In the

future, we will study more advanced strategies for maintaining this memory.

5.2.4 User Preference Merging Module

In this section, we propose UPMM to elaborately merge the short-term user prefer-

ences learnt from MbLM and the long-term user preferences learnt from AMN both

w.r.t. the primary behaviour. Although the short-term user preferences and long-term
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user preferences are both essential for delivering accurate recommendations, it is not

an easy task to merge these two types of preferences. This is because the contributions

of short-term preferences (or long-term preferences) might be different for different

users, and even different for the same user towards different items. To address this is-

sue, UPMM conducts this merging process via a gate mechanism. Specifically, UPMM

first employs embeddings of both target users and target items to dynamically calcu-

late the gate weights, and then leverages the calculated gate weights for effectively

merging these two types of preferences. More details are presented in the below.

Preference Gate. First, the concatenated embedding ceun of the target user u and

the concatenated embedding cevn (ceun and cevn are both learnt in MbLM, see Subsec-

tion 5.2.2 for more details) of the target item v w.r.t. the primary behaviour are further

concatenated as follows,

ce′<u,v> =
[
ceun; cevn

]
. (5.10)

Then, inspired by the cell structure in LSTM, UPMM calculates the gate weights

gwu
short and gwu

long for the short-term user preferences and long-term user preferences

to reflect their contributions to the overall user preferences. Specifically, gwu
short and

gwu
long are calculated by the following Eq. (5.11) and Eq. (5.12), respectively,

gwu
short = sigmoid(Wgate

shortce′<u,v> + bshort), (5.11)

gwu
long = sigmoid(Wgate

longce′<u,v> + blong), (5.12)

where the sigmoid function serves as the activation function.

Gated Preference Calculation. With these gate weights, the gated short-term prefer-

ence gpu
short and the gated long-term preference gpu

long of user u are calculated by the

following Eq. (5.13) and Eq. (5.14), respectively,

gpu
short = gwu

short ⊗ pu
n, (5.13)

gpu
long = gwu

long ⊗ lpu, (5.14)
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where the short-term preference pu
n and the long-term preference lpu are learnt by

Eq. (5.3) in MbLM and Eq. (5.9) in UPMM, respectively.

Preference Merging. Finally, the unified user preference upu of user u is obtained by

summing gpu
short and gpu

long up as follows,

upu = gpu
short ⊕ gpu

long, (5.15)

where ⊕ denotes the element-wise addition. This unified user preferences are later be

utilised to recommend items to the users w.r.t. the primary behaviour in the following

Subsection 5.2.5.

5.2.5 Prediction Process and Training Process

In this subsection, we introduce the prediction process and training process of Mb-

SRS. Our proposed MbSRS deliver streaming recommendations w.r.t. the primary be-

haviour by predicting the probabilities of interactions w.r.t. the primary behaviour. In

addition, we also allow MbSRS to predict the probabilities of interactions w.r.t. auxil-

iary behaviours as well as train MbSRS using these interactions. This practice benefits

improving the accuracies of streaming recommendations w.r.t. the primary behaviour,

as exploiting the more sufficient additional interactions w.r.t. auxiliary behaviours help

more accurately learn the shared user preferences and shared item characteristics.

5.2.5.1 Prediction Process

The prediction is conducted by learning the relevance scales between the preferences

of the target users and the characteristics of the target items. In this chapter, we utilise

the cosine similarity to measure this relevance scale for calculating the predicted prob-

abilities of interactions. Note that user preferences w.r.t. the primary behaviour and the

auxiliary behaviours are calculated in two different ways. Specifically, the user pref-

erence of user u w.r.t. the primary behaviour is represented by upu calculated through

Eq. (5.3) in UPMM, while the preference of user u w.r.t. the kth (1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1)
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type auxiliary behaviour is represented by pu
k calculated through Eq. (5.15) in MbLM.

Differently, the item characteristic qv
k of item v w.r.t. the kth (k = n for the primary

behaviour) behaviour type is calculated by Eq. (5.4) in MbLM for both the primary

behaviour and auxiliary behaviours.

With these well learnt user preferences and item characteristics, the predicted prob-

ability ŷ<u,v>
n of the interaction between user u and item v w.r.t. the primary behaviour

is calculated by the following equation,

ŷ<u,v>
n =

(upu)Tqn
v

‖upu‖2‖qn
v‖2

. (5.16)

In a similar way, the predicted probability ŷk<u,v> of the interaction between user u

and item v w.r.t. the kth (1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1) type of auxiliary behaviour is calculated as

follows,

ŷ<u,v>
k =

(pk
u)Tqk

v

‖pk
u‖2‖qk

v‖2
. (5.17)

Then, the recommendations are performed based on these predicted probabilities. For

example, item v might be recommended to user u w.r.t. the primary behaviour b if an

interaction of < u, v, b > gets a high predicted probability.

5.2.5.2 Training Process

MbSRS is trained with the interactions related to each behaviour type independently

to learn from the continuous data stream effectively. To be more specific, 1) when

an interaction w.r.t. the primary behaviour is received, AMN, UPMM and the neural

network layers related to the primary behaviour in MbLM will be trained; and 2) when

an interaction w.r.t. the ith type of auxiliary behaviour is received, only the neural

network layers related to the ith type of auxiliary behaviour in MbLM will be trained.

Through this independent training process, compared with the joint training process

employed in some literature [28, 77], the parameters in MbSRS can be updated once an

interaction is received and thus performs more accurate streaming recommendations.
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We employ the cross-entropy loss to measure the differences between the predicted

probabilities and the corresponding real labels for interactions. For example, the cross-

entropy loss `oss<u,v>
k w.r.t. the interaction of < u, v, k > is calculated as follows,

`oss<u,v>
k = −(y<u,v>

k log(ŷk
<u,v>) + (1− y<u,v>

k )log(1− ŷk
<u,v>)), (5.18)

where ŷk<u,v> denotes the predicted probability of the interaction between user u and

item v w.r.t. the kth (1 ≤ k ≤ n) behaviour type, while y<u,v>
k represents the real label

of this interaction; that is y<u,v>
k is 1 if this interaction exists and 0 otherwise.

Then, SGD is employed to minimise the above loss by training MbSRS once a

new interaction is received. Through this way, our proposed MbSRS is able to cap-

ture the latest user preferences towards items, and thus make more accurate streaming

recommendations.

In addition, inspired by the work in [37, 38, 32], we employ the negative sampling

strategy to more effectively train our proposed MbSRS. Specifically, for each target

interaction, the corresponding negative interactions are sampled from both the unob-

served interactions and interactions w.r.t. behaviour types that are with lower priority

levels than the target behaviour type (e.g., views < add-to-carts < purchases). Then,

these negative interactions are utilised to more effectively train MbSRS along with the

target one.

5.3 Experiments

In this section, we present the results of extensive experiments that are conducted to

answer the following five Research Questions (RQs).

RQ1: How does our proposed MbSRS perform when compared with the state-of-the-

art baselines?

RQ2: How does each component in our proposed MbSRS contribute to the perfor-

mance improvement?
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Table 5.1: Statistics of the tuned datasets for MbSRS

Dataset Beibei Taobao Tmall

#Total 2,108,192 442,254 735,356

#Purchase 166,883 96,237 179,035

#Add-to-cart n.a. 30,203 n.a.

#Favorite n.a. 11,484 n.a.

#Collect n.a. n.a. 24,681

#View 1,941,309 304,330 531,640

#User 10,000 13,777 12,921

#Item 49,488 27,652 22,570
The symbol # in this table denotes the number (e.g., #item represents the number of items).

RQ3: How do the sizes of embeddings affect the recommendation accuracies?

RQ4: How does the memory size affect the recommendation accuracies?

RQ5: How does the number of incorporated behaviour types affect the recommenda-

tion accuracies?

5.3.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets. For the experiments, we employ three real-world datasets, including Beibei,

Taobao and Tmall, all of which are widely utilised in the literature [19, 21, 7]. These

three datasets are suitable for evaluating our proposed MbSRS and baselines. This

is because these datasets all contain more than one behaviour types and provide the

timestamps of the interactions, and thus can be utilised to simulate data streams of

multi-behaviour interactions for the evaluation of streaming recommender systems.

Note that real-world datasets that contain both multi-behaviour interactions and times-

tamps are not common, and these three datasets are the most suitable ones we have

found for our experiments. More details about these three datasets are as follows.

1) Beibei1 provided and tunned by Ding et al. [19]. It records interactions w.r.t.
1https://github.com/dingjingtao/NegativeSamplerBPR/tree/master/BPRplusView/data
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the purchase and view from Beibei, which is a popular Chinese E-commerce

platform for maternal and infant products.

2) Taobao2 released on Tianchi by Alibaba. This dataset contains interactions w.r.t.

the purchase, add-to-cart, favourite and view collected from Taobao, which is

another popular Chinese E-commerce platform.

3) Tmall3 tuned by Ding et al. [21] based on the original version that is released for

the IJCAI-15 competition. This dataset records interactions w.r.t. the purchase,

collect and view from Tmall, i.e., the Chinese version of Amazon.

As processing the original Taobao dataset, which contains more than 100 million in-

teractions, is beyond our computational capacity, we tune this dataset with the method

that is utilised in [19, 21] for tunning the Beibei dataset and Tmall dataset. Specifically,

we first merge the repetitive purchases between the same user and the same item us-

ing the earliest timestamp, and then filter out the users’ auxiliary behaviours involving

their purchased items to avoid the information leak. Moreover, following the practice

in [150, 38], we also filter out the users and items that are not involved in an interaction

w.r.t. the primary behaviour (i.e., purchase), and then extract the interactions of users

who conduct more than ten purchases and of items that are involved in more than one

purchases. The statistics of the tunned datasets are presented in Table 5.1.

Evaluation Policy. To simulate data streams of multi-behaviour interactions for the

evaluation of our proposed MbSRS, following the work in [150, 38], we first sort the

interactions based on their timestamps in the ascending order for each of the afore-

mentioned three datasets. After that, we divide each dataset into a training set (which

simulates the historical interactions used to incrementally train recommendation mod-

els) and a test set (which simulates the upcoming interactions first used for the evalu-

ation and then used to incrementally train recommendation models). Specifically, we

select the first 85%, 90% and 95% of interactions from each dataset as training sets,

2https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/dataDetail?dataId=649
3https://github.com/dingjingtao/Auxiliary enhanced ALS/tree/master/data/tmall
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while the remainder serves as the corresponding test sets. Note that the k-fold cross

validation is infeasible in streaming scenarios, as only the latest interactions (i.e., the

interactions with the largest timestamps) can be utilised for the test to be consistent

with the data coming order. In addition, following the work in [38, 150], we report the

results in terms of 90% split only for saving space, while the results in terms of other

cases are similar to the reported ones.

Evaluation Metrics. Following [37, 38], we employ the widely-used ranking-based

evaluation strategy in our experiments. Specifically, given each interaction between a

target user and a target item w.r.t. the primary behaviour, we first sample 99 items that

are not involved in the interactions w.r.t. the primary behaviour conducted by the target

user as negative items. Then, we rank the target item among these 100 items (i.e., the

target item plus the 99 negative items). Finally, the recommendation accuracies are

measured with Hit Ratio (HR) and Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)

In this chapter, we utilize HR@5, HR@10, NDCG@5, and NDCG@10 to observe the

performance of our proposed MbSRS and that of baselines. More details about HR

and NDCG can be found in Subsection 3.3.1

Comparison Approaches. We have employed eight baselines, including six single-

behaviour SRSs (i.e., SPMF, iGMF, iMLP, iNeuMF, iDMF and DWMoE ) and two

multi-behaviour offline RSs (i.e., DCMF and NMTR), for the comparisons with our

proposed MbSRS. Note that no multi-behaviour SRSs are available for the compar-

isons, as our proposed MbSRS is the first SRS to exploit multi-behaviour interactions

for streaming recommendations. To evaluate the single-behaviour SRSs w.r.t. data

streams of multi-behaviour interactions, we extract the interactions w.r.t. the primary

behaviour only for both the training process and test process of these single-behaviour

SRSs. As for the multi-behaviour offline SRSs, we adapt them to streaming scenarios

while keeping their features described in their papers. The brief introduction of these

eight baselines is as follows.

• Stream-centered Probabilistic Matrix Factorisation (SPMF) [127] is a repre-

sentative SRS that is based on the probabilistic matrix factorisation model. The
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original SPMF is trained along with a ranking-based sampling strategy. How-

ever, this ranking-based sampling strategy causes long delays during the training

process, and thus is not suitable for our experimental settings, where the recom-

mendations need to be performed in a timely manner. Therefore, similar to the

practice in [150], we train SPMF with newly coming interaction data in a timely

manner.

• Incremental Neural Matrix Factorisation (iNeuMF), Incremental Generalized

Matrix Factorisation (iGMF) and Incremental Multiple Layer Perception (iMLP)

are three representative SRSs devised in [150] to perform streaming recommen-

dations. Note that these three SRSs are adapted from NeuMF, GMF and MLP,

respectively, all of which are originally proposed in [37]. Specifically, these

transformed approaches are trained by SGD to learn from the newly coming

interaction data incrementally in the streaming scenarios.

• Incremental Deep Matrix Factorisation (iDMF) is the streaming version of Deep

Matrix Factorisation (DMF) [138], which employs a double-wing MLP structure

to better learn the user-item relations from the user-item interactions. We train

iDMF with newly coming data incrementally by SGD for streaming recommen-

dations.

• Double-wing Mixture of Experts (DWMoE) [150] is a state-of-the-art SRS that

employs the mixture of experts to accurately learn user preferences and item

characteristics for more accurate recommendations. Note that, in its original

paper, DWMoE is trained using different methods in different scenarios, while

we train DWMoE with newly coming interaction data only for fair comparisons.

• Deep Collective Matrix Factorisation (DCMF) [77] is a state-of-the-art multi-

behaviour offline RS that enhances CMF [100] with the deep learning technique,

and thus can capture the complex and non-linear user-item relations from multi-

behaviour interactions. The original DCMF is devised to be jointly trained with
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interactions w.r.t. all behaviour types, and thus is not suitable for our experi-

mental settings where interactions are received one-by-one and in random order.

Therefore, we adapt DCMF to streaming scenarios by decoupling its training

process, so that it can be trained with the interactions w.r.t. each behaviour type

independently.

• Neural Multi-task Recommendation (NMTR) [28] is a state-of-the-art multi-

behaviour offline RS, which utilises a multi-task learning technique for the of-

fline recommendations with multi-behaviour interactions. The original NMTR

needs to be trained with interactions w.r.t. all behaviour types based on the pri-

ority level (e.g., a purchase behaviour must be preceded by a view behaviour).

Thus, the original NMTR is not suitable for our experimental settings where the

interactions of different behaviours are received in an arbitrary order. To adapt

NMTR to our experimental settings, we tailor its cascaded prediction module,

so that NMTR can be independently trained with the interactions w.r.t. each be-

haviour type. In addition, inspired by the practice in its original paper, we equip

NMTR with NeuMF for delivering the best performance in our experimental

settings.

Note that we have not considered some earlier SRSs, including eAls [38] and RCD

[15], as baselines, since they have been significantly outperformed by DWMoE [150],

which has been employed as our baseline. As for the ensemble learning based single-

behaviour SRSs, such as OCFIF [140] and STS-AEL [149], they rely on ensembling

multiple individual recommendation models to improve the recommendation accura-

cies, and thus are not suitable to serve as our baselines. In addition, some recently

proposed multi-behaviour offline RSs, such as EHCF [7] and MATN [133], have ei-

ther not been considered as baselines, as they are essentially devised for the offline

scenarios, and cannot be well adapted to streaming scenarios while keeping their fea-

tures described in their papers.

Simplified Versions of MbSRS. To clearly demonstrate the contributions of all three
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components of MbSRS, i.e., MbLM, AMN and UPMM, we have devised six sim-

plified versions of MbSRS and conducted experiments to evaluate these simplified

versions for the ablation analysis. Specifically, each of these six simplified versions

simplifies or replaces one target component of MbSRS while keeping the other two

components unchanged to verify the effectiveness of the target component. More de-

tails about these six simplified versions are introduced as follows.

• MbSRS MbLM BsE and MbSRS MbLM SE are both devised to verify the

effectiveness of MbLM. The original MbLM employs shared embeddings and

behaviour-specific embeddings for users (or items) to learn shared user prefer-

ences (or item characteristics) and behaviour-specific user preferences (or item

characteristics), respectively. For comparisons, MbSRS MbLM BsE employs

the behaviour-specific embeddings only and MbSRS MbLM SE employs the

shared embeddings only for learning user preferences and item characteristics.

• MbSRS AMN AVG and MbSRS AMN MAX are both devised to verify the

effectiveness of AMN, which represents the long-term user preferences by com-

bining the embeddings of historical items with an attentive method. Specifically,

MbSRS AMN AVG combines the embeddings of historical items simply with

an average-pooling layer, while MbSRS AMN MAX combines these embed-

dings simply with a max-pooling layer.

• MbSRS UPMM AVG and MbSRS UPMM MAX are both devised to verify

the effectiveness of UPMM, which merges the short-term user preferences and

long-term user preferences with a gated merging process. Specifically, Mb-

SRS UPMM AVG replaces UPMM with an average-pooling layer to merge

the short-term and long-term user preferences, while MbSRS UPMM MAX re-

places UPMM with a max-pooling layer to conduct this merging process.

Parameter Setting. For fair comparisons, the baseline RSs are first initialised with

the parameters reported in their papers and then tuned on our datasets and evaluation
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison for MbSRS (results on Beibei)

Dataset Beibei
Metric HR@5 NDCG@5 HR@10 NDCG@10

SPMF 0.338 0.266 0.390 0.283
iGMF 0.356 0.276 0.403 0.301
iMLP 0.461 0.391 0.516 0.409

iNeuMF 0.461 0.390 0.518 0.408
iDMF 0.470 0.392 0.526 0.410

Single-behaviour
streaming
baseline

DWMoE 0.475 0.402 0.534 0.418
DCMF 0.515 0.421 0.618 0.449Multi-behaviour

offline baseline NMTR 0.531* 0.432* 0.633* 0.465*
MbSRS MbLM BsE 0.439 0.365 0.493 0.382
MbSRS MbLM SE 0.552 0.448 0.656 0.481
MbSRS AMN AVG 0.553 0.454 0.659 0.488

MbSRS AMN MAX 0.535 0.434 0.639 0.467
MbSRS UPMM AVG 0.534 0.436 0.638 0.470

Simplified
version of

our MbSRS

MbSRS UPMM MAX 0.537 0.430 0.647 0.466
Full version of our MbSRS 0.559 0.461 0.665 0.495

Improvement percentage over the
best-performing baseline

5.27% 6.71% 5.06% 6.45%

policy to achieve the best performance. As for our proposed MbSRS, we empirically

initialise its weight matrixes with the Glorot initialiser [30] and initialise the bias vec-

tors with zeros for neural network layers. Moreover, we adopt the Adam optimiser

[53] to more effectively train MbSRS with the learning rate of 0.001. Furthermore,

to achieve the best performance, we set the sizes of shared embeddings to 64 for all

three datasets; and set the sizes of behaviour-specific embeddings to 64 for the Taobao

dataset and Tmall dataset, and to 32 for the Beibei dataset. As for the memory size, it

is set to 100 for all three datasets. Note that, these embedding sizes and the memory

size are set based on the results from Experiment 3 and Experiment 4, respectively. In

addition to these general settings, specific settings for a certain experiment are intro-

duced in the first part of the corresponding content for that experiment.
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Table 5.3: Performance comparison for MbSRS (results on Taobao)

Dataset Taobao
Metric HR@5 NDCG@5 HR@10 NDCG@10

SPMF 0.068 0.044 0.122 0.061
iGMF 0.072 0.047 0.126 0.064
iMLP 0.158 0.108 0.218 0.128

iNeuMF 0.161 0.112 0.222 0.132
iDMF 0.156 0.108 0.221 0.129

Single-behaviour
streaming
baseline

DWMoE 0.160 0.115 0.226 0.134
DCMF 0.171 0.124 0.248 0.142Multi-behaviour

offline baseline NMTR 0.177* 0.126* 0.254* 0.151*
MbSRS MbLM BsE 0.142 0.097 0.212 0.120
MbSRS MbLM SE 0.185 0.129 0.263 0.155
MbSRS AMN AVG 0.190 0.133 0.266 0.158

MbSRS AMN MAX 0.194 0.136 0.27 0.161
MbSRS UPMM AVG 0.189 0.133 0.262 0.157

Simplified
version of

our MbSRS

MbSRS UPMM MAX 0.181 0.128 0.255 0.152
Full version of our MbSRS 0.198 0.141 0.276 0.167

Improvement percentage over the
best-performing baseline

11.86% 11.90% 8.66% 10.60%

5.3.2 Performance Comparison and Analysis

Experiment 1: Performance Comparison with Baselines (for RQ1)

Setting. To answer RQ1, in this experiment, we compare our proposed MbSRS

with all eight baselines, including six single-behaviour streaming ones and two multi-

behaviour offline ones on all three datasets.

Result. As Tables 5.2 to 5.4 demonstrate, on all three datasets, our proposed MbSRS

delivers the highest recommendation accuracies (marked with the bold font). Specifi-

cally, the improvement percentages of MbSRS over the best-performing baseline (with

the results marked by ‘*’), i.e., NMTR, on each dataset are introduced in the last rows,

ranging from 5.27% (on Beibei) to 11.86% (on Taobao) with an average of 8.72%

w.r.t. HR@5, ranging from 6.71% (on Beibei) to 12.43% (on Tmall) with an average

of 10.35% w.r.t. NDCG@5, ranging from 5.06% (on Beibei) to 8.66% (on Tmall) with

an average of 6.76% w.r.t. HR@10 and ranging from 6.45% (on Beibei) to 10.72%

on (Taobao) with an average of 9.26% w.r.t. NDCG@10. Moreover, Tables 5.2 to 5.4
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Table 5.4: Performance comparison for MbSRS (results on Tmall)

Dataset Tmall
Metric HR@5 NDCG@5 HR@10 NDCG@10

SPMF 0.089 0.058 0.147 0.076
iGMF 0.097 0.064 0.157 0.083
iMLP 0.444 0.333 0.549 0.367

iNeuMF 0.450 0.337 0.569 0.371
iDMF 0.461 0.341 0.567 0.375

Single-behaviour
streaming
baseline

DWMoE 0.466 0.345 0.572 0.382
DCMF 0.473 0.352 0.589 0.390Multi-behaviour

offline baseline NMTR 0.488* 0.362* 0.609* 0.401*
MbSRS MbLM BsE 0.295 0.198 0.437 0.244
MbSRS MbLM SE 0.502 0.377 0.627 0.418
MbSRS AMN AVG 0.527 0.398 0.642 0.436

MbSRS AMN MAX 0.522 0.394 0.638 0.433
MbSRS UPMM AVG 0.512 0.384 0.637 0.425

Simplified
version of

our MbSRS

MbSRS UPMM MAX 0.513 0.377 0.639 0.418
Full version of our MbSRS 0.532 0.407 0.649 0.444

Improvement percentage over the
best-performing baseline

9.02% 12.43% 6.57% 10.72%

show that multi-behaviour RSs consistently outperform the single-behaviour RSs in

all the cases.

Analysis. The superiority of our proposed MbSRS can be mainly explained from

the following three aspects, i.e., 1) our proposed MbLM accurately learns the short-

term user preferences and stable item characteristics via both shared embeddings (for

enhancing the modelling of the primary behaviour with the auxiliary ones) and the

behaviour-specific embeddings (for highlighting the unique latent features w.r.t. the

primary behaviour) in the streaming scenarios; 2) our proposed AMN elaborately rep-

resents the long-term preferences of users with their interacted (w.r.t. all behaviour

types) items via an attentive method; and 3) our proposed UPMM effectively merges

the short-term user preferences learnt from MbLM and the long-term user preferences

learnt from AMN via a gated merging process. By learning the relevance scales of

between these well-learnt user preferences and item characteristics, MbSRS achieves

significantly higher recommendation accuracies than the baselines do.
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Moreover, the advantages of multi-behaviour RSs over the single-behaviour RSs

lie in that the multi-behaviour ones are able to incorporate more sufficient multi-

behaviour interactions to enhance the recommendations w.r.t. the primary behaviour.

This practice benefits addressing the data sparsity problem suffered by the single-

behaviour RSs and caused by the limited number of single-behaviour interactions, and

thus leads to higher accuracies of streaming recommendations.

Experiment 2: Ablation Analysis (for RQ2)

Setting. To answer RQ2, in this experiment, we compare all six simplified versions

of our proposed MbSRS with the full version to verify the effectiveness of all three

components: MbLM, AMN and UPMM in MbSRS, on all three datasets.

Results. As presented in Tables 5.2 to 5.4, the full version of MbSRS outperforms

all the simplified versions in all the cases. Moreover, the simplified version Mb-

SRS MbLM BsE performs even much worse than other simplified versions.

Analysis. These experimental results verify that MbLM, AMN and UPMM are all es-

sential for delivering accurate streaming recommendations. Specifically, MbSRS out-

performs MbSRS MbLM SE and MbSRS MbLM BsE, as MbLM accurately learns

the short-term user preferences and stable item characteristics. Additionally, Mb-

SRS delivers more accurate streaming recommendations than MbSRS AMN AVG

and MbSRS AMN MAX do, since AMN effectively maintains the long-term user

preferences. Besides, MbSRS achieves higher recommendation accuracies than Mb-

SRS UPMM AVG and MbSRS UPMM MAX do, because UPMM wisely merges the

short-term user preferences and long-term user preferences. In addition, the reason

for the unsatisfactory recommendation accuracies achieved by MbSRS MbLM BsE is

that it fails to leverage the shared embeddings to exploit the interactions w.r.t. auxiliary

behaviours for improving the recommendation accuracies. This practice of exploiting

the single-behaviour interactions only significantly reduces the accuracies of stream-

ing recommendations.

Experiment 3: Effect of Embedding Sizes (for RQ3)

Setting. To answer RQ3, in this experiment, we evaluate our proposed MbSRS with
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(a) HR@5 on Beibei

(b) NDCG@5 on Beibei

(c) HR@10 on Beibei

(d) NDCG@10 on Beibei

(e) HR@5 on Taobao

(f) NDCG@5 on Taobao

(g) HR@10 on Taobao

(h) NDCG@10 on Taobao

(i) HR@5 on Tmall

(j) NDCG@5 on Tmall

(k) HR@10 on Tmall

(l) NDCG@10 on Tmall

Figure 5.2: Effect of the size of behaviour-specific Embedding (BsE) and the size of
Shared Embedding (SE).
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different sizes (i.e., 8, 16, 32 and 64) of both the Shared Embeddings (SE) and the

behaviour-specific Embeddings (BsE) to compare the overall recommendation accu-

racies delivered by MbSRS with various embedding sizes.

Result. Fig. 5.2 demonstrates that larger sizes of the shared embeddings benefit im-

proving the recommendation accuracies delivered by MbSRS in all the cases. As for

the behaviour-specific embeddings, the recommendation accuracies increase consis-

tently with larger sizes of the behaviour-specific embeddings on the Taobao dataset

(see Figs. 5.2e to 5.2h) and Tmall dataset (see Figs. 5.2i to 5.2l), while peak when the

sizes of the behaviour-specific embeddings reach 32 on the Beibei dataset (see Figs.

5.2a to 5.2d).

Analysis. Larger sizes of the shared embeddings help better represent the shared user

preferences and shared item characteristics, and thus benefit more effectively leverag-

ing the interactions w.r.t. the auxiliary behaviours for improving the recommendation

accuracies w.r.t. the primary behaviour. This explains why larger sizes of the shared

embeddings lead to higher recommendation accuracies in all the cases. Moreover,

this reason also partially explains the effect of the sizes of behaviour-specific embed-

dings. That is larger sizes of behaviour-specific embeddings generally benefit more

accurately representing the behaviour-specific user preferences, and thus commonly

lead to higher recommendation accuracies. However, too large sizes of embeddings

might cause the overfitting problem in some cases, such as the case when the sizes

of behaviour-specific embeddings reach 64 on the Beibei dataset, which reduces the

recommendation accuracies.

Experiment 4: Effect of the Memory Size (for RQ4)

Setting. To answer RQ4, in this experiment, we allow the memory size to range from

40 to 140 with an interval of 20 to compare the overall recommendation accuracies

delivered by MbSRS with different memory sizes.

Result. As Fig. 5.3 illustrates, the recommendation accuracies delivered by MbSRS

first increase with larger memory sizes, and then keep stable after the memory size
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Figure 5.3: Effect of the memory size.

exceeds 100 on all three datasets w.r.t. all four evaluation metrics.

Analysis. Larger memory sizes benefit memorising more historical items, which com-

prise richer long-term user preferences. This explains why recommendation accuracies

improve with increasing memory sizes when these sizes are small. However, too many

historical items (e.g., more than 100 items in our cases) might exceed the modelling

capability of AMN, and thus do not benefit further improving the recommendation ac-

curacies.

Experiment 5: Effect of the Number of Behaviour Types (for RQ5)

Setting. To answer RQ5, in this experiment, we let MbSRS incorporate different num-

bers of behaviour types to compare the overall recommendation accuracies achieved

by MbSRS with different numbers of behaviour types. Specifically, the number of be-

haviour types is set from 1 to the total number (i.e., two for Beibei, four for Taobao and

three for Tmall) of behaviour types contained in the corresponding datasets. Moreover,
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Figure 5.4: Effect of the number of behaviour types.

we add the behaviour types based on their priority levels; for example, the purchase

behaviour is the first behaviour type we add while the view behaviour is the last one

we add for all three datasets.

Result. Fig. 5.4 demonstrates that our proposed MbSRS achieves higher recommen-

dation accuracies when incorporating more behaviour types in all the cases.

Analysis. Incorporating more behaviour types allows MbSRS to exploit more suffi-

cient multi-behaviour interactions to better learn the user-item relations, and thus leads

to higher accuracies of streaming recommendations.

5.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed the first Multi-behaviour Streaming Recommender

System, called MbSRS, for delivering accurate streaming recommendations by utilis-
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ing data streams of multi-behaviour interactions. First, we propose a Multi-behaviour

Learning Module (MbLM) to wisely exploit multi-behaviour interactions for learn-

ing the short-term user preferences and stable item characteristics. Then, we propose

Attentive Memory Network (AMN) to effectively maintain the long-term user prefer-

ences w.r.t. the primary behaviour. After that, the short-term user preferences learnt

by MbLM and the long-term user preferences learnt by AMN are carefully merged by

our proposed User Preference Merging Module (UPMM). Finally, the recommenda-

tions are delivered by learning the relevance scales between the learnt user preferences

and the learnt item characteristics. The superiority of our proposed MbSRS has been

verified by extensive experiments on three real-world datasets.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

Recommender Systems (RSs) have been widely studied for improving the satisfaction

of users and increasing the revenue of enterprises. However, the conventional offline

RSs cannot well deal with the ubiquitous data stream for streaming recommendations.

This is because the offline RSs periodically train recommendation models with large-

volume historical interaction data, and thus cannot well capture the latest user prefer-

ences embedded in the recent interaction data. Therefore, single-behaviour SRSs have

emerged to train recommendation models with newly coming data of single-behaviour

interactions in a timely manner, and thus capture the latest user preferences for accu-

rate streaming recommendations.

Although efforts have been made, the following three challenges still need to be

well addressed to further improve the recommendation accuracies of single-behaviour

SRSs; they are CH1: ‘how to capture long-term user preferences while addressing

the preference drift issue’, CH2: ‘how to well handle the heterogeneity of both users

and items’ and CH3: ‘how to well deal with the underload problem and the overload

problem’. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no multi-behaviour SRSs have been

reported in the literature. Nevertheless, multi-behaviour interactions are pervasive in

streaming scenarios and reflect the users’ preferences for items. Thus, multi-behaviour

interactions should be well leveraged for further improving the accuracies of streaming

recommendations. This leads to the fourth challenge in this research area — CH4:

124
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‘how to wisely leverage multi-behaviour interactions for improving the accuracies of

streaming recommendations’.

To address these four challenges, this thesis has proposed the following three ap-

proaches:

1) Targeting CH1 and CH2, in Chapter 3, we have proposed a Variational and

Reservoir-enhanced Sampling based Double-Wing Mixture-of-Experts frame-

work, called VRS-DWMoE, to deliver accurate streaming recommendations

w.r.t. data streams of single-behaviour interactions. Specifically, we first pro-

pose reservoir-enhanced sampling to wisely complement new data with sam-

pled historical data to serve as the training data for capturing long-term user

preferences while addressing the preference drift issue. Then, we propose a

double-wing mixture-of-experts model to learn the heterogeneous user prefer-

ences and item characteristics with two mixture-of-experts models (i.e., mixture-

of-user-experts model and mixture-of-item-experts model), respectively, from

the prepared training data. After that, we make recommendations by merging

these learned user preferences and item characteristics. The superiority of VRS-

DWMoE has been verified by extensive experiments that are conducted on three

real-world datasets.

2) Targeting CH1 and CH3, in Chapter 4, we have proposed a Stratified and Time-

aware Sampling based Adaptive Ensemble Learning framework, called STS-

AEL, to improve the accuracies of streaming recommendations w.r.t. data streams

of single-behaviour interactions. Specifically, our proposed STS-AEL captures

long-term user preferences while addressing the preference drift issue through

wisely sampling from both the historical data and new data with an elaborately

devised stratified and time-aware sampler. Moreover, incorporating the histor-

ical data also benefits addressing the underload problem. Furthermore, STS-

AEL addresses the overload problem by first training the multiple individual

models concurrently, and then fusing the results of these trained models with a
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sequential adaptive fusion approach. Extensive experiments conducted on three

real-world datasets have demonstrated that our proposed STS-AEL significantly

outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches.

3) Targeting CH4, in Chapter 5, we have proposed the first Multi-behaviour Stream-

ing Recommender System, called MbSRS, to wisely leverage multi-behaviour

interactions for further improving the recommendation accuracies in streaming

scenarios. Specifically, by wisely exploiting data streams of multi-behaviour

interactions, our proposed MbSRS first accurately captures the short-term user

preferences and stable item characteristics, then effectively maintains the long-

term user preferences via an attentive memory network, and afterwards elabo-

rately merges the learned short-term user preferences and long-term preferences

through a gated merging process. Extensive experiments conducted on three

real-world datasets have demonstrated that our proposed MbSRS significantly

outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches.

6.2 Future Work

This thesis has mainly focused on studying the single-behaviour and multi-behaviour

SRSs to improve the recommendation accuracies in streaming scenarios. We have pro-

posed three approaches to address the four challenges of streaming recommendations.

Moreover, extensive experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the effective-

ness and superiorities of our proposed three approaches. However, the following three

issues still need to be well studied in the future work.

1) Chapter 3 proposes a double-wing mixture-of-experts framework for streaming

recommendations. Currently, all the individual expert models are employed for

dealing with every interaction, even if some of these individual expert models

do not specialise in some types of interactions. In the future, researchers should

propose approaches that allow individual expert models to deal with their spe-
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cialised types of interactions. Through this way, we might not only further im-

prove the recommendation accuracies by reducing the negative interference of

unspecialised expert models, but also possibly more efficiently deal with data

streams as specialised experts can concurrently deal with multiple types of in-

teractions.

2) Chapter 4 proposes an ensemble learning based framework, which ensembles

multiple individual recommendation models to learn the user-item relations from

data streams in parallel. Currently, this framework ensembles the same types

of individual recommendation models only, and its effectiveness might be re-

stricted by such single types of individual models. In the future, approaches

should be proposed to elaborately ensemble multiple complementary types of

individual models, so that these individual models can better reinforce one an-

other for delivering more accurate streaming recommendations.

3) Chapter 5 proposes a multi-behaviour SRS to address the long-standing data

sparsity issue by incorporating multiple behaviour types. However, this data

sparsity issue might not be completely solved by this proposed multi-behaviour

SRS, as the interactions w.r.t. all available behaviour types might be still quite

sparse. In the future, researchers could consider leveraging user profiles, item

properties and even social relations to further address this data sparsity issue,

and thus further improve the accuracies of streaming recommendations.



Appendix A

The Notations in the Thesis

Table A.1: The important notations in Chapter 3

Notation Description
α the proportion of SSnew in SS
γ the loss coefficient
δ the ratio of the sampling size from R
a the activation function
bs the batch size for training
N ⊆ Y the newly received data from data stream
pu and qv the user embedding, and the item embedding

Pu and Qv
the vector of user preferences,
and the vector of item characteristics

R ⊆ Y
reservoir, i.e., a set that contains
representative historical data

spp and spr data processing speed, and data receiving speed
SShis ⊆ R the set of sampled data from R
U = {u1, u2, ..., um} the set of users
V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} the set of items
W and b the weight matrix, and the bias vector

yi,j ∈ Y
the notation that indicates whether an interaction
exists, i.e., it is 1 if an interaction exists between
user ui and item vj , and 0 otherwise

Y ∈ Rm∗n the matrix of interactions between U and V
| ∗ | the size of a set
|| ∗ ||1 the L1 norm of a vector
|| ∗ ||2 the L2 norm of a vector
[a;b] the concatenation of vector a and vector b
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Table A.2: The important notations in Chapter 4

Notation Description
α the proportion of SSnew in SS
λnew and λres the decay ratio for N, and the decay ratio for R
a the activation function
acc the recommendation accuracy
bs the size of training batch

cku,v
the estimated confidence of imk for the prediction
of the interaction between user u and item v

fwk the fusion weights for imk

imk the kth individual model
IM = {im1, im2, ..., imo} the set of individual models
m the number of users
n the number of items
N ⊆ Y the newly received data from data stream
o the number of individual models
pu and qv the user embedding, and the item embedding
Pk = {〈acck1, u1k, v1k〉, the set of recommendation accuracies from imk and
· · · , 〈acckg , ug

k
, vg

k〉} corresponding user-item pairs in last test iteration

R ⊆ Y
reservoir, i.e., a set that contains
representative historical data

spp and spr data processing speed, and data receiving speed

Sk ⊆ Pk
the set of top e tuples from Pk those have most
similar user-item pairs to the target user-item pair

SSnew ⊆ N and SShis ⊆ R
the set of sampled data from N, and the set of
sampled data from R

U = {u1, u2, ..., um} the set of users
V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} the set of items
W and b the weight matrix, and the bias vector

yi,j ∈ Y
the notation that indicates whether an interaction
exists, i.e., it is 1 if an interaction exists between
user ui and item vj , and 0 otherwise

Y ∈ Rm∗n the matrix of interactions between U and V
∗T the transpose of a vector
| ∗ | the size of a set
|| ∗ ||1 the L1 norm of a vector
|| ∗ ||2 the L2 norm of a vector
[a;b] the concatenation of vector a and vector b
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Table A.3: The important notations in Chapter 5

Notation Description
B = {b1, b2, ..., b|B|} the set of behavior types
n the number of behaviour types
pu and qv the user embedding, and the item embedding
U = {u1, u2, ..., u|U |} the set of users
V = {v1, v2, ..., v|V |} the set of items
W and b the weight matrix, and the bias vector

yi

the notation that indicates whether an interaction
w.r.t. the ith behaviour exists, i.e., it is 1 if this inter-
action exists, and 0 otherwise

ŷi the predicted value of yi
∗T the transpose of a vector
| ∗ | the size of a set
|| ∗ ||2 the L2 norm of a vector
[a;b] the concatenation of vector a and vector b
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The Acronyms in the Thesis

Table B.1: Main acronyms in all the chapters (part 1)

Acronyms Explanations
AEL adaptive ensemble learning
AMN attentive memory network
ASLI attentive sequential model of latent intent
AutoRec autoencoder-based recommender system
AVG averaging
BPR Bayesian personalised ranking
CH1, CH2,
CH3 and CH4 challenges 1, 2, 3 and 4

CMF collective matrix factorisation
DCMF deep collective matrix factorisation
DIPN deep intent prediction network

DL-SBORS
deep learning-based single-behaviour
offline recommender system

DMF deep matrix factorisation
DWMoE double-wing mixture of experts
eAls element-wise alternating least squares
FW fusion weights
GMF generalised matrix factorisation
GNN graph neural network
HR hit ratio
iBPR adapted Bayesian personalised ranking
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Table B.2: Main acronyms in all the chapters (part 2)

Acronyms Explanations
ALS alternating least square
ICF incremental collaborative filtering
iGMF adapted generalised matrix factorisation
iMLP adapted multiple layer perceptron
iNeuMF adapted neural matrix factorisation

iTPMF-CF
adapted time window-based probabilistic
matrix factorisation for collaborative filtering

MATN memory-augmented transformer network
MbLM multi-behaviour learning module
MbORS multi-behaviour offline recommender system
MbSRS multi-behaviour streaming recommender system

MF-SBORS
matrix factorisation-based single-behaviour
offline recommender system

MLP multiple layer perceptron-based
M-MLP multi-branch multi-layer perceptron
MoE mixture of experts
MoIE mixture of item experts
MoUE mixture of user experts
NDCG normalised discounted cumulative gain
NDO new data only
NeuMF neural matrix factorisation
NMRN neural memory recommender network
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Table B.3: Main acronyms in all the chapters (part 3)

Acronyms Explanations
OCFIF online collaborative filtering with implicit feedback
ORS offline recommender system
PMF probabilistic matrix factorisation
RCD randomised block coordinate descent
RNN recurrent neural network
RQ research question
RR reservoir-enhanced random sampling
RS recommender system
SBORS single-behaviour offline recommender system
SBSRS single-behaviour streaming recommender system
SGD stochastic gradient descent
SPMF stream-centred probabilistic matrix factorisation
SRS streaming recommender system
STS stratified and time-aware sampling

STS-AEL
stratified and time-aware sampling-based
adaptive ensemble learning

SVD singular value decomposition
SW sliding window

TPMF-CF
time window-based probabilistic matrix factorisation
for collaborative filtering

UPMM user preference merging module
VALS view-enhanced alternative least square
VRS variational and reservoir-enhanced sampling

VRS-DWMoE
variational and reservoir-enhanced sampling-based
double-wing mixture of experts
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